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Faithful repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) is vital for animal development, 
as inappropriate repair can cause gross chromosomal alterations that result in cellular 
dysfunction, ultimately leading to cancer, or cell death. Correct processing of DSBs is 
not only essential for maintaining genomic integrity, but is also required in developmental 
programs, such as gametogenesis, in which DSBs are deliberately generated. Accordingly, 
DSB repair deficiencies are associated with various developmental disorders including 
cancer predisposition and infertility. To avoid this threat, cells are equipped with an 
elaborate and evolutionarily well-conserved network of DSB repair pathways. In recent 
years, Caenorhabditis elegans has become a successful model system in which to study 
DSB repair, leading to important insights in this process during animal development. This 
review will discuss the major contributions and recent progress in the C. elegans field to 
elucidate the complex networks involved in DSB repair, the impact of which extends well 












































DNA double-strand breaks and development
Genomes are constantly attacked by DNA damaging agents, such as endogenous cellular 
metabolites, exogenous genotoxins, and radiation. Moreover, genomes are continuously 
challenged by mutagenic processes, such as transposition and imperfect replication. All of 
these sources of DNA damage generate a vast amount of DNA lesions, among which single-
strand DNA lesions (SSLs) are the most common. It is estimated that, in normal human cells, 
approximately 1% of endogenous SSLs are converted into roughly 50 DNA double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) per cell per cell cycle (Vilenchik and Knudson 2006), which pose a serious 
threat to all proliferating cells. DSBs are the most toxic forms of DNA damage, as a single 
DSB has the potential to activate cell cycle arrest and can be lethal to a cell if left unrepaired 
(Bennett et al. 1993). Improper repair of DSBs can also lead to large deletions and gross 
chromosomal rearrangements, which ultimately result in cellular dysfunction. However, 
some cells deliberately inflict DSBs to induce genetic variation, as seen in budding yeast 
during mating-type switching, in lymphocytes during V(D)J recombination, and in sexually 
reproducing organisms during meiosis. In fact, during meiosis, DSB repair products establish 
transient physical links between chromosomes that are essential for proper chromosome 
segregation. Although mutations can be beneficial on an evolutionary scale, faithful repair 
of all types of lesions is vital to ensure genomic stability and is therefore fundamental to the 
fitness of a cell and the reproductive success of a species. As a result, multiple DSB repair 
pathways have evolved to handle this inevitable and constant threat.
The DSB repair network
In human cells, most DSBs are repaired via a conserved pathway called non-homologous end 
joining (NHEJ), which is an error-prone pathway that readily joins broken DNA ends together 
independent of sequence context (Fig. 1; Lieber 2010). In addition, mutagenic repair pathways 
called single-strand annealing (SSA) and micro-homology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) use 
long (30–400 bp) or short (5–15 bp) sequences of homology flanking the DSB to anneal and 
re-ligate the DSB ends, respectively (McVey and Lee 2008; Sugawara et al. 2000). DSBs can 
also be repaired via homologous recombination (HR), a high-fidelity repair route that uses an 
undamaged homologous DNA template from a sister chromatid or homologous chromosome 
to restore the sequence information lost at the break site (Fig. 1; Li and Heyer 2008). These 
DSB repair pathways form a complex network to safeguard genome integrity, operating in 
both competitive and collaborative manners, depending on the repair context, stage of the 
cell cycle, and state of the broken DNA. In the last 30 years, many genes involved in these 
DSB repair pathways have been identified and many of them have been implicated in severe 
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Fig. 1 Schematic overview of DSB repair pathways in C. elegans. See text for details. SSA single-
strand annealing, SCE sister chromatid exchange, SDSA synthesis-dependent strand annealing 
Caenorhabditis elegans as a DSB repair model
In 1974, Sydney Brenner launched a new animal model: a small transparent nematode called 
C. elegans, which proved to be very convenient to study developmental processes, including 
cell death and differentiation (Brenner 1974; Hoffenberg 2003; Horvitz 2003; Sulston 2003). 
Soon after the entire C. elegans genome was sequenced in 1998, its potential to contribute 
to our understanding of DSB repair was appreciated, as this model organism has allowed 
in-depth analysis of known DSB repair genes (e.g., Adamo et al. 2008; Alpi et al. 2003; Chin 
and Villeneuve 2001; Zalevsky et al. 1999), but has also permitted efficient forward genetic 
screens (Kelly et al. 2000; Winand et al. 1998) as well as high-throughput reverse genetic 
screens (Pothof et al. 2003; van Haaften et al. 2006) to identify novel DSB response factors. 
For some of these novel genes, a role in DSB repair has recently been demonstrated for 
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Because DSBs can be repaired via distinct pathways, each consisting of numerous factors, 
mutations in individual DSB repair genes can have very different consequences. For 
example, some DSB repair defects result in frequent gross chromosomal aberrations (leading 
to developmental retardation or even embryonic death), while others only induce a minor 
shift towards efficient but error-prone repair modes (ultimately driving the accumulation 
of mutations and resulting in associated diseases such as cancer; Fig. 2). In worms, both 
erroneous DSB repair and chromosomal instability often result in developmental abnormalities, 
altered chromosome morphology, and/or DNA damage sensitivity, all of which are phenotypes 
that can be readily detected without the need of complex techniques (Fig. 2). Furthermore, 
elevated chromosomal instability in the germline often manifests as increased X chromosome 
non-disjunction, which in C. elegans results in an overrepresentation of males (X0) in the 
otherwise hermaphrodite (XX)-dominated population (Fig. 2). This so-called high-incidence-
of-males (Him) phenotype has proved to be a convenient readout and has revealed several 
DSB repair factors that are crucial to proper meiotic progression (Kelly et al. 2000; Tang 
et al. 2010). Unique features such as an invariant cell lineage, the linear array of meiotic 
stages along the hermaphrodite gonad, and easy knockdown via systemic RNAi make this 
multicellular animal a suitable model in which to study DSB repair in the context of somatic as 
well as germline tissues (Figs. 2 and 3) 
In addition to many repair pathways, the damage response to DSBs also encompasses an 
elaborate signaling network that regulates cell cycle checkpoint arrest and/or apoptosis. In 
recent years, comprehensive overviews have been published on the latter two aspects of the 
DNA damage response in C. elegans (O’Neil and Rose 2006; Gartner et al. 2008). Here, we 
will discuss the major contributions and recent progress in the C. elegans field to elucidate the 
complex networks involved in DSB repair. In the first part, we will discuss the regulation and 
repair of (programmed) DSBs in the worm germline, and in the second part, we will focus on 















































Schematic gonad : 
• distal tip (mitotic stem cells) 
• proximal end (mature oocyte) 
MEIOSIS MITOSIS (CYCLING) MITOSIS (NON-CYCLING) REF 
GERMLINE HR HR HR Clejan et al. 2006 
SOMA - HR NHEJ Clejan et al. 2006 
SOMA - HR + SSA + NHEJ Pontier et al. 2009 
Fig. 2 Consequences of faulty DSB repair in C. elegans and humans. DSB repair defects result in the 
accumulation of DSBs, which ultimately will result in genetic defects. Depending on the cell type in which 
the genetic defects occur (germline or soma), distinct developmental abnormalities become apparent. In 
the C. elegans field, these phenotypes are often used as readouts for specific forms of genomic instability, 
allowing researchers to delineate developmental consequences of known DSB repair defects, and also 
to screen for novel DSB repair factors. Often-used genomic instability readouts are: embryonic viability, 
frequency of X0 males, nuclear morphology of diakinesis/intestinal nuclei (insets), occurrence of vulval 
defects, and transgenic reporter readouts. Notably, the genetic defects underlying these phenotypes are 
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 OF MALES 
Fig. 3 Visualization of DSB repair in the adult germline. Represen- tative image of a dissected DAPI-
stained wild-type C.elegans germline. The convenient spatio-temporal organization of meiotic prophase, 
paralleled by dynamic changes in chromosome organization (upper panel), allow in-depth analysis of 
chromosomal stability during gametogenesis, including HR-mediated DSB repair events typified by RAD-
51 recruitment (lower panel) 
DSB repair during meiosis
Meiosis and the worm germline
Perhaps the most important biological process that involves the deliberate generation and 
repair of DSBs is the specialized cell division program of meiosis. In brief, meiosis enables 
diploid germ cells to produce haploid gametes. The primary function of meiosis is to reduce 
the chromosome complement by half, which is achieved by having a single round of DNA 
replication followed by two subsequent rounds of chromosome segregation (named meiosis I 
and meiosis II). In C. elegans, mitotically proliferating germ cell nuclei reside at the distal end 
of the gonadal syncitium, in the so-called “mitotic zone”. As these nuclei move to the proximal 
end of the germline, they progress through different meiotic stages (Figs. 3 and 5). First, nuclei 
enter a “transition zone”, where meiosis I begins and maternal and paternal versions of each 
chromosome (homologous chromosomes) pair and align. Around this time, several DSBs 
are introduced by a highly conserved topoisomerase-like endonuclease called SPO-11, and 
HR is initiated to repair the SPO-11-induced DSBs (Dernburg et al. 1998; Keeney and Neale 











































synaptonemal complex (SC) is assembled to temporarily keep the homologous chromosomes 
in close proximity to each other, a process called synapsis. Meanwhile, a specific set of HR 
events between the homologous chromosomes result in repair products known as crossovers 
(COs). These COs (together with sister chromatid cohesion) generate the transient physical 
links, called chiasmata, that physically connect the homologous chromosomes and allow the 
homologs to separate adequately during the first meiotic division. During the “diplotene stage”, 
the chromosomes desynapse, but remain condensed and are held together by the chiasmata. 
At the “diakinesis stage”, the pairs of homologous chromosomes can be easily identified in 
the maturing oocyte as six discrete bivalents (Fig. 3). As soon as the oocyte is fertilized in the 
spermatheca, meiotic spindles are formed and the homologous chromosomes are separated 
during anaphase I. After one set of chromosomes has been excluded (a process called polar 
body extrusion), meiosis II starts and the other chromosomes align at the spindle equator. In 
anaphase II, the sister chromatids are separated and again one set is excluded. As meiosis 
completes, six chromosomes remain and form the oocyte pronucleus, which together with the 
sperm-derived pronucleus contains all the genetic information necessary for the development 
of a new individual. 
The chiasmata are crucial for the homologs to correctly orient toward opposite spindle poles 
during anaphase I. Therefore, the induction and resolution of chiasmata is critical for faithful 
chromosome segregation, as is illustrated by the fact that worms that are unable to introduce 
meiotic DSBs (e.g., spo-11 mutants) produce hardly any viable offspring, due to excessive 
aneuploidy (Dernburg et al. 1998), whereas worms that cannot repair the SPO-11-induced 
DSBs (e.g., HR defective rad-51 mutants) produce no viable progeny at all (Alpi et al. 2003). 
In addition to their essential role in chromosome dynamics, meiotic DSBs are also the sites of 
genetic exchange between the broken chromosome and its repair template, either the sister 
chromatid or homologous chromosome. In the case of the latter, CO-mediated DSB repair 
leads to the exchange of large sections between the paternal and maternal chromosome. 
Therefore, the choice between non-CO or CO-mediated DSB repair has a significant impact 
on the genetic variation within a species. Meiotic DSB repair needs thus to be accurate in 
order to safeguard genomic stability, but also needs to allow genetic changes that can result 
in evolutionary benefits. 
Synapsis and meiotic DSB repair
The repair of SPO-11-induced DSBs is a complex multistep process that is accompanied by 
dynamic changes in chromosome architecture. HR is the principal mode of meiotic DSB repair 
in C. elegans (Clejan et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2005) and requires a homologous template: 
either the sister chromatid (always resulting in non-CO) or the homologous chromosome 
(resulting in either non-CO or CO). Because chromosome structure affects the availability of 
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have been shown to affect DSB repair outcome. Mutation of SC genes hampers the ability 
of homologous chromosomes to stay in close juxtaposition at the moment when the meiotic 
DSBs are repaired, and accordingly, these mutations lead to a severe reduction in CO 
recombination (Colaiacovo et al. 2003; Couteau et al. 2004; Garcia-Muse and Boulton 2007; 
Goodyer et al. 2008; Smolikov et al. 2007; Zetka et al. 1999). However, synapsis mutants 
generally have no defects in SPO-11-mediated DSB induction, and the majority of DSBs are 
ultimately repaired. For instance, synapsis does not occur in syp-2 mutants, but RAD-51 foci 
(as markers for DSB repair intermediates) disappear late in meiotic prophase, implying that 
meiotic DSBs are repaired eventually, likely via error-free HR using the sister chromatid as 
a template (Colaiacovo et al. 2003). Instead of six bivalents, syp-2 mutants have 12 intact 
univalents at diakinesis, indicative of a lack of CO formation and chiasmata establishment 
(Colaiacovo et al. 2003). Indeed, when inter-sister HR is inhibited in such a synapsis defective 
background (either via brc-1 mutation, rad-51, or rec-8 RNAi), faithful meiotic DSB repair is 
impaired, leading to severe chromosomal fragmentation (Adamo et al. 2008; Colaiacovo et 
al. 2003; Smolikov et al. 2007). Although the majority of SC factors likely affect meiotic DSB 
repair indirectly, by controlling repair template availability, some structural components of the 
SC seem to affect meiotic DSB repair in a more direct fashion. For example, the axial SC 
components HTP-1 and HIM-3 have been shown to prevent inter-sister HR and are therefore 
crucial for the inter-homolog bias during meiotic recombination and subsequent CO formation 
in early prophase (Couteau et al. 2004; Martinez-Perez and Villeneuve 2005). 
Whereas homologous chromosomes are temporarily held together via the SC, sister 
chromatids are held together by cohesin complexes. Meiosis-specific cohesin components 
have been implicated in meiotic DSB repair efficacy (Pasierbek et al. 2001). Recently, 
Severson and colleagues have studied the consequences of a complete absence of sister 
chromatid cohesion (SCC) on genome integrity. They showed that mutation of the general 
cohesin component SMC-1 or simultaneous depletion of meiotic cohesin subunits REC-8, 
COH-3, and COH-4 results in discrete chromosomal fragments in diakinesis nuclei (Severson 
et al. 2009). Lack of SCC eradicates the availability of all DNA templates needed for HR, 
blocking both inter-sister and inter-homolog HR. Interestingly, direct inactivation of HR 
(via rad-51, brc-2, or rad-54 mutation) does not lead to persistent DSBs and fragmented 
chromosomes, but instead provokes inaccurate DSB repair, resulting in irregular chromatin 
aggregates at diakinesis (Martin et al. 2005; Ward et al. 2010). Chromosome aggregation in 
rad-51 and brc-2 mutants has been shown to (partially) depend on canonical NHEJ factors, 
which are apparently able to act on meiotic DSBs under these conditions (Martin et al. 2005). 
These diakinesis phenotypes clearly contrast those observed in SSC deficient germlines, in 
which the DSBs seem to persist and undergo no repair at all (Adamo et al. 2008; Svendsen 
et al. 2009). A question that follows from these observations is: why do defects in HR allow 
other repair pathways, such as NHEJ, to take over, while the unavailability of a proper HR 











































Synapsis and meiotic DSB formation
In yeast, plants, and mammals, meiotic DSBs are not only important for CO/chiasmata 
formation; they are also required for the processes of SC formation and synapsis itself (Zickler 
2006). Such a link between DSB formation and chromosome organization was thought to 
be absent in worms and flies, as synapsis can occur normally in spo-11 mutants in these 
model species (Dernburg et al. 1998). However, more nuances to this view was provided 
recently by Smolikov and colleagues, who identified cra-1 as a regulator of SC assembly and 
showed that, in the absence of cra-1, HR-mediated repair of meiotic DSBs was needed for 
the proper recruitment and polymerization of SC components (Smolikov et al. 2008). Another 
possible link between DSB formation and synapsis came from investigating a unique meiotic 
axis component called HTP-3, which was shown to have a dual role during meiosis, being 
required for synapsis as well as meiotic DSB formation (Goodyer et al. 2008). HTP-3 interacts 
with HIM-3, one of the above-mentioned SC components controlling synapsis and sister 
chromatid exchange (SCE). Interestingly, HTP-3 also formed a complex with two members of 
the so-called Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) complex. The MRN complex is required for Spo11-
mediated DSB formation in yeast and is implicated in several DSB repair pathways (Johzuka 
and Ogawa 1995; Rupnik et al. 2010). In line with a role in DSB formation, both htp-3 and 
MRN-deficient worms resemble spo-11 mutants, as their germlines lack RAD-51 foci in early 
pachytene and typically show 12 intact univalents at diakinesis. Furthermore, similar to spo-
11 mutation, both htp-3 and MRN mutations can rescue the DSB-dependent chromosomal 
aggregation observed in RAD-51 depleted germlines (Chin and Villeneuve 2001; Goodyer et 
al. 2008; Hayashi et al. 2007). However, artificially induced DSBs can rescue CO formation in 
spo-11 mutants, but not in htp-3 mutants, revealing an additional role for HTP-3 downstream 
of meiotic DSB formation. Recently, HTP-3 has been shown to be critical for the chromosomal 
association of HIM-3 as well as several other SC components and the cohesion factor REC-
8, making it a crucial factor for meiotic chromosome axis organization and a prerequisite for 
proper meiotic DSB induction and subsequent CO formation (Goodyer et al. 2008; Severson 
et al. 2009). 
Chromosome structure and meiotic DSB formation
In recent years, additional factors altering chromosome structure have been shown to 
coordinate meiotic DSB formation. The Villeneuve lab identified HIM-17, a chromatin-
associated protein that is essential for meiotic DSB induction, but in contrast to HTP-3, is 
dispensable for synapsis. him-17 mutants resemble spo-11 mutants by showing no RAD-51 
foci in early pachytene and no chiasmata at diakinesis (Reddy and Villeneuve 2004). Both 
phenotypes can be restored by artificially induced DSBs, confirming a specific role for HIM-
17 in DSB induction. Intriguingly, him-17 mutant germlines also displayed altered patterns of 
histone H3 methylation, which could suggest that chromatin modification contributes to the 
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Recently, the Meyer lab discovered an additional link between chromosome structure and 
meiotic DSB induction. They revealed a novel role for condensin complexes in controlling 
chromosome structure and meiotic DSB formation. Using elegant tools, including a terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase mediated dUTP nick-end-labeling (TUNEL) assay that enabled 
them to label 3′ ends of meiotic DSBs, they demonstrated that CO number and CO distribution 
are controlled on a chromosome-wide basis at the level of DSB formation by a condensin 
complex (Mets and Meyer 2009). Specifically, lack of the condensin subunit DPY-28 led to 
a remarkable expansion of the axis of meiotic chromosomes, which was paralleled by an 
elevated number of DSBs and altered CO distribution (Mets and Meyer 2009; Tsai et al. 
2008), suggesting that specific condensins limit DSB formation by controlling chromosome 
organization. Reinforcing this view, dpy-28 mutations partially restored DSB formation in 
him-17 mutants (Tsai et al. 2008). Vice versa, the restored DSB formation in dpy-28; him-17 
double mutants argues for the hypothesis that HIM-17 promotes meiotic DSB formation by 
influencing chromatin structure. 
Meiotic DSB induction and CO formation
Using the TUNEL assay and mutants that trapped RAD-51 (a marker for HR intermediates) at 
the break sites, Mets and Meyer assessed the number of DSBs inflicted during normal meiosis 
(Mets and Meyer 2009). Their data suggests that meiotic nuclei encounter approximately 10–
12 DSBs in C. elegans, which is surprisingly low, considering that each of the six chromosome 
pairs needs at least one DSB to be able to form the obligate CO/chiasmata. This finding 
implies the existence of a surveillance mechanism that ensures that at least one half of the 
DSBs are repaired via a CO intermediate. Moreover, these COs should be distributed over 
the genome such that every homolog pair has at least one CO and that the COs do not 
occur in close proximity to each other (phenomena referred to as “CO homeostasis” and 
“CO interference“, respectively). The degree of interference and the number of COs per 
meiosis vary between organisms. In C. elegans, CO interference is absolute, such that each 
chromosome pair undergoes only a single CO (Hillers and Villeneuve 2003; Wood 1988). 
CO interference is also reported in budding yeast, which has 16 chromosomes and 150–200 
DSBs per meiosis (Buhler et al. 2007). Similar to the nematode, one half of the DSBs are 
converted into COs, in this case, resulting in approximately five crossovers per homolog pair 
(Mortimer et al. 1992). In contrast, CO interference is not observed in fission yeast, which has 
only three chromosomes and a relatively large number of COs, reaching up to 44 COs per 
meiosis (Munz 1994). 
How meiotic DSB formation and CO distribution are regulated on a molecular level and 
how these processes are entangled with the dynamic changes in meiotic chromosome 
architecture are still poorly understood, but based on the progress made in recent years, 












































Meiotic DSB formation and early DSB processing
Once Spo11 has catalyzed DSB formation, it remains covalently attached to the 5′ termini of 
the broken DNA (Keeney et al. 1997; Keeney and Kleckner 1995). To allow HR to occur, this 
protein–DNA complex must be removed. In yeast, Spo11-bound oligonucleotides are removed 
by the MRN complex (consisting of Rad50, Xrs2/Nbs1, and the nuclease Mre11) and another 
associated nuclease known as Sae2 (Keeney and Kleckner 1995; McKee and Kleckner 1997; 
Milman et al. 2009; Ogawa et al. 1995; Prinz et al. 1997; Fig. 1). Yeast Sae2 deletion mutants 
allow DSB formation, but are completely defective in Spo11 removal (McKee and Kleckner 
1997). This function of Sae2 seems to be conserved in C. elegans, as nematodes lacking 
the Sae2 homolog com-1 also are able to induce meiotic DSBs; yet, these lesions seem to 
persist and undergo improper repair, resulting in chromatin aggregates at the diakinesis stage 
(Penkner et al. 2007). Additionally, com-1 mutants fail to recruit the crucial HR factor RAD-51 
to SPO-11-induced DSBs, implying a defect in the early processing of SPO-11-bound DSBs. 
Importantly, these mutants did show many RAD-51 foci upon γ-irradiation (IR), revealing a 
specific dependency for COM-1 only at meiotic DSBs (Penkner et al. 2007). 
In yeast, the MRN complex is needed for Spo11-mediated DSB formation as well 
as subsequent DSB end-processing, making it difficult to study these individual (but 
interdependent) functions of the MRN complex. In yeast, this problem is solved by the 
identification of separation-of-function alleles of MRN complex components. For example, 
so-called Mre11-1 and Rad50S mutants allow meiotic DSB formation but are defective in 
Spo11 removal (McKee and Kleckner 1997; Ogawa et al. 1995). To date, no such mutations 
have been identified in C. elegans. Nevertheless, both functions of the MRN complex are 
likely to be conserved: first, germlines that are deficient in mre-11 or rad-50 typically show 12 
univalents at diakinesis due to the lack of chiasmata, in line with the role of the MRN complex 
in meiotic DSB formation (Chin and Villeneuve 2001; Hayashi et al. 2007). Notably, RAD-
51 foci are not detected in pachytene nuclei, as expected in the absence of meiotic DSBs. 
Second, mre-11 mutant nuclei, but not wild-type nuclei, display chromosomal fragmentation 
upon IR, confirming a defect in DSB end-processing in the absence of the MRN complex 
(Chin and Villeneuve 2001). Similar to com-1 mutants, both rad-50 and mre-11 mutants can 
recruit RAD-51 to IR-induced breaks, suggesting that other redundant nucleases exist that 
can process IR-induced substrates but are unable to act on SPO-11-induced DSBs (Fig. 1). 
Intriguingly, Hayashi and coworkers discovered that the level of redundancy between these 
nucleases depends not only on substrate specificity but also on meiotic stage (Hayashi et 
al. 2007). By carefully analyzing rad-50 mutant germlines, they showed that the dynamics 
and regulation of RAD-51 loading at IR-induced DSBs changes during meiotic prophase 
progression. Specifically, these authors discovered a distinct meiotic DSB repair mode, acting 
from the onset of meiotic prophase until the mid-pachytene/late pachytene transition, which 
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competence for converting IR-induced DSBs into COs (Hayashi et al. 2007). Recently, a study 
in yeast revealed that Sae2 phosphorylation by cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (Cdk1) is required 
for Spo11 removal and subsequent DSB processing, providing a mechanism for coordinating 
DSB repair during meiotic prophase (Manfrini et al. 2010). The critical Cdk-1 phosphorylation 
motif is evolutionarily conserved, being present in yeast Sae2 and C. elegans COM-1, as well 
as the human homolog CtIP (Penkner et al. 2007); however, whether such a phosphorylation 
event also controls early DSB processing during meiotic prophase in these higher eukaryotes 
still awaits confirmation. 
Homology exposure and DNA end resection
A crucial step in HR is the exposure of sequence information surrounding the DSB in order to 
search for a homologous template and restore the break. This is achieved by a process called 
DNA end resection, which involves 5′–3′ DNA degradation to create long 3′ single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA) tails. These ssDNA tails are initially coated with replication protein A (RPA), 
which is then replaced by Rad51, the crucial mediator for homologous strand invasion. The 
observation that DNA end resection can still occur in yeast Sae2 null and Mre11 nuclease-
dead mutants (Clerici et al. 2005; Llorente and Symington 2004) has led to a search for 
redundant activities that can process DSB ends. 
One of the strongest candidates for DNA end resection during meiosis is Exo1, as it has 
5′–3′ exonuclease activity as well as 5′ flap endonuclease activity in vitro, is highly expressed 
during meiosis, and is known to affect CO recombination (Lee et al. 1999; Tran et al. 2004). 
In yeast, Exo1 overexpression suppresses DNA repair defects in mutant cells lacking the 
MRN complex (Lewis et al. 2002). On the other hand, DNA end resection can still occur in 
Mre11; Exo1 double mutants (Moreau et al. 2001), which is suggestive of further redundancy 
in this pathway. In 2008, this third pathway was identified and, surprisingly, involved a RecQ 
helicase (Sgs1) together with an endonuclease (Dna2). In the current model, Sgs1 unwinds 
both strands at either end of the DSB, and Dna2 (or Exo1) cuts off the exposed 5′ strand, 
rapidly creating long 3′ ssDNA tails. Several laboratories have established that Sgs1/Dna2 
and Exo1 act in parallel pathways to control long-range end resection in mitotic as well as 
meiotic cells (Fig. 1; Gravel et al. 2008; Huertas 2010; Manfrini et al. 2010; Mimitou and 
Symington 2008; Zhu et al. 2008). Although Mre11, Rad50, Exo1, Dna2, and RecQ helicases 
are highly conserved in C. elegans, little is known about end resection in this model organism. 
For example, the contribution of the MRN complex to DNA end resection is still unclear since 
the null mutants are defective in meiotic DSB formation and separation-of-function alleles for 
mre-11 or rad-50 are still lacking. Also, worms lacking only exo-1 show no obvious meiotic 
defects (B. Lemmens unpublished data), which is in line with the high degree of redundancy 
and the mild defects in DNA end resection observed in yeast Exo1 single mutants (Manfrini 











































While Sgs1 is the sole RecQ helicase in yeast, C. elegans has four RecQ helicases and 
humans have as many as five members of this family. In mammalian cells, EXO1 functions 
in parallel with the RecQ helicase BLM to promote DNA end resection, DSB signaling, and 
resistance to DSB-inducing agents (Gravel et al. 2008; Nimonkar et al. 2008). In the worm, 
deletion of the BLM ortholog him-6 results in radiation sensitivity, increased chromosomal 
non-disjunction, and shortened lifespan, underscoring the crucial role of this conserved RecQ 
helicase in genome maintenance (Grabowski et al. 2005; Wicky et al. 2004). Similar to Sgs1 
and BLM (Klein and Symington 2009), him-6 has a non-redundant role in one of the final steps 
of HR, as will be discussed later in this review. Its dual role in the HR process together with the 
high degree of redundancy in early DSB processing has masked the potential role of him-6 
in DNA end resection. Similarly, eukaryotic counterparts of the nuclease Dna2 (including the 
worm homolog DNA-2) have been implicated in many DNA metabolic processes, complicating 
interpretation of its DNA repair functions (Budd et al. 2005; Huertas 2010; Kang et al. 2010; 
Lee et al. 2003). Nevertheless, the C. elegans model system may provide new insights into 
DNA end resection, as it has been shown to be a useful tool with which to study redundant 
activities during meiotic DSB repair (Barber et al. 2008; Ward et al. 2010), and unbiased 
synthetic lethal screens can be employed. Importantly, the genetic interactions between 
the above-mentioned end resection factors are likely to be conserved, as we recently have 
observed strong synergystic effects on genome instability upon combined loss of exo-1 and 
either dna-2 or him-6 (B. Lemmens unpublished data). Although technically challenging, it will 
be interesting to test whether EXO-1 and HIM-6/DNA-2 are responsible for the residual DNA 
end resection activity observed in the absence of MRE-11/COM-1. Moreover, the molecular 
basis for the different DSB repair modes during meiotic prophase progression is still elusive, 
but could well be regulated via posttranslational modification of the implicated nucleases/
helicases (as seen for yeast Sae2 and Exo1 proteins; Bolderson et al. 2010; Huertas et al. 
2008) and/or via their differential expression throughout the worm germline. 
Homologous template search and DNA strand invasion
Subsequent to DNA end resection, the 3′ ssDNA tails are protected by RPA, which is 
subsequently replaced by RAD-51 to form a nucleoprotein filament that is able to seek 
a homologous DNA molecule. In the current model, the invading 3′ end of the broken 
chromosome binds to the complementary donor strand (either from the sister chromatid or 
homologous chromosome) and primes DNA synthesis to regenerate the sequence information 
lost at the break site (Fig. 1). In the case of synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA), the 
elongated invading strand is then displaced and annealed to the complementary ssDNA tail 
on the other side of the DSB. The remaining single-strand gaps are filled and finally the nicks 
are ligated, resulting in non-CO products only (Fig. 1). During strand invasion, the second 
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can be used to prime another round of DNA synthesis covering the initial DSB. This DSB 
repair mode ultimately generates a double Holliday Junction (dHJ) intermediate, which can be 
resolved by endonucleolytic cleavage to form either CO or non-CO products (Fig. 1). 
In order to create the COs needed for successful meiosis, the RAD-51-coated DSB end 
must invade the homologous chromosome. Therefore, the homologous chromosome must 
be recognized and positioned close to the broken chromosome. How this is established is 
still largely unknown, but early homolog recognition and pairing events coincide with marked 
changes in nuclear morphology. In the nematode, these events involve special regions on 
each chromosome known as pairing centers (Phillips et al. 2009). During C. elegans meiosis, 
initial homolog pairing takes place in the “transition zone”, when the polarized redistribution 
of chromosomes gives rise to the characteristically crescent-shaped DNA (Fig. 3). In 2009, 
two studies provided some molecular insights into this process by linking homology search 
to cytoskeletal forces and posttranslational modification of the nuclear envelope protein 
SUN-1 (Penkner et al. 2009; Sato et al. 2009). Penkner and coworkers showed that SUN-
1 is phosphorylated at its N-terminus and forms rapidly moving aggregates at putative 
homolog attachment sites in the “transition zone”. Similar SUN-1 aggregates were observed 
after the induction of ectopic DSBs by IR. Importantly, mutation of these N-terminal SUN-
1 phosphorylation sites has elicited severe defects in homolog pairing and subsequent CO 
formation, ultimately resulting in chromosome univalency at diakinesis. How and whether 
such protein complexes in the nuclear envelope (together with SC proteins) also affect RAD-
51-mediated strand invasion in a more direct fashion is still unclear. 
One factor that is known to directly control RAD-51-mediated strand invasion in human 
cells is the well-conserved breast cancer susceptibility gene BRCA2 (Venkitaraman 2001). 
Human BRCA2 binds RAD51 via a so-called BRC motif, and this interaction is known to 
stimulate RAD51 multimerization, nucleofilament formation, and HR reactions both in vitro 
and in vivo (Chen et al. 1998; Davies et al. 2001; Moynahan et al. 2001; Yuan et al. 1999). 
In order to study the role of BRCA2 during meiotic DSB repair, the Boulton laboratory has 
investigated the germline functions of the worm homolog BRC-2. BRC-2 is crucial for proper 
recruitment of RAD-51 to both endogenous and exogenous DSBs in the germline (Martin et 
al. 2005). In vitro follow-up studies were performed to acquire more mechanistic insights and 
revealed that recombinant BRC-2, like human BRCA2, stimulates RAD-51-mediated D-loop 
formation and controls nucleoprotein filament stability (Petalcorin et al. 2007; Petalcorin et al. 
2006). In keeping with a role in strand invasion, germlines that are deficient in brc-2 allow RPA 
recruitment; however, they show abnormal chromosome aggregates due to faulty repair of 
meiotic DSBs. Interestingly, formation of these chromosomal aggregations depends on LIG-4, 
a crucial NHEJ factor (Martin et al. 2005). By itself, NHEJ-mediated repair of meiotic breaks 
can be toxic because it never results in COs, which are required for proper chromosome 











































chromosomal rearrangements and tumorigenesis in mammals (Honma et al. 1997; Luo et 
al. 2000). Therefore, the activities of NHEJ and HR must be tightly controlled during meiotic 
prophase. 
DNA strand invasion and CO formation
One of the best-characterized antagonists of HR is the budding yeast helicase Srs2; however, 
sequence conservation suggests that an obvious homolog is lacking in higher eukaryotes. 
In 2008, Barber and colleagues reported the identification of a functional Srs2 analog in C. 
elegans, named rtel-1 (Barber et al. 2008). Although in vitro studies have revealed differences 
between the biochemical activities of RTEL1 and Srs2, both proteins counteract HR by 
dismantling DNA strand invasion intermediates. Similar to Srs2 mutants, worms deficient in 
rtel-1 show hyperrecombination, lethality upon deletion of the RecQ helicase Sgs1/him-6, and 
sensitivity to DNA damaging agents. Importantly, human cells depleted of the ortholog RTEL1 
exhibit similar hyperrecombination and DNA damage sensitivity phenotypes. 
Recently, Youds and coworkers elaborated on the role of RTEL-1 during C. elegans 
meiosis and reported a crucial role for RTEL-1 in CO control (Youds et al. 2010). Specifically, 
RTEL-1 prevents excess meiotic COs, most likely by promoting meiotic SDSA (Fig. 1). Rtel-1 
mutants show an average of two COs per chromosome pair (instead of only one), which totals 
up to 12 COs per nucleus, implicating a role for RTEL-1 in CO interference. Based on the 
data from the Meyer lab, this would mean that all meiotic DSBs are converted into COs in the 
absence of RTEL-1 (Mets and Meyer 2009). These observations also suggest that, in wild-
type worms, virtually all meiotic DSBs are repaired via the homologous chromosome, one half 
through SDSA and the other half via a CO intermediate. Yet, a minor fraction of meiotic DSB 
may escape repair via the homologous chromosome. In that case, the nearby sister chromatid 
could be used to faithfully restore the damage, as will be discussed later in this review. 
Similar to rtel-1 mutation, loss of the condensin DPY-28 also results in additional COs. 
However, in dpy-28 mutants, this phenomenon is assigned to elevated numbers of meiotic 
DSBs, rather than altered DSB repair (Mets and Meyer 2009). If RTEL-1 and DPY-28 
controlled CO formation via different mechanisms, one would expect to find an additive effect 
on CO recombination when these deficiencies are combined. Indeed, rtel-1; dpy-28/+ double 
mutants have more COs than either single mutant (rtel-1 or dpy-28/+), resulting in many triple 
or occasionally even quadruple COs, which implies that RTEL-1 also inhibits CO formation at 
these extra-meiotic DSBs. Still, many of the extra DSBs observed in dpy-28 single mutants 
are repaired via a CO intermediate (despite the presence of RTEL-1), which suggests the 
existence of a counteracting mechanism that promotes CO formation. Conceivably, such a 
mechanism may involve the aforementioned SC components HIM-3 and HTP-1, which are 
known to restrain inter-sister HR and therefore promote CO formation (Couteau et al. 2004; 
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Recently, two additional factors, rfs-1 and helq-1, have been implicated in the post-
invasion steps of HR and, as predicted, interact genetically with rtel-1 (Ward et al. 2010). 
The RAD-51 paralog RFS-1 and the helicase HELQ-1 promote postsynaptic RAD-51 
filament disassembly during C. elegans meiosis. Here again, redundant mechanisms have 
evolved to ensure proper meiotic DSB repair, as only the combined deficiency of both rfs-1 
and helq-1 results in the persistence of RAD-51 foci, severe chromosomal aberrations, and, 
consequently, unviable progeny. Based on in vitro studies, RFS-1 and HELQ-1 both bind 
RAD-51 and work in complementary but mechanistically different pathways to promote RAD-
51 removal from dsDNA. Interestingly, the phenotypes of the helq-1; rfs-1 double mutants 
are very similar to those observed in C. elegans rad-54 mutants (Mets and Meyer 2009). In 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Rad54 mutants are defective in HR and also exhibit retarded 
removal of Rad51 (Shinohara et al. 2000; Solinger and Heyer 2001). Yeast Rad54 is a motor 
protein that translocates along dsDNA and performs several important functions in HR, 
including the stimulation of Rad51-mediated strand exchange, extension of heteroduplexes, 
and chromatin remodeling (Mazin et al. 2010). Rad54 may well have identical roles in C. 
elegans because, virtually all SPO-11-induced DSBs persist and retain RAD-51 proteins in 
rad-54 mutant germlines, causing these worms to be completely infertile (Mets and Meyer 
2009). 
As portrayed above, homology search and subsequent strand invasion steps are intriguing 
but complex processes and involve many factors that often have multiple roles in genome 
maintenance. Moreover, several backup mechanisms appear to exist to guarantee faithful 
HR-mediated repair of meiotic DSBs. Many of the aforementioned meiotic DSB repair factors 
have only recently been discovered or characterized in detail, and many questions follow from 
these studies, such as how do all these seemingly redundant factors interact genetically, how 
is their activity regulated, and what determines repair template choice?
Holliday junction resolution
One of the final intermediates in HR is the so-called dHJ intermediate, which consists of two 
complex four-way DNA joints known as Holliday junctions (HJs); (Figs. 1 and 4). These HJs 
tie the chromosomes to each other and must eventually be resolved to complete meiosis (and 
other forms of HR-mediated DSB repair). In 1991, two research groups jointly discovered an 
enzyme in Escherichia coli capable of resolving these HJs (Connolly et al. 1991; Sharples and 
Lloyd 1991). This discovery evoked a challenging search for eukaryotic equivalents of this 
bacterial HJ resolvase—a mission that was surprisingly difficult and took almost 20 years to 
accomplish (see West 2009 for an excellent historical overview). The bacterial RuvC enzyme is 
able to symmetrically cleave HJs in vitro and generates products that can be religated without 
further processing. For decades, this activity has served as a textbook model for meiotic dHJ 











































cleaved in both junctions) as well as obligate COs (when different strand pairs are cleaved 
at each intersection) (Fig. 4; Szostak et al. 1983). This model predicts that both COs and 
non-COs derive from dHJ intermediates. Classical HJ resolvases (like RuvC) cleave either 
pair of strands with equal probability, which is consistent with observations in S. cerevisiae 
and C. elegans, in which half of the meiotic DSBs are converted into COs. However, several 
observations challenge the idea that the orientation of HJ resolution accounts for the relative 
frequencies of COs and non-COs. For example, several mutations have been found in yeast 
that reduce CO recombination without affecting either the number of non-COs or the formation 
of DSBs (Whitby 2005). Moreover, in worms defective in SDSA, all meiotic DSBs appear to 
be converted into COs (Youds et al. 2010). This indicates that COs and non-COs derive from 
independent pathways of DSB repair. In fact, current models suggest that dHJs are resolved 
exclusively as COs, although the underlying mechanism is still unknown (Fig. 4). 
Mitotic zone  Transition zone  Pachytene  




Meiotic  DSBs  
RAD-51 
(Spontaneous) 
Mitotic DSBs  
RAD-51 
Diakinesis 
Fig. 4 Different models for CO formation. Schematic representation of the DSB repair model as 
postulated by Szostak et al. in 1983, in which CO/non-CO outcome is determined by the orientation 
of dHJ resolution (left), and the current model, in which CO/non-CO designation occurs before dHJ 
formation (right) 
An important set of proteins involved in HJ resolution are the so-called ZMM (Zip1, Zip2, 
Zip3, Msh4, Msh5 and Mer3) proteins, among which ZHP-3, MSH-4, and MSH-5 are the best-
studied members in C. elegans (Bhalla et al. 2008; Colaiacovo et al. 2003; Winand et al. 1998). 
In yeast, ZMM proteins appear to stabilize single-end invasion intermediates and promote 
dHJ formation and subsequently ensure that HJ resolution occurs with the appropriate bias 
to generate COs (Borner et al. 2004; Fung et al. 2004). Also, ZMM proteins localize to DSBs 
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et al. 2007). Accordingly, transgenic worms carrying a ZHP-3::GFP protein-fusion construct 
show six GFP foci in diplotene nuclei, one focus per chromosome pair (Bhalla et al. 2008). 
Moreover, worms carrying mutations in ZMM genes (e.g., msh-4 or msh-5 null mutants) are 
unable to generate the six obligate COs, resulting in 12 univalents at diakinesis (Kelly et al. 
2000; Zalevsky et al. 1999). This strict requirement of ZMM proteins for proper meiotic CO 
formation is also seen in mammals; for instance Msh4-/- and Msh5-/- mice are infertile and 
exhibit defects in chromosome pairing during meiosis I (de Vries et al. 1999; Edelmann et al. 
1999; Kneitz et al. 2000). While the exact role of the ZMM proteins remains to be elucidated, 
human MSH4-MSH5 heterodimers are thought to recognize HJs and encircle the adjacent 
duplex DNA, where they could serve to stabilize the HJ intermediate and/or recruit factors 
capable of resolving HJs (Snowden et al. 2004; Fig. 4). 
In 2008, Ip and collaborators were the first to identify nucleases from budding yeast and 
human cells that promote HJ resolution in vitro, in a manner reminiscent of the bacterial HJ 
resolvase RuvC (Ip et al. 2008). Via extensive fractionation and mass spectrometry analysis 
of nuclear extracts derived from 200 liters of Hela cells, they discovered the human HJ 
resolvase GEN1. A parallel screen using a yeast gene fusion library yielded a similar Rad2/
XPG nuclease called Yen1 (Ip et al. 2008). A mutant of the worm ortholog, gen-1, has recently 
been identified in the Gartner lab, using an unbiased forward genetic screen for DNA damage-
induced cell cycle arrest (Bailly et al. 2010). Its function as an HJ resolvase appears to be 
conserved, since GEN-1 shows HJ resolution activity in vitro, and worms lacking gen-1 are 
hypersensitive to DSB-inducing agents and show persistent RAD-51 foci after IR treatment, 
suggestive of inefficient DSB repair. However, gen-1 null mutants are fertile and show no 
change in CO recombination, which suggests that gen-1 functions primarily as a checkpoint 
gene in C. elegans, or that other factors exist that work redundantly to gen-1 at the level of HJ 
resolution (Bailly et al. 2010). 
In 2009, four studies reported the identification of a novel protein complex able to process 
HJs analogous to RuvC/GEN1. This complex consisted of the scaffold protein SLX4 and the 
endonuclease SLX1 (Andersen et al. 2009; Fekairi et al. 2009; Munoz et al. 2009; Svendsen et 
al. 2009). Human SLX4 is thought to act as a coordinating platform for multiple endonucleases 
to control cleavage of various damaged or branched substrates, including HJs (Fekairi et al. 
2009; Svendsen et al. 2009). In vitro studies using SLX1 immunoprecipitates from human 
cells or SLX4/SLX1 complexes purified from E. coli suggest that the interaction between SLX4 
and SLX1 is required for symmetric HJ resolution. Previous work in Drosophila had already 
identified a protein named MUS312, which was similar to SLX4 (and interacted with the fly 
XPF homolog MEI-9) and was needed for proper meiotic recombination, revealing the impact 
of SLX4 deficiency in a developing animal. Recently, such a role was substantiated by Saito 
and colleagues, who showed that the worm homolog SLX-4 was required for processing HR 











































Slx-4 mutant animals show a reduction in CO recombination frequencies and increased levels 
of strand invasion intermediates (RAD-51 foci), accompanied by elevated germ cell apoptosis, 
unstable bivalent attachments, and chromosome non-disjunction. Still, homozygous slx-4 
mutants are able to produce viable offspring and frequently show six bivalents at the diakinesis 
stage, indicating that redundant activities exist that ensure CO formation in the absence of 
SLX-4. In accordance with the proposed “scaffold function” of its human counterpart, C. 
elegans SLX-4 also interacts with multiple structure-specific endonucleases, including SLX-
1 and XPF-1 (Saito et al. 2009). At present, one deletion allele of slx-1 is available, likely 
resulting in a truncated SLX-1 protein that still contains its highly conserved nuclease domain. 
Unfortunately, this allele is reported not to be a strong loss-of-function allele, hampering its 
use for in vivo analysis of SLX-1 function (Saito et al. 2009). In addition, the exact role of 
the interaction between SLX-4 and XPF-1 in meiotic CO formation is still unclear. Although 
xpf-1-deficient worms show meiotic defects similar to those observed in the absence of slx-
4 (including a reduction in CO frequency and elevated chromosomal non-disjunction), the 
phenotypes in xpf-1 single mutants are clearly milder than those observed in slx-4 single 
mutants (Saito et al. 2009). 
Holliday junction processing
In addition to these HJ resolvases, other mechanisms have evolved to ensure CO formation. 
In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, CO formation mainly depends on another highly conserved 
endonuclease called Mus81. Mus81 mutants in fission yeast produce virtually no viable spores 
(<1% survival) due to defects in chromosome segregation during meiosis I (Boddy et al. 2000; 
Osman et al. 2000). In contrast, Mus81 mutants in budding yeast still produce 60% viable 
spores. Higher organisms seem to depend even less on Mus81 to repair meiotic DSBs, as 
C. elegans mus-81 mutants produce up to 80% viable progeny and Mus81-/- mice are fertile 
and show only minor meiotic defects (Dendouga et al. 2005; McPherson et al. 2004; Saito et 
al. 2009). Recent studies have revealed overlapping roles for GEN1/Yen1 and Mus81 in HJ 
resolution at collapsed replication forks, as well as at meiotic DSBs (Lorenz et al. 2010; Tay 
and Wu 2010). The extreme dependence on Mus81 to process meiotic HJs, as observed in S. 
pombe, may be explained by the fact that this yeast species appears to lack an obvious Yen1 
ortholog. In addition, fission yeast seems to be deprived of MSH4-MSH5 orthologs, which is 
also consistent with the observed lack of CO interference. 
Several studies on Mus81 function indicate that this nuclease may act early during DSB 
repair, generating COs by processing non-dHJ intermediates (Heyer et al. 2003; Osman et al. 
2003). In that vein, Mus81 in budding yeast has been shown to work together with the Bloom 
syndrome helicase Sgs1 to resolve aberrant joint molecules that may arise during meiotic 
recombination (Jessop and Lichten 2008; Oh et al. 2008). Such a function of MUS-81 could 
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exhibit many persistent RAD-51 foci in pachytene nuclei because, in the absence of RTEL-1, 
toxic strand invasion intermediates may arise that require MUS-81 function for their resolution. 
In keeping with the cooperative functions of Mus81 and Sgs1 in yeast, him-6; rtel-1 double 
mutant worms also show an elevated level of meiotic RAD-51 foci and increased embryonic 
lethality compared with either single mutant (Barber et al. 2008). Although wild-type worms 
appear to depend exclusively on ZMM-mediated HJ resolution for CO formation, a recent 
study revealed that, in absence of rtel-1, ZMM-independent CO routes do exist in C. elegans 
(Youds et al. 2010). Similar to yeast, this ZMM-independent class of COs required mus-81 
(Hollingsworth and Brill 2004; Youds et al. 2010). Together, these data argue that MUS-81 
does not function as a central HJ resolvase in C. elegans; however, it likely serves as an 
important backup to ensure proper HJ resolution. 
Holliday junction dissolution
To complicate matters even further, nature has come up with another solution to resolve 
dHJs, i.e., a process termed “dissolution” that does not require structure-specific nucleases. 
In dissolution, dHJs are untangled via ssDNA decatenation by a helicase–topoisomerase 
complex. In yeast, dissolution is performed by Sgs1, Top3, Rmi1, and RPA, and exclusively 
generates non-CO products (Chen and Brill 2007; Plank et al. 2006; Wu and Hickson 2003). 
The Sgs1 helicase has multiple redundant roles during HR, which are reflected by its many 
synthetic lethal interactors, including Dna2, Mus81, Slx4, and Srs2 (Pan et al. 2006). However, 
the Sgs1 helicase has non-redundant activities as well, illustrated by the fact that Sgs1 
mutation results in reduced spore viability. Similarly, C. elegans single mutants lacking only 
the Sgs1 ortholog him-6 show reduced progeny survival and elevated levels of chromosomal 
non-disjunction. In yeast, the predominant non-redundant meiotic function of this RecQ 
helicase seems to involve a non-CO pathway, as Sgs1 single mutants display an increase in 
CO frequency (Rockmill et al. 2003). On the contrary, worms deficient in him-6 mainly exhibit 
phenotypes that suggest a key role in a CO pathway: him-6 single mutants exhibit up to 50% 
reduction in CO recombination and severe defects in chiasmata formation (Wicky et al. 2004). 
Moreover, when all DSBs are skewed into CO pathways (e.g., by blocking the principal non-
CO pathway in C. elegans via rtel-1 mutation), meiotic nuclei seem to depend even more on 
HIM-6 for proper DSB repair (Barber et al. 2008). This suggests that, either the main function 
of this RecQ helicase has changed over the course of evolution, or the dependency on its 
specific functions has diverged between the different species.
In theory, the relative roles of the worm orthologs HIM-6 and TOP-3 during meiotic HJ 
resolution and/or dissolution could be assessed by epistasis analysis. Unfortunately, this is 
not feasible in the worm because him-6; top-3 double mutants suffer from mitotic catastrophe, 












































A long-standing question has concerned the mechanisms by which dHJ intermediates 
are resolved, and as described above, recent studies have led to the identification of many 
crucial factors involved (Figs. 1 and 4). Still, exciting times await us, since now, these pieces 
of the puzzle need to be placed correctly in the redundant networks that ensure proper HJ 
resolution. As a proven genetic model for metazoan meiosis, C. elegans will likely contribute 
in shaping this research field, e.g., by revealing the in vivo consequences of HJ resolution 
defects in complex genetic backgrounds. 
Meiotic DSB repair via the sister chromatid
One of the interesting questions in the meiosis field concerns the choice of the two possible 
repair templates of programmed DSBs, i.e., the sister chromatid or the homologous 
chromosome. Half of the DSBs are converted into COs and therefore use the homologous 
chromosome for repair. Repair of the other DSBs, via non-CO sub-routes of HR, does not 
necessarily involve the homologous chromosome: SDSA is the major non-CO repair route 
in the C. elegans germline, which could well use any homologous template (the sister or 
the homolog). As discussed earlier, most data thus far point towards the exclusive use of 
the homologous chromosome; however, inter-sister HR can also contribute to meiotic DSB 
repair. In 2008, Adamo and colleagues described the function of BRC-1, the homolog of the 
well-studied HR factor and breast cancer tumor suppressor BRCA1, and showed that it acts 
(almost) exclusively in inter-sister HR in the worm germline (Adamo et al. 2008). Null mutants of 
brc-1 are viable, fertile, and exhibit the wild-type compliment of six bivalents in most diakinetic 
nuclei, indicative of successful CO recombination. However, brc-1 mutants show persistent 
SPO-11-dependent RAD-51 foci at the late pachytene stage and a mild level of chromosome 
non-disjunction, revealing its role in meiotic DSB repair. Furthermore, brc-1 mutant germlines 
are hypersensitive to DSB-inducing agents such as camptothecin and IR (Ward et al. 2007). 
When DSB repair via the homologous chromosome is not possible (e.g., in the absence of 
SC genes), loss of brc-1 leads to severe chromosome fragmentation, suggesting that brc-1 
is crucial for meiotic DSB repair through inter-sister HR (Adamo et al. 2008). Notably, the 
vertebrate orthologs of brc-1 and com-1 (BRCA1 and CtIP, respectively) modulate DSB repair 
pathway choice during the different mitotic cell cycle phases (Yun and Hiom 2009). How 
exactly brc-1 controls DSB repair during meiosis is still unclear, but it likely functions in concert 
with one of its many binding partners, as several recent proteomic and genetic studies have 
revealed the presence of various distinct BRCA1 complexes in vivo, each of which governs a 
specific cellular response to DNA damage (reviewed in Huen et al. 2009). 
Recently, two other players, SMC-5 and SMC-6, have been described to have an 
important role in meiotic inter-sister HR (Bickel et al. 2010). The meiotic phenotypes of smc-
5/smc-6 mutants are very similar to brc-1 mutants, including normal chiasmata formation, 
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HR. Then again, smc-5/smc-6 single mutants already show a high degree of chromosome 
fragmentation at diakinesis stage, a phenotype rarely seen in brc-1-deficient germlines. This 
latter observation implies that a significant number of meiotic DSBs still need to be repaired 
via inter-sister HR to safeguard germ cell genomic integrity and that this process may not be 
completely disrupted in brc-1 mutants (Bickel et al. 2010). 
Signaling events in the germline
As portrayed above, DSB repair during meiosis requires many factors, which all need to be 
active only at a specific stage, location, and/or designated substrate. Importantly, HR (the 
principal repair route in the germline) is a dynamic process that involves both factors that favor 
recombination reactions and factors that counteract these intermediates. Tight regulation of the 
repair proteins involved is necessary to safeguard genomic stability and ensure the formation 
of the obligate COs. Posttranslational modifications, such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination, 
and SUMOylation are rapid, dynamic, and reversible means of regulation that could control 
many of the steps in meiotic prophase progression. Indeed, several highly conserved kinases 
have been shown to be crucial for proper DSB repair during meiosis. 
Phosphorylation events in the germline
An important set of kinases implicated in the DSB response belong to the phosphatidylinositol-3 
kinase related kinase (PIKK) family, among which ATM (atm-1) and ATR (atl-1) are the best-
characterized in C. elegans. Both ATM and ATR are believed to be the primary sensors of DNA 
damage and phosphorylate numerous substrates involved in cell cycle checkpoint, apoptosis, 
and DNA repair (Matsuoka et al. 2007; Smolka et al. 2007). Although ATR and ATM share 
many of their downstream substrates, they primarily respond to different types of lesions and 
accordingly show different modes of activation and recruitment (Garcia-Muse and Boulton 
2005; Hurley and Bunz 2007). In human mitotic cells, ATM mainly responds to IR-induced 
DSBs, whereas ATR primarily acts at lesions arising from replication fork stalling and UV 
damage (Cimprich and Cortez 2008; Czornak et al. 2008). A recent study that exploited the C. 
elegans germline to investigate the activation and recruitment of PIKKs after different types of 
DNA damage revealed an unexpected role for the RecQ helicase WRN-1 in the recruitment 
of ATM-1 to IR-induced damage (Lee et al. 2010). Although WRN helicases are well known 
for their roles in replication, DNA repair, and telomere maintenance, such an upstream role in 
DSB recognition and checkpoint activation had not been previously anticipated (Rossi et al. 
2010). Whether the WRN helicase has a role in ATM activation also in human cells still awaits 
confirmation. 
In budding yeast, the ATM/ATR homolog Mec1 is required for proper meiotic progression, 
as Mec1 mutants show a reduction in meiotic recombination, loss of inter-homolog bias, and 











































in higher organisms; for example, Drosophila mutants lacking the ATR homolog Mei-41 and 
Atm-/- mice both show altered CO distributions (Barchi et al. 2008; Gatti et al. 1980). In C. 
elegans, atl-1 and atm-1 single mutants display the normal six bivalents during diakinesis, 
indicating that ATR and ATM are not absolutely required for CO formation. However, these 
kinases could still play a role in CO interference. Interestingly, the protein sequence of RTEL-
1 contains a putative ATM/ATR phosphorylation motif that is well conserved among flies, 
mice, and humans. Whether and how the PIKK kinases affect CO distribution in the worm still 
remains to be addressed. 
With regard to possible downstream targets of ATM signaling, it should be noted that it is 
an outstanding question whether the H2Ax signaling cascade that amplifies the DNA damage 
response in mammals is “functionally” conserved in C. elegans. The genome of the worm 
does not encode an H2Ax ortholog nor is there an obvious motif present in, e.g., H2A that 
could serve as an ATM-dependent DSB chromatin mark. While other components involved in 
the more downstream part of this signaling cascade also seem to be missing (e.g., MDC1 and 
RNF8), some are likely conserved, as hsr-9 encodes a protein that is closely related to 53BP1. 
The polo-like kinase (PLK) family is another class of kinases that is important for faithful 
chromosome segregation and DSB response. For instance, Cdc5 (the sole PLK in yeast) 
promotes HJ resolution and proper chromosome separation during meiosis (Clyne et al. 
2003; Sourirajan and Lichten 2008). Humans have four PLKs and while their role in mitosis 
is widely studied, their function during meiosis is largely unknown (Archambault and Glover 
2009). The C. elegans genome contains three PLK paralogs, and mutations in plk-1 and plk-2 
have recently been shown to display strong meiotic defects (Chase et al. 2000a, b; M. Zetka, 
personal communication). An additional kinase shown to control meiotic progression and 
affect genomic stability during worm gametogenesis is CHK-2; however, whether this protein 
has a direct role in DSB repair is unknown (MacQueen and Villeneuve 2001). 
Ubiquitination events in the germline
In addition to these phosphorylation events, other modes of posttranslational modification 
(such as ubiquitination and SUMOylation) are likely to control DSB repair, as they do in other 
model organisms (Boulton 2009). For example, mammalian BRCA1 and its related binding 
partner BARD1 form a heterodimeric complex that acts as an ubiquitin E3 ligase (Hashizume 
et al. 2001). Since the enzymatic activity of the BRCA1/BARD1 complex is conserved over 
a broad phylogenetic range, it is thought to be critical for the central functions of BRCA1. 
However, Reid and coworkers recently revealed that key aspects of BRCA1 function in 
genome maintenance in mammalian ES cells, including its role in HR-mediated DSB repair, 
do not depend on the E3 ligase activity of BRCA1 (Reid et al. 2008). The C. elegans BRCA1 
and BARD1 homologs (BRC-1 and BRD-1, respectively) have been shown to form an active 
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BRD-1 complex is activated on chromatin in vivo after IR damage and is responsible for many 
ubiquitination events at IR-induced lesions in the mitotic zone of the germline (Polanowska et 
al. 2006). Unfortunately, the identity of these IR-dependent BRC-1 substrates is still unknown. 
Moreover, the significance of these BRC-1-dependent ubiquitination events for genomic 
stability still needs to be addressed. 
DSB repair and the mitotic cell cycle
Mitotic DSB repair and development
As described in the previous sections, HR pathways ensure genomic stability in meiotic cells 
by faithfully repairing all the programmed DSBs introduced by SPO-11. Maintaining genomic 
integrity in gametes is crucial to create viable offspring and thereby promotes species survival. 
However, the challenge does not end here, especially for multicellular organisms like C. 
elegans and humans, which must generate complex somatic tissues to support their germline. 
When two gametes merge to form a zygote, this single cell has to divide numerous times 
to form a healthy and fertile multicellular organism that is able to cope with the countless 
challenges it will encounter before it can complete its life cycle. During animal development 
and in tissues that are continuously replenished in adults (e.g., the human intestine and the 
hematopoietic system), many cells are actively cycling in order to create new diploid daughter 
cells. 
Whereas DSBs can occur at any stage of the cell cycle, proper repair templates are 
not always available. During and after DNA replication, sister chromatids are held in close 
proximity to each other by cohesins, providing a convenient template for homology-based 
DSB repair (Nasmyth and Haering 2009). Accordingly, HR is mainly active in S/G2 (Beucher 
et al. 2009; Delacote and Lopez 2008). In contrast, NHEJ does not require a homologous 
template and has been shown to be active during all stages of the cell cycle (Beucher et al. 
2009). Because HR is principally error-free and NHEJ is error-prone, cell cycle stage is an 
important determinant for DSB repair fidelity. In addition, cell fate is an important determinant 
for the consequences of unfaithful DSB repair: stem cells producing the germline harbor 
the genetic material that is passed on to the next generation and their genomic integrity is 
thus crucial to the identity and survival of the species. On the contrary, cells that form or 
replenish the soma are needed for the survival and fitness of the individual. For that reason, 
genomic stability in somatic cells determines the health of the individual and, with that, its 
ability to reproduce. Especially in long-lived animals, somatic genome instability can lead to 
the accumulation of genetic insults that may promote aberrant cellular behavior, ultimately 
leading to lethal diseases such as cancer. Even in short-lived animals that do not develop 
tumors, such as C. elegans, both cell cycle stage and cell fate have been demonstrated to 











































DSB repair in the mitotic germline
In C. elegans, the germline is set apart from the soma already early during embryogenesis: 
during the first embryonic divisions only a few blastomeres (belonging to the so-called 
P-lineage) acquire germline potential, culminating in a single germline founder cell named P4 
(Sulston et al. 1983). This P4 cell does not contribute to the soma, but divides to give rise to two 
primordial germ cells (named Z2 and Z3), which eventually will spawn all germline nuclei/cells 
(Fig. 2). Germline cells are the only cells in the adult animal that are mitotically proliferating; 
all other cells can be considered somatic (predominantly terminally differentiated) and are 
born through an invariant lineage mostly during C. elegans embryonic development, which for 
convenience can be divided into two distinct phases: an “early stage” that is marked by rapid 
mitotic divisions, resulting in approximately 550 cells in less than 6 h; and a “late stage” of 8 h 
that is virtually devoid of cell divisions (Fig. 5). Interestingly, in late-stage embryos, the mitotic 
primordial germ cells (Z2/Z3) arrest in G2, whereas the surrounding somatic cells temporarily 
halt in G1 (Clejan et al. 2006). Similar results have been observed in dauer larvae, which may 
have to store their non-dividing germline stem cells for weeks. This specific feature of germ 
cells could well be evolved to facilitate error-free HR in order to protect the genetic information 
passed on to future generations. Indeed, germ cells seem to depend exclusively on HR for IR 
resistance during all stages of development (Fig. 5; Clejan et al. 2006). In contrast, somatic 
cells have been shown to depend on HR as well as error-prone means of DSB repair to 
maintain genome stability (Fig. 5; Clejan et al. 2006; Pontier and Tijsterman 2009). 
Many of the factors shown to be involved in meiotic HR are also contributing to mitotic 
HR. Accordingly, several mutants that exhibit defects in HR during the meiotic stages of the 
germline also display increased genomic instability in mitotic cells. As an example, previously 
discussed him-6 and xpf-1 mutants show elevated levels of RAD-51 foci also in the mitotic 
zone of the adult germline, suggesting that these HR factors act both on programmed meiotic 
DSBs and on spontaneous DSBs that arise in mitotic cells (Saito et al. 2009; Wicky et al. 
2004). Another example: worms that lack factors involved in meiotic HJ resolution (e.g., SLX-4 
or MUS-81) show elevated RAD-51 foci in the mitotic region of the germline (Saito et al. 2009). 
On the other hand, some HR steps seem to be differentially regulated at mitotic DSBs and 
meiotic DSBs. For instance, rad-50 and com-1 mutants show a number of strong RAD-51 foci 
in the mitotic zone but are completely incapable of loading RAD-51 at SPO-11-bound DSBs 
during meiosis (Hayashi et al. 2007; Penkner et al. 2007). While this could reflect the different 
natures of meiotic and mitotic DSBs, the distinct kinetics of RAD-51 loading at IR-induced 
DSBs suggests that DNA end resection is differently regulated in mitotic and meiotic cells 
(Hayashi et al. 2007). Downstream HR processes also seem to be differentially regulated, as 
helq-1; rfs-1 double mutants are deficient in RAD-51 removal from meiotic DSBs but show no 
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Apart from different genetic requirements for the repair of DSBs in mitotic versus meiotic 
cells, the intermediate DNA substrates onto which the various DSB repair proteins act may be 
fundamentally different. Although Bzymek and colleagues very recently reported DSB repair 
intermediates in mitotic yeast cells whose strand composition and size were identical to the 
dHJs that arise during meiosis, they also observed some fundamental differences (Bzymek 
et al. 2010): the joint molecules that arise during mitotic DSB repair preferentially occur 
between sister chromatids, whereas meiotic dHJs principally occur between homologous 
chromosomes. Moreover, dHJ intermediates seem to represent a minor pathway of DSB 
repair in mitotic cells, being detected at approximately tenfold lower levels (per DSB) than 



















Model for CO formation (1983)  Model for CO formation (current)  
Fig. 5 Overview of the major DSB repair pathways that are active during C. elegans development. 











































DSB repair in somatic cells
Somatic cells do not depend solely on HR to repair a DSB, but instead use both high-fidelity 
and error-prone DSB repair pathways. An important and well-studied error-prone DSB repair 
pathway is NHEJ. In human cells, NHEJ requires, at the very least, the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer 
complex for DSB recognition and the XRCC4–Ligase IV complex in order to seal the break. 
In addition, efficient NHEJ requires the protein kinase DNA–PKcs and DSB end-processing 
enzymes, such as Artemis (Burma et al. 2006; Fig. 1). Both the Ku proteins (CKU-70/CKU-
80) and Ligase IV (LIG-4) are conserved in C. elegans and have been shown to be crucial for 
resistance to DSB-inducing agents during certain developmental stages (Clejan et al. 2006). 
Mammalian DNA–PKcs is able to bridge DSB ends in vitro (DeFazio et al. 2002) and is shown 
to be critical for NHEJ activity in vivo (Kurimasa et al. 1999). Remarkably, based on sequence 
identity, nematodes (and all yeast species) seem to lack an obvious DNA–PKcs homolog. 
Artemis is an SNM1-like exonuclease that, upon complex formation with DNA–PKcs, acquires 
endonucleolytic activity capable of processing complex DSBs, including the DSBs that occur 
in lymphocytes during V(D)J recombination (Pannicke et al. 2004). The C. elegans genome 
contains only a single gene that belongs to the SNM1 family: mrt-1. Surprisingly, worms 
lacking MRT-1 do not display the IR-induced somatic defects normally seen in strains deficient 
for any of the core NHEJ subunits lig-4, cku-70, or cku-80 (Meier et al. 2009). Instead, mrt-
1 mutation results in hypersensitivity to DNA crosslinking agents; a phenotype shared with 
human SNM1 and many other HR factors (Meier et al. 2009). Together, these observations 
could suggest that the worm can do with a minimal set of NHEJ factors consisting only of three 
core proteins (CKU-70, CKU-80, and LIG-4); however, a saturated and unbiased screen for 
factors specifically affecting in vivo NHEJ activity has yet to be performed. 
In 2006, Clejan and coworkers investigated the relative contribution of HR and NHEJ in 
somatic C. elegans cells by looking at developmental abnormalities induced by IR damage 
(Clejan et al. 2006; Fig. 2). Using several IR assays, they revealed that such cells employ 
both HR and NHEJ to repair exogenous DSBs (Fig. 5); however, these repair pathways were 
employed in different cellular contexts. When DSBs were introduced in highly proliferative 
somatic cells by irradiating “early stage” embryos, embryonic survival depended exclusively 
on HR factors, including the MRN complex components rad-50 and mre-11, and downstream 
effectors rad-51 and rad-54. The absence of NHEJ failed to enhance their hypersensitivity to 
IR (in both HR proficient and HR-depleted backgrounds), suggesting a non-redundant role for 
HR in the repair of IR-induced damage in the early embryo (Fig. 5). In contrast, when DSBs 
were introduced in non-cycling cells by irradiating “late stage” embryos, DSB repair depended 
primarily on NHEJ rather than HR (Fig. 5). Therefore, cell cycle progression clearly affects 
DSB repair pathway “choice”. Although irradiated late-stage embryos do hatch, they show a 
variety of severe post-embryonic defects, especially in tissues that require cell proliferation 
during larval development (Fig. 5). Similar to the situation during early embryogenesis, faulty 
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IR is often used to study DSB repair because it is an efficient way of inflicting DSBs. 
However, IR actually induces many other types of DNA damage as well, including SSLs (Cadet 
et al. 2004). Our laboratory recently developed a transgenic reporter system that specifically 
detects DSB repair in the somatic cells of a developing worm (Pontier and Tijsterman 2009). 
This reporter system is based on inducible expression of the rare-cutting endonuclease 
I-SceI, which generates a single DSB specifically at the integrated reporter locus. Various 
well-known DSB repair factors (those needed for HR, NHEJ, or SSA) were probed for their 
relative contributions to DSB repair in somatic cells leading to the notion of a dynamic and 
robust network of DSB repair pathways that governs genome integrity during C. elegans 
development. For example, loss of HR (via either rad-51 RNAi or brc-1 mutation) resulted in 
a strong increase in SSA activity. Similarly, when crucial NHEJ factors were mutated, other 
DSB repair pathways (including SSA and MMEJ) compensated for the loss. In addition, 
Pontier revealed that C. elegans XPF-1 (in addition to its function in HR in the germline) has 
a conserved role in SSA in somatic cells, matching the SSA defects observed in Rad1/Xpf-
deficient mitotic yeast cells (Klein 1988; Pontier and Tijsterman 2009; Prado and Aguilera 
1995). Although this I-SceI-based reporter system revealed (error-prone) repair events in 
many different tissues, the exact identity of the cells involved and their proliferative states at 
the moment of DSB induction has yet to be determined (Figs. 2 and 5). 
Concluding remarks
The toxicity of DSBs, which threatens all living organisms, has led to the evolution of various 
DSB repair pathways, including NHEJ, HR, MMEJ, and SSA. The fact that cells do not rely on 
a single DSB repair route, but instead have developed a complex network of redundant DSB 
repair mechanisms, underscores the risk of faulty DSB repair. Moreover, there seems to be 
immense evolutionary pressure on proper DSB repair, as many DSB repair factors are well-
conserved from yeast to mammals. Paradoxically, the same evolutionary pressure has led to 
the existence of highly regulated developmental programs that induce endogenous DSBs to 
promote genetic variation and correct chromosome segregation. Several crucial components 
in DSB repair have recently been discovered, including factors involved in DSB formation, 
DSB recognition, DNA end resection, and dHJ resolution. C. elegans research has proven 
to be an excellent platform to elucidate DSB repair processes in a developmental context. 
Its convenient germline makeup, its suitability for genetic screens, and the fact that genetic 
mutants are relatively easily combined have already paid off in the identification of several 
crucial processes during meiotic DSB repair. Although somatic DSB repair is still largely 
unexplored in C. elegans research, this model organism has already led to important insights 











































Since many of the newly identified DSB repair genes are conserved from worms to humans 
and more and more tools are being developed to study DSB repair in the nematode, we 
expect that this little worm will contribute significantly to our understanding of DSB repair in 
multicellular animals. 
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Successful completion of meiosis requires the induction and faithful repair of DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs). DSBs can be repaired via homologous recombination (HR) or non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ), yet only repair via HR can generate the interhomolog 
crossovers (COs) needed for meiotic chromosome segregation. Here we identify COM-1, 
the homolog of CtIP/Sae2/Ctp1, as a crucial regulator of DSB repair pathway choice 
during Caenorhabditis elegans gametogenesis. COM-1–deficient germ cells repair 
meiotic DSBs via the error-prone pathway NHEJ, resulting in a lack of COs, extensive 
chromosomal aggregation, and near-complete embryonic lethality. In contrast to its yeast 
counterparts, COM-1 is not required for Spo11 removal and initiation of meiotic DSB 
repair, but instead promotes meiotic recombination by counteracting the NHEJ complex 
Ku. In fact, animals defective for both COM-1 and Ku are viable and proficient in CO 
formation. Further genetic dissection revealed that COM-1 acts parallel to the nuclease 
EXO-1 to promote interhomolog HR at early pachytene stage of meiotic prophase 
and thereby safeguards timely CO formation. Both of these nucleases, however, are 
dispensable for RAD-51 recruitment at late pachytene stage, when homolog-independent 
repair pathways predominate, suggesting further redundancy and/or temporal regulation 
of DNA end resection during meiotic prophase. Collectively, our results uncover the 
potentially lethal properties of NHEJ during meiosis and identify a critical role for COM-1 













































Sexually reproducing animals create germ cells via meiosis, a cell division program that 
requires the induction and faithful repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). Meiotic DSBs 
are typically repaired via homologous recombination (HR), an error-free repair pathway that 
generates transient links between homologous chromosomes, named crossovers (COs), 
which are needed for proper chromosome segregation. To date, it is unclear how germ cells 
channel these programmed DSBs into HR and not into error-prone DSB repair pathways 
such as non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). We used the genetically tractable animal 
model Caenorhabditis elegans to study the mechanisms underlying the strong HR bias in 
germ cells. Here, we identify COM-1, the worm homolog of CtIP, as a crucial regulator of 
meiotic DSB repair pathway choice: COM-1 effectively blocks the action of the NHEJ complex 
Ku, thereby assuring correct repair via HR. In addition, we show that unscheduled NHEJ 
activity during meiosis leads to a lack of COs, extensive chromosomal aggregation, and near-
complete embryonic lethality. Further genetic dissection also revealed a redundant and stage-
specific role for COM-1 in meiotic HR. Our work thus establishes COM-1/CtIP as a caretaker 
of germline genome stability and unveils meiotic NHEJ as a potent source of chromosomal 
aberrations in newborns. 
Introduction 
 
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are toxic DNA lesions that, if not repaired correctly, can 
cause gross chromosomal alterations. For this reason, DSBs are potent inducers of cell death 
as well as malignant transformation [1]. Two major DSB repair mechanisms have evolved that 
are able to repair DSBs: an error-free pathway called homologous recombination (HR) and an 
efficient but error-prone pathway called non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) [2], [3]. Together 
NHEJ and HR safeguard genome integrity, however, on a mechanistic level, they are mutually 
exclusive. NHEJ is based on DNA end protection: the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer stabilizes the 
double-strand (ds) DNA ends and prepares the DSB for direct ligation by DNA ligase IV [2]. In 
contrast, HR is based on DNA end resection: nucleases degrade the dsDNA ends to expose 
3′ single strand (ss) DNA tails, which then form a nucleoprotein filament with the recombinase 
RAD51 that promotes strand invasion and subsequent DNA synthesis reactions [3]. Because 
of its conservative nature, HR is better suited for maintaining genome stability, but it requires 
an undamaged DNA template (i.e., the sister chromatid or homologous chromosome), which 
is not always available. As a result, most human cells (especially non-cycling somatic cells) 
typically rely on NHEJ for DSB repair [2], [4]. 
DSB repair fidelity is particularly important in germ cells, as they harbor the genetic 











































specialized program of cell division called meiosis, in which a single round of DNA replication 
is followed by two subsequent rounds of chromosome segregation (named meiosis I and 
meiosis II). Separation of the parental/homologous chromosomes during meiosis I requires 
the induction of programmed DSBs [5]. Meiotic DSBs are introduced by SPO11, a highly 
conserved topoisomerase-like protein that, after cutting, remains covalently bound to the 
5′ ends of the DSB. Loss of SPO11 function leads to severe chromosome missegregation 
and aneuploid gametes in many model systems, highlighting the importance of meiotic DSB 
formation for successful gametogenesis and species survival [5], [6].
Meiotic DSBs need to be repaired via HR, as only this pathway creates repair products 
known as crossovers (COs), which are required for the establishment of chiasmata, the 
transient links between homologous chromosomes. Chiasmata are essential for proper 
chromosome alignment and segregation during meiosis I [7]. Given that NHEJ competes with 
HR and does not lead to COs, this activity should be restricted in order to assure chromosome 
stability during gametogenesis. Previous studies have revealed that Caenorhabditis elegans 
(C. elegans) germ cells posses NHEJ activity, yet in wild-type germ cells this error-prone 
pathway seems to be inhibited very efficiently [8], [9], [10], [11].
Recent insights on mitotic DSB repair have led to the identification of several factors that 
are able to block NHEJ activity, including the tumor suppressor CtIP [12]. Studies on DSB 
repair pathway choice in meiotic cells are hampered by the fact that crucial regulators like CtIP 
are required for mammalian development, which precludes analysis of CtIP-deficient gametes 
[13]. Here, we exploited the C. elegans model system to explore if the CtIP homolog COM-1 
is responsible for the robust HR bias in metazoan germ cells; maternal contribution of com-1 
gene products enables com-1 mutant embryos to develop into adults that produce COM-1-
deficient germ cells [14]. COM-1/CtIP is well conserved throughout evolution and homologous 
counterparts named Sae2 and Ctp1 have also been identified in the unicellular organisms 
S. cerevisiae and S. pombe, respectively [14], [15], [16]. In yeast, Sae2/Ctp1 is required for 
Spo11 removal and therefore is crucial for the initiation of meiotic DSB repair [17], [18].
Here, we show that COM-1 is dispensable for meiotic recombination per se, yet it is 
crucial to complete meiosis: COM-1 is required to block toxic Ku activity at meiotic DSBs 
and therefore is needed to prevent chromosome aggregation and CO failure. In addition, we 
reveal a role for COM-1 in interhomolog HR: COM-1 acts parallel to the nuclease EXO-1 to 
generate RAD-51-coated recombination intermediates at early/mid pachytene stage. We thus 
identified a dual role for COM-1 during metazoan meiosis: it blocks toxic NHEJ activity and 












































COM-1–deficient germ cells bear chromosomal aggregates and univalent 
In order to study the meiotic functions of COM-1 we obtained two different com-1 mutant alleles 
previously identified by Penkner and colleagues (Figure S1) and [14]. In C. elegans, defects in 
repair of meiotic DSBs can be detected relatively easily, as these often manifest as chromosomal 
abnormalities in diakinesis nuclei of maturing oocytes (Figure 1A). Wild-type diakinesis nuclei 
typically have six rod-shaped DAPI-stained bodies named bivalents, which represent the six 
pairs of homologous chromosomes, each held together by chiasmata (Figure 1A and Figure 
2A). In the absence of meiotic DSBs (e.g. in spo-11 mutants) chiasmata are not formed, which 
can be detected by the presence of 12 DAPI-stained bodies, i.e. univalents [6]. When meiotic 
DSBs are induced but not repaired, chromosomal fragmentation occurs, typically resulting 
in ≥12 irregularly shaped DAPI-stained bodies at diakinesis [19], [20]. Surprisingly, com-1 
mutant oocytes exhibited a different chromosomal pattern: the diakinesis nuclei contained 
1 to 12 DAPI-stained entities [14]. We validated this finding by careful inspection of COM-1-
deficient diakinesis nuclei (Figure 1C and 1D). These diakinesis nuclei occasionally showed 
chromosomal fragments, albeit only in 2% of the oocytes (Figure 3C). We argued that the low 
frequency of chromosomal fragmentation in com-1 mutants is inconsistent with a conserved 
role for COM-1 in SPO-11 removal, given that SPO-11-bound DSBs are refractory to repair. 
Based on the diakinesis studies we envisaged a different scenario in which com-1 mutants 
are able to repair meiotic DSBs, yet do so in an error-prone manner, ultimately resulting in 
chromosomal aggregates and failed chiasmata formation. Several observations supported 
this hypothesis: Firstly, unlike spo-11 mutants, com-1 mutant oocytes hardly ever contained 
exactly 12 univalents, which indicated that DSBs were induced. Secondly, all diakinesis 
nuclei had fewer than 12 DAPI-stained bodies and rarely contained small chromosomal 
fragments, arguing that most programmed DSBs are repaired. Thirdly, the diakinesis nuclei 
often contained more than 6 DAPI-stained bodies and frequently exhibited DAPI bodies that 
morphologically resembled univalents, which implied that chiasmata formation was impaired. 
Finally, many diakinesis nuclei had fewer than six DAPI-stained bodies, potentially reflecting 
chromosomal entanglements and/or fusions between non-homologous chromosomes.
Loss of Ku restores chiasmata formation and viability in com-1 mutant animals
To test if the chromosomal aggregation events in com-1 mutant oocytes were due to 
inappropriate NHEJ activity, we crossed com-1 mutants with worms lacking the NHEJ factor 
CKU-80. Strikingly, cku-80 deficiency led to a >20 fold increase in viability among com-1 
mutant progeny: while com-1 single mutants produced 0–2% viable embryos, com-1 cku-80 
double mutants produced 30–40% viable progeny (Figure 1B). Moreover, nearly all hatchlings 
of com-1 cku-80 double mutants successfully developed into adults, while com-1 single 











































Figure 1. Loss of cku-80 prevents chromosomal aggregation and restores chiasmata formation 
and embryonic survival in com-1(t1626) mutants.
(A) Schematic overview of the C. elegans germline, in which different zones correspond to the successive 
stages of meiotic prophase. MZ: mitotic zone; TZ: transition zone; ST: spermatheca. Blow-up shows a 
typical wild-type diakinesis nucleus with six bivalents. (B) Percentage progeny survival of animals of the 
indicated genotype; values are the average of 3 independent experiments, error bars represent S.E.M. 
(C) Two representative pictures of diakinesis nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype (D) Frequency 
distribution of DAPI-stained entities at diakinesis. n = number of germlines analyzed. Scale bars, 5 µm.
To verify these observations we crossed animals carrying another allele of com-1 to 
worms lacking the other well-conserved Ku subunit CKU-70. The resultant com-1(t1489) cku-
70 double mutants showed identical phenotypes as the aforementioned com-1(t1626) cku-
80 double mutants, including elevated embryonic survival and restored larval development 
as compared to com-1(t1489) single mutants (Figure S1). We therefore conclude that com-
1 deficient animals suffer from toxic Ku activity and that in the absence of Ku, COM-1 is 
dispensable for C. elegans development and gametogenesis.
In contrast to the diakinesis nuclei of com-1 single mutants, which hardly ever contain six 
DAPI-stained bodies, 70% of diakinesis nuclei of com-1 cku-80 double mutants had the wild-
type set of six bivalents (Figure 1C and 1D). We obtained similar results for com-1 cku-70 
double mutants (Figure S1). The fact that Ku deficiency restored bivalent formation in com-1 
mutant animals implies that both the univalents and the chromosomal aggregates in com-
1 deficient oocytes were due to Ku-mediated NHEJ. These observations also demonstrate 
that COM-1 is not required for chiasma formation per se. Notably, both bivalent formation 
and embryonic viability in com-1 cku-80 double mutants were completely spo-11-dependent 
(Figure 1), which indicates that chiasma formation in com-1 mutants occurs at programmed 
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Based on these diakinesis studies we conclude that i) COM-1 is crucial to prevent NHEJ 
activity in meiotic cells; ii) Ku can act efficiently on meiotic DSBs (at least when COM-1 activity 
is perturbed); iii) a com-1-independent mechanism exists that is able to convert SPO-11-
induced DSBs into proper chiasmata, and iv) in contrast to Sae2/Ctp1 in yeast, COM-1 is not 
required for SPO-11 removal in C. elegans. 
 
Ku prevents CO formation in com-1 mutant germlines
Since com-1 single mutants fail to adequately form chiasmata and this defect can be restored 
by Ku loss (Figure 1), we reasoned that Ku might obstruct CO formation. In C. elegans, 
exactly one CO occurs per homolog pair and these presumptive CO sites can be visualized 
by specific recruitment of the fusion protein ZHP-3::GFP at late pachytene/diplotene stage 
[21], [22]. As shown in Figure 2B, wild-type animals had six ZHP-3::GFP foci in nearly all 
diplotene nuclei. In contrast, com-1 single mutants on average had only two ZHP-3::GFP 
foci per diplotene nucleus (Figure 2A and 2B) and often exhibited persistent ZHP-3::GFP 
localization along the full length of the synaptonemal complex (SC) – a localization pattern 
characteristic of CO failure [21]. 
Importantly, loss of cku-80 alleviated the ZHP-3::GFP localization defect of com-1 mutant 
germlines: virtually all diplotene nuclei of com-1 cku-80 double mutants had the normal 
complement of six ZHP-3::GFP foci (Figure 2A and 2B). We conclude that COM-1 is not 
needed for CO formation per se, yet COM-1 is essential to prevent interference by Ku and 
hence is critical for CO assurance.
The CO defect of com-1 mutants is due to a scarcity of accessible DSBs
We hypothesized that Ku binds DSB ends and blocks DNA end resection and subsequent 
meiotic recombination. In order to test if the CO defect observed in com-1 mutants is due 
to an insufficient number of DSBs available for HR, we subjected these animals to ionizing 
radiation (IR) to introduce additional DSBs. 70 Gy of IR did not alter the number of COs in 
wild-type animals: six ZHP-3::GFP foci were present per diplotene nucleus, irrespective of IR 
treatment (Figure 2C). Strikingly, 70 Gy of IR substantially increased CO formation in com-1 
mutant animals: while mock-treated com-1 mutants had on average only two ZHP-3::GFP foci 
per diplotene nucleus, irradiated com-1 mutants commonly contained six foci (Figure 2C). 
Previous studies have shown that IR can increase CO frequencies only when meiotic DSBs 
are limiting, e.g. in spo-11 mutants [6], [23], [24]. This effect is attributed to CO homeostasis 
mechanisms that ensure that meiotic cells receive at least one and only one CO per homolog 
pair [22], [24]. Our results imply that in the absence of com-1 CO homeostasis mechanisms 
are still active and encourage the formation of the obligate COs, yet the substrates to do so 
are limited. A recent dose-response study estimated that 10 Gy of IR resulted in ~4 DSBs per 
chromosome pair, which was sufficient to consistently induce six CO foci in spo-11 animals 











































resulted in a robust induction of six ZHP-3::GFP foci (Figure 2 and Figure S2). The observation 
that 10 Gy of IR was not sufficient to induce six CO foci in com-1 mutants, suggests that Ku 
can also hijack SPO-11-independent DSBs. In support of this notion, IR resulted in increased 
levels of chromosomal aggregation in com-1 deficient oocytes (Figure 2D) and [14]. Given the 
relatively high IR dose needed to allow six CO foci to be formed in COM-1-deficient animals, 
we propose that IR alleviates the CO defect, not because it introduces SPO-11-independent 
DSBs, but because it can introduce a total number of DSBs that exceeds the capacity of 
available Ku, leaving a subset of DSBs unblocked and available for HR. We conclude that 
both IR treatment and Ku deletion alleviated the CO deficit in com-1 mutant animals, yet only 
Ku deletion restored the bias towards HR-mediated DSB repair. 
 
Figure 2. Loss of cku-80 as well as γ-irradiation rescues the CO defect of com-1 mutants.
(A) Localization pattern of ZHP-3::GFP at diplotene stage. Upper panel shows schematic overview of 
dynamic ZHP-3 re-localization (green) during CO formation; lower panels show representative pictures 
of diplotene nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype that express a ZHP-3::GFP transgene (left: GFP 
signal only, inset = blow-up of single nucleus; right: merge of GFP and DAPI signal). (B) Frequency 
distribution of ZHP-3::GFP foci in diplotene nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype; SC* = ZHP-
3::GFP signal along the synaptonemal complex, no distinct foci (C) Average number of ZHP-3::GFP foci 
in diplotene nuclei of wild-type or com-1 mutant animals 24 hours after mock/IR-treatment: 0 Gy (black 
bars)/70 Gy (white bars); Error bars represent SD, *the difference between mock- and IR-treated com-1 
mutants was highly significant (p<0.001 by Student’s t-test, two tailed) (D) Upper panel: representative 
pictures of diplotene nuclei of mock/IR-treated com-1 mutants that express a ZHP-3::GFP transgene 
(merge of GFP and DAPI signal); Lower panel: representative pictures of diakinesis nuclei of mock/IR-
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Loss of LIG-4 does not restore viability of com-1 mutants
In com-1 mutant animals Ku causes two problems: defective CO formation and chromosomal 
aggregation. We next set out to determine how Ku exerts these toxic effects. In classical 
NHEJ, Ku blocks DNA end resection, stabilizes the break ends and recruits the downstream 
factor LIG-4, which subsequently seals the DSB [2]. To assess if the Ku complex could be 
toxic independent of LIG-4-mediated ligation, we made com-1 lig-4 double mutants and 
compared those to com-1 cku-80 and com-1 cku-70 double mutants. Interestingly, unlike cku-
70 and cku-80, the introduction of a lig-4 null allele did not rescue progeny survival of com-1 
mutants (Figure 3B). Since either lig-4 or cku-70/cku-80 loss prevents NHEJ, blocking NHEJ 
per se is not sufficient to restore viability in com-1 mutants. We therefore infer that Ku has toxic 
activities that are independent of NHEJ-mediated fusion.
Consistent with that notion, diakinesis nuclei of com-1 lig-4 double mutants often showed 
more than six DAPI-stained bodies, indicating that CO formation remained perturbed (Figure 
3A). While lig-4 deletion did not restore the CO defect, it did prevent chromosomal aggregation: 
in contrast to com-1 single mutants, the diakinesis nuclei of com-1 cku-80 and com-1 lig-4 
double mutants rarely had fewer than six DAPI-stained bodies (Figure 1C and Figure 3A). 
These observations indicate that chromosomal aggregation in com-1 mutants mainly depends 
on classical NHEJ.
Notably, diakinesis nuclei of com-1 lig-4 double mutants frequently contained small DAPI-
stained fragments, which are indicative of persistent DSBs (Figure 3A and 3C). We next 
established that these chromosomal fragments were the consequence of defective repair 
of programmed SPO-11-induced DSBs (and not of spontaneous DSBs): com-1 lig-4; spo-
11 triple mutant animals exhibited 12 intact univalents at diakinesis and no fragmentation 
(Figure 3A and 3C). Together, these results strongly suggest that in COM-1-deficient animals, 
Ku promotes LIG-4-mediated fusions and that in the absence of LIG-4 the Ku-bound DSBs 
remain unrepaired. We therefore propose that COM-1 needs to prevent Ku activity not only 
because Ku promotes classical NHEJ at meiotic DSBs, but mainly because Ku forestalls 












































Figure 3. Loss of lig-4 prevents chromosomal fusion in com-1 mutants, but does not restore 
viability.
(A) Two representative pictures of diakinesis nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype. White arrows 
point out chromosomal fragments (B) Percentage progeny survival; values are the average of 3 
independent experiments, error bars represent S.E.M. (C) Percentage of diakinesis nuclei that show 
chromosomal fragments; n = number of germlines analyzed. Scale bars, 5 µm. *The difference between 
these genotypes was highly significant (p<0.001 by Fisher’s exact test, two tailed).
Ku acts at early/mid pachytene stage and blocks the formation of RAD-51 foci
We next determined how and when Ku prevents meiotic recombination. Based on their 
homologous counterparts, we expect CKU-70/CKU-80 to block DNA end resection. This 
scenario is consistent with the reported defect in RAD-51 recruitment in COM-1-deficient 
germlines [14]. Meiotic recombination is initiated in the transition zone where RAD-51-coated 
recombination intermediates become visible as distinct foci [25], [26]. In wild-type worms, the 
number of RAD-51 foci peaks at early/mid pachytene stage (Figure 4, zone 4+5) and as repair 
progresses, these RAD-51 foci disappear by late pachytene stage (Figure 4, zone 6+7) [27]. 
In com-1 single mutants, however, we could not detect the typical rise of RAD-51 foci in early/
mid pachytene nuclei, suggestive of a defect early in meiotic recombination (Figure 4C, zone 
4+5). Strikingly, this defect was relieved by cku-80 loss: com-1 cku-80 double mutants did 
show the strong increase in RAD-51 foci at early/mid pachytene stage (Figure 4D, zone 4+5). 
These results demonstrate that, in the absence of COM-1, CKU-80 prevents efficient formation 
of RAD-51-coated HR intermediates, likely by inhibiting DNA end resection. Moreover, they 
reveal that CKU-80 can already act at early pachytene stage, which paradoxically is the stage 
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While com-1 cku-80 double mutant germlines were proficient in RAD-51 loading, we noted 
a mild delay in RAD-51 focus formation compared to cku-80 single mutant controls (Figure 
4, zone 4+6). This delay suggests that COM-1 may also be required for efficient DNA end 
resection and thus the timely formation of interhomolog COs. 
    
 
Figure 4. Loss of cku-80 restores RAD-51 recruitment to meiotic DSBs in com-1 mutant germlines.
(A) Left: representative image of mid-pachytene nuclei in wild-type germlines stained with RAD-51 
antibody; merge of RAD-51 (red) and DAPI signal (blue); Right: schematic overview of the C. elegans 
germline with indicated zones (1–7) used for RAD-51 foci analysis. (B)(C)(D) RAD-51 foci analysis of 
cku-80, com-1 and com-1 cku-80 double mutant germlines, respectively. Left: representative images of 
mid-pachytene nuclei (zone 5) stained with RAD-51 antibody, merge of RAD-51 (red) and DAPI signal 
(blue) Right: Stacked histograms depict the quantification of RAD-51 foci in germlines of the indicated 
genotypes. The number of RAD-51 foci per nucleus is categorized by the color code shown on the right. 
The percent of nuclei observed for each category (y-axis) are depicted for each zone along the germline 











































COM-1 and EXO-1 act redundantly to promote meiotic recombination
To find the factors responsible for COM-1-independent meiotic recombination, we searched 
for genes known to have overlapping functions with COM-1 or its homologs. In yeast, 
the sensitivity of Sae2-deficient mitotic cells to DSB-inducing agents can be rescued by 
overexpressing the 5′-3′ exonuclease Exo1 [28]. Furthermore, Exo1 transcription is highly 
induced during yeast meiosis and Exo1 promotes CO formation [29], [30], making Exo1 a 
suitable candidate for enabling com-1-independent CO formation. 
A clear Exo1 homolog is present in C. elegans, F45G2.3, which we named exo-1. We used 
a deletion mutant of exo-1, which is predicted to express a severely truncated protein lacking 
the conserved nuclease domain (Figure 5A), to show that EXO-1 has a conserved role in HR-
mediated DSB repair in germ cells. Firstly, exo-1 mutant germlines were hypersensitive to IR, 
in a manner epistatic with the well-studied HR factor brc-1 (Figure 5B) and secondly, exo-1 
mutants were hypersensitive to transposon-induced DSBs, i.e. exo-1 deficiency significantly 
reduced embryonic survival in animals that have elevated levels of transposition in the 
germline (Figure S3). Despite the need for exo-1 in repair of ectopic DSBs, unchallenged exo-
1 single mutants did not display major meiotic defects (Figure 5C and 5D), which suggests 
that EXO-1 does not act on SPO-11-induced DSBs or it operates in a redundant fashion. 
Figure 5. EXO-1 promotes DSB repair in germ cells.
(A) Gene model of wild-type F45G2.3 (exo-1) with the position of its catalytic domain (gray) and below 
its truncation allele tm1842; a 559 bp deletion (purple) results in a premature stop (B) Percentage 
progeny survival of animals of the indicated genotype treated with the indicated dose of IR; values are the 
average of 3 independent experiments, error bars represent S.E.M. (C) RAD-51 immunostaining of mid-
pachytene nuclei (zone 5) in exo-1 deficient germlines; merge of RAD-51 (red) and DAPI signal (blue) (D) 
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To assess if EXO-1 is responsible for COM-1-independent meiotic recombination, we 
created com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants and analyzed CO formation and progeny survival. 
In contrast to com-1 cku-80 double mutants, which have robust CO formation (Figure 1C), 
com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants fail to adequately produce COs, as illustrated by the 
scarcity of ZHP-3::GFP foci at diplotene (Figure 6A) and the lack of chiasmata at diakinesis 
(Figure 6B). Consequently, com-1 cku-80 exo-1 animals typically produce aneuploid gametes 
and hardly any viable progeny (Figure 6D and 6E). 
Figure 6. EXO-1 is required for meiotic recombination in absence of COM-1.
(A) Representative image of diplotene nuclei of com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutant animals that express a 
ZHP-3::GFP transgene (left: GFP signal only, right: merge of GFP and DAPI signal) (B) Representative 
picture of a diakinesis nucleus in com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants germlines (C) RAD-51 immunostaining 
of mid-pachytene nuclei (zone 5) in com-1 cku-80 exo-1 mutant germlines; merge of RAD-51 (red) and 
DAPI signal (blue) (D) Percentage progeny survival of animals of the indicated genotype; values are 
the average of 3 independent experiments*, error bars represent S.E.M. (E) Frequency distribution of 
DAPI-stained entities at diakinesis*. n = number of germlines analyzed. The com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple 
mutants occasionally showed >12 DAPI bodies due to chromosomal fragmentation. See Figure 7E for 
quantification. Scale bars, 5 µm. *These experiments were performed in parallel to those depicted in 
Figure 1B and 1D; reference values are depicted again here. 
We next investigated how EXO-1 promotes CO formation in com-1 deficient germlines. 
Recently, yeast Exo1 has been shown to promote CO formation via two distinct activities: 
i) by performing DNA end resection and ii) by resolving CO intermediates named double 
Holliday Junctions (dHJs) [30]. These two Exo1 activities affect HR at different steps: DNA end 
resection promotes the formation of RAD-51 intermediates, whereas dHJ resolution supports 
the clearance of RAD-51 intermediates. We found that early/mid pachytene nuclei of com-1 











































foci observed in com-1 cku-80 double mutants (Figure 4D). This implies that EXO-1 promotes 
com-1-independent CO formation mainly via its role in DNA end resection. 
From these results it can be deduced that i) EXO-1 can act on meiotic DSBs and ii) EXO-1 
and COM-1 act in parallel pathways to promote RAD-51 recruitment at early/mid pachytene 
stage and individually can assure timely CO formation. Furthermore, both COM-1 and EXO-1 
are not essential for SPO-11 removal because we did not observe substantial chromosome 
fragmentation in the diakinesis nuclei of com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants. Instead, we 
detected six to twelve regularly shaped DAPI-stained bodies (Figure 6B and 6E), which 
suggests some degree of DSB repair. 
Homolog-independent HR does not depend on COM-1 and EXO-1
C. elegans germ cells switch between different DSB repair modes as they progress through 
meiosis [31]. In the early stages of meiotic prophase, the majority of meiotic DSBs are repaired 
using the homologous chromosome as a template [31], [32]. At late pachytene stage this 
dominance is thought to be relieved, allowing homolog-independent mechanisms to repair the 
meiotic DSBs [32], [33]. One example that supports this notion is that mutant animals defective 
in interhomolog HR (e.g. syp-2 mutants) show persistent meiotic DSBs that are eventually 
repaired late in meiotic prophase in a rad-51-dependent manner [32]. Subsequent studies 
suggest that these remaining DSBs are repaired efficiently via intersister HR, ultimately giving 
rise to intact chromosomes at diakinesis [19], [34]. 
To investigate the contribution of COM-1 and EXO-1 to homolog-independent HR, we 
quantified RAD-51 focus formation throughout the germline. com-1 cku-80 double mutants 
had many RAD-51 foci at early/mid pachytene stage (Figure 7A, zone 4+5), but very few 
RAD-51 foci at late pachytene stage (Figure 7A, zone 7), indicating that the majority of RAD-
51 intermediates were resolved by that point. Conversely, com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutant 
germlines had very few RAD-51 foci at early/mid pachytene stage (Figure 7B, zone 4+5), 
but showed many RAD-51 foci at late pachytene stage (Figure 7B, zone 7). This abundance 
of RAD-51-coated recombination intermediates at late pachytene implies that COM-1 and 
EXO-1 are dispensable for DNA end resection at these later stages, which suggests further 
redundancy and/or temporal regulation of DNA end resection during meiotic prophase. 
Moreover, these findings imply that intersister HR may not be affected by com-1 and exo-1 
loss.
To test if intersister HR is responsible for the residual repair activity in the triple mutant, 
we depleted the cohesin factor REC-8, which is proposed to promote both interhomolog 
as well as intersister HR [9], [20], [35]. REC-8 depletion caused extensive chromosomal 
fragmentation in com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants (Figure 7D), implying that REC-8-
dependent HR is active in the absence of COM-1 and EXO-1. REC-8 depletion, however, has 
documented pleiotropic effects, including altered SPO-11 activity, which may affect the levels 
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Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes 5 (smc-5) in com-1 cku-80 exo-1 animals. Smc-5 
has recently been shown to be specifically required for homolog-independent (presumably 
intersister) HR during C. elegans meiosis [34]. Analogous to REC-8 depletion, deletion of smc-
5 in com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutants resulted in high levels of chromosome fragmentation 
at diakinesis (Figure 7C and 7E). Similar results were obtained when deleting the SMC-5 
complex partner SMC-6 (Figure S3). Together these observations strongly suggest that, while 
COM-1 and EXO-1 redundantly promote RAD-51 recruitment and subsequent CO formation 
at early/mid pachytene stage, at late pachytene stage both proteins are dispensable for RAD-
51-mediated intersister HR. 
 
Ku deficiency does not fully restore genome stability in com-1 mutants
Despite the observation that HR is active and COs are formed in germlines lacking both 
COM-1 and CKU-80, progeny survival of com-1 cku-80 double mutants was not restored to 
wild-type levels. In fact, ~70% of com-1 cku-80 double mutant progeny died during embryonic 
development (Figure 1B). Moreover, the mutant animals that survived frequently displayed 
developmental abnormalities, including altered body morphology and faulty vulval development 
(Figure S4). These phenotypes suggest that Ku-deficient com-1 mutants still suffered from 
genomic instability. In support of this notion, com-1 cku-80 and com-1 cku-70 double mutants 
exhibited high levels of X-chromosome non-disjunction, as revealed by a 50-fold increase 
in XO males among the surviving progeny (Figure S4). Careful analysis of com-1 cku-80 
deficient germlines revealed that the fidelity of meiotic DSB repair is incomplete: diakinesis 
nuclei of com-1 cku-80 double mutants occasionally showed chromosomal abnormalities, 
including unstable bivalent attachments and chromosomal aggregates (Figure 1D and Figure 
S5). We detected similar chromosomal aberrations in com-1 lig-4 double mutants (Figure S5), 
supporting the notion that an alternative mutagenic repair pathway exists that can provoke 
chromosomal aggregates in germ cells devoid of classical NHEJ [8]. We propose that Ku-
deficient com-1 mutants still suffer from (NHEJ-independent) error-prone repair events, which 
cause substantial chromosomal instability and embryonic lethality. 
We next addressed whether these aberrant repair events in com-1 cku-80 double mutants 
induced germ cell apoptosis. Interestingly, despite the high degree of chromosomal instability, 
the level of apoptosis was not observed to be increased in com-1 single mutant germlines 
[14]. Although we cannot formally exclude that COM-1 by itself is required for the signaling of 
apoptosis, our cytological data argue that Ku blocks end resection in these animals and thus 
precludes the formation of ssDNA - a major trigger for the DNA damage checkpoint [36], [37]. 
To test this hypothesis further, we counted apoptotic cells, marked by transgenic CED-1::GFP, 
in com-1 cku-80 deficient germlines. We observed a mild but statistically significant increase 
as compared to com-1 single mutants (Figure S4). This result may reflect inefficient repair of a 
fraction of DSBs in com-1 cku-80 double mutants, as was also suggested by the subtle delay 











































are however very mildly different from wild-type behavior [14], [27], [38]. We thus conclude 
that the vast majority of meiotic DSBs are repaired effectively in com-1 cku-80 mutant germ 
cells, without activating the DNA damage checkpoint. The fidelity of repair, however, is clearly 
affected by com-1 and cku-80 loss. 
Figure 7. EXO-1 and COM-1 are needed for efficient interhomolog HR, but dispensable for 
intersister HR.
(A,B) RAD-51 foci analysis of com-1 cku-80 double and com-1 cku-80 exo-1 triple mutant germlines, 
respectively. Stacked histograms depict the quantification of RAD-51 foci in germlines of the indicated 
genotypes. See Figure 4 for details. Representative images of mid-pachytene nuclei (zone 5) and late 
pachytene nuclei (zone 7) stained with RAD-51 antibody (red). IH = interhomolog, IS = intersister (C) 
Two representative pictures of diakinesis nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype. White arrows point 
out chromosomal fragments (D) Representative picture of a diakinesis nucleus of com-1 cku-80 exo-1 
triple mutant animals, which are fed on E. coli strains carrying either a control- or rec-8 RNAi vector. (E) 
Percentage of diakinesis nuclei that show chromosomal fragments; n = number of germlines analyzed. 
*The difference between these genotypes was highly significant (p<0.001 by Fisher’s exact test, two 













































The conserved C-terminus of COM-1 counteracts Ku activity and thereby supports 
efficient meiotic recombination
We identified COM-1 as a crucial factor in preventing toxic Ku activity at meiotic DSBs. Both 
com-1 alleles used in this study (t1626 and t1489) are loss-of-function alleles and encode for 
C-terminally truncated proteins [14]. Although sequence analysis of the t1489 allele revealed 
a different mutation than previously annotated, both alleles still contain a premature stop that 
prohibits expression of the conserved C-terminus (Figure S1). 
Previously, Penkner and colleagues claimed that COM-1 was required specifically to repair 
SPO-11-induced DSBs but not IR-induced DSBs – suggestive of a conserved role for COM-
1 in SPO-11 removal [14]. However, the data we present here reveals that COM-1-deficient 
germlines are able to repair SPO-11-induced DSBs both via NHEJ and HR. Moreover, we 
show that COM-1 is not required for meiotic recombination per se, but instead is needed to 
prevent Ku activity at early pachytene stage to allow DNA end resection and CO formation to 
take place. 
Despite the high conservation of the C-terminal domain of Sae2/COM-1, the contribution 
of these proteins to SPO-11 removal has clearly diverged between yeast and metazoans: 
while in yeast a single point mutation in the C-terminus of Sae2 can block Spo11 removal and 
subsequent HR reactions [39], removal of the entire C-terminus of COM-1 does not prohibit 
meiotic recombination in C. elegans. Spo11 removal in yeast not only requires Sae2, but also 
the highly conserved nuclease Mre11 [18], [40]. Perhaps metazoan MRE-11 is able to remove 
SPO-11 independently of COM-1. In that scenario, MRE-11 would create free DSB ends that 
could act as a substrate for both HR and NHEJ (Figure 8). In C. elegans, MRE-11 is needed 
for meiotic DSB formation, however, this requirement can be bypassed by the depletion of 
meiotic cohesin [41], [42]. Meiotic DSB induction in absence of MRE-11 results in severe 
chromosome fragmentation, suggesting that MRE-11 is also required for SPO-11 removal in 
C. elegans [42]. 
We show here that COM-1 is not required for the initiation of meiotic DSB repair, but 
is needed to channel the programmed DSBs into HR. When COM-1 function is perturbed, 
Ku blocks EXO-1-mediated resection and promotes LIG-4-mediated fusion. How COM-1 
prevents Ku activity on a molecular level is unknown to date, but based on the current models 
of DNA end resection at meiotic DSBs and the observations described here, we propose that 












































Figure 8. Model for meiotic recombination in C. elegans.
In wild-type germlines, MRE-11 may create substrates at meiotic DSBs that allow COM-1 to efficiently 
remove Ku (and SPO-11). When COM-1 function is perturbed, MRE-11 mediated processing may still 
release SPO-11 bound oligos. However, MRE-11 activity alone is not sufficient to counteract Ku binding 
and prevent toxic NHEJ activity. Without COM-1 and Ku, SPO-11 is removed and EXO-1 promotes DNA 
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A model for COM-1–dependent Ku removal
Recent work on yeast meiosis has led to a new model for initiation of meiotic recombination 
that is based on bidirectional DNA end resection [43]. In this model Mre11 creates a single-
strand nick up to 300 nucleotides from the meiotic DSB end. This nick then acts as a substrate 
for both Exo1 and Mre11: Exo1 starts resection in the 5′-3′ direction (away from the DSB) 
and Mre11 initiates resection in the 3′-5′ direction (towards the DSB end). Accordingly, the 
3′-5′ exonuclease activity of Mre11 is critical for the efficient release of Spo11 oligos and 
subsequent meiotic recombination [43]. Mre11 is proposed to also remove Ku from DSB ends, 
since Ku (like Spo11) blocks DSB ends and prevents HR-mediated repair [43]. However, 
recent in vitro studies have revealed that human MRE11 cannot compete with Ku for DNA 
binding nor is able to displace Ku from DSB ends [44]. In these reactions, Ku efficiently 
prevented EXO1 from performing DNA end resection, even in the presence of MRE11. Our in 
vivo model is consistent with such an interaction, as MRE-11-proficient, but COM-1-deficient, 
germlines are able to remove SPO-11, but are not able to prevent Ku from hijacking meiotic 
DSBs (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Our observations imply that SPO-11 removal and Ku exclusion 
are two distinct activities. Based on the bidirectional nature of DNA end resection and the 
fact that the affinities of Ku to ssDNA nicks and dsDNA ends are almost equal [45], [46], we 
propose that Ku may act at the upstream nick to prevent EXO-1-mediated end resection. In 
such a scenario, MRE-11 may still be able to progress towards the DSB end to remove SPO-
11, thus creating a free DSB end that allows NHEJ-mediated repair (Figure 8). The notion 
that Ku may block 5′-3′ resection by EXO-1, but not 3′-5′ resection by MRE-11 is supported by 
the fact that the 3′-5′ exonuclease activity of mammalian MRE11 promotes deletion formation 
during classical NHEJ [47]. 
We hypothesize that COM-1 prevents Ku occupancy at meiotic DSBs and therefore 
safeguards proper 5′-3′ DNA end resection and CO formation (Figure 8). While our study 
reveals that MRE-11, in the absence of COM-1, is not sufficient to prevent Ku activity at 
meiotic DSBs, we cannot exclude that COM-1 requires MRE-11 activity to counteract Ku. In 
fact, COM-1 may cut the gapped DNA structure that arises when MRE-11 progresses towards 
the DSB end, which would release both MRE-11 and Ku from the break site (Figure 8). In 
support of this model, Sae2 has been shown to possess intrinsic endonuclease activity on 
gapped DNA substrates in vitro and this activity is proportional to the length of exposed ssDNA 
[48]. Moreover, Sae2 mutants accumulate both Mre11 and Ku at DSB ends [49], [50]. 
 
Ku can act at early pachytene stage and competes with interhomolog HR
Several studies have found evidence of NHEJ-mediated chromosomal aggregates in 
C. elegans germ cells, however, the biological relevance of these NHEJ events has been 
uncertain, since they were evident only when meiotic recombination was completely abolished 











































stage of meiotic prophase [8], [9], [10]. Here we report that Ku can act even when meiotic 
recombination is proficient and that it does so early in meiosis, at early/mid pachytene stage. 
Moreover, we reveal that meiotic Ku activity can result in toxic chromosomal aggregates and 
a fatal lack of obligate COs.
The capacity of Ku to block meiotic recombination is maybe best illustrated by the low 
levels of ZHP-3::GFP foci observed in COM-1-deficient animals – a phenotype that can be 
completely alleviated by Ku loss (Figure 2). ZHP-3::GFP localizes to presumptive CO sites and 
forms six distinct foci in wild-type diplotene nuclei [21]. A recent study by Rosu and colleagues 
revealed that although each C. elegans meiotic nucleus may undergo up to 40 programmed 
DSBs, a single DSB per chromosome pair is largely sufficient to assure CO formation [51]. 
Given that more than a third of the COM-1-deficient nuclei are not able to form a single ZHP-
3::GFP focus, and the ones that do only form on average 2–3 ZHP-3::GFP foci, we predict that 
in the absence of COM-1 nearly all meiotic DSBs are blocked by Ku. To shed more light on this 
subject, we tried to outcompete Ku by creating many extra DSBs using IR. Only when com-
1 mutants were treated with a relatively high dose of IR (estimated to inflict ~170 DSBs per 
nucleus [23]) the majority of diplotene nuclei had six CO foci. Based on these experiments we 
estimate that Ku is able to block ~97% of all meiotic DSBs when COM-1 function is impaired. 
Despite this high toxic capacity of Ku, wild-type worms exhibit very robust CO formation 
and at least a hundred-fold bias towards HR over NHEJ-mediated repair of germline DSBs 
[51], [52]. This suggests that COM-1 is very potent in either blocking or removing Ku at 
meiotic DSBs. Given the striking affinity of Ku towards DNA ends [45] and the detrimental 
effects of meiotic NHEJ on species survival [this study], additional levels of regulation might 
be necessary to guarantee the strong HR bias in germ cells. In mouse spermatocytes, Ku 
protein levels drop significantly at early/mid pachytene stage, revealing that Ku activity can be 
prevented both by COM-1 activity and at the level of transcription/translation [53]. Interestingly, 
recently identified COM1 mutants in rice also displayed many non-homologous chromosome 
entanglements in meiotic cells, indicating that COM-1-mediated NHEJ inhibition may be a 
common phenomenon among eukaryotes [54]. 
 
COM-1 and EXO-1 promote the timely formation of CO substrates
In addition to its role in NHEJ inhibition, COM-1 also supports DNA end resection during early/
mid pachytene stage (Figure 4 and Figure 7). In yeast, DNA end resection at meiotic DSBs is 
performed by Exo1 and Sgs1/Dna2, with Exo1 having the major role [39]. Accordingly, Exo1 
mutants show subtle but significant meiotic defects including reduced spore viability and a 
two-fold decrease in CO recombination [55]. We show here that COM-1-proficient worms do 
not rely on EXO-1 for meiotic recombination, as exo-1 single mutants form both meiotic RAD-
51 foci and bivalents normally (Figure 5). When COM-1 is absent however, EXO-1 becomes 
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(Figure 6). Thus meiotic germ cells require either COM-1 or EXO-1 to perform timely DNA 
end resection. How COM-1 promotes extensive DNA end resection is still unclear, as COM-1 
homologs are implicated only in the onset of resection [49]. COM-1 may be needed for the 
recruitment of other nucleases to meiotic DSBs. For instance, recruitment of the nuclease DNA2 
to DSBs strongly depends on CtIP in human cells [56]. In line with this suggestion, we found 
a strong synthetic lethal interaction between exo-1 and dna-2 (unpublished observations). 
We also demonstrated that HR via the sister chromatid is not abolished by com-1 and exo-1 
mutation, revealing another activity that is able to resect meiotic DSBs independent of COM-1 
and EXO-1, but only in late pachytene nuclei (Figure 7). Why this activity does not support 
meiotic recombination and CO formation at early pachytene stage is still an open question. 
 
Implications of mutagenic NHEJ activity in germ cells
COM-1 is dispensable for meiotic recombination per se, however without it, many meiotic 
DSBs will be repaired via NHEJ, a mutagenic DSB repair pathway that generates non-CO 
products. The scarcity of COs, combined with the extensive chromosomal aggregation, 
provides a cogent explanation for the poor fertility of com-1 mutant animals and reveals the 
deleterious nature of unscheduled NHEJ during meiosis. 
How NHEJ is kept in check during human meiosis remains to be addressed. Recent 
studies have revealed that a subclass of so-called Seckel and Jawad syndrome patients 
express truncated CtIP variants that typically lack the conserved C-terminus [57], which are 
very reminiscent of the com-1 alleles used for this study (Figure S1). Although these patients 
suffer from severe mental retardation and skeletal abnormalities, it is unknown to date if they 
also have fertility defects. 
Multicellular animals rely heavily on NHEJ to maintain genome stability in somatic tissues, 
but the efficacy of this repair pathway seems to come with a price: uncontrolled NHEJ activity 
has been shown to drive tumorigenesis in mice [58] and the data presented here uncover its 
toxic properties during meiosis. Recent advances in genome-wide sequencing have revealed 
that many complex chromosomal rearrangements that occur de novo in human germlines 
show typical NHEJ footprints [59], [60], which suggests that incomplete inhibition of NHEJ 
during gametogenesis may affect genome evolution in many organisms, including humans, 




Worm strains and culture conditions
All strains were maintained at 15°C using standard C. elegans techniques [61]. The wild-
type background was Bristol N2. In case of mutant strains that carried a linked unc-32(e189) 











































transgenes and genetic balancers were used: LGII: smc-5(ok2421), smc-6(ok3294), dna-2 
[62], mln1[dpy-10 mIs14]. LGIII: com-1(t1626) [14], com-1(t1489) [14], unc-32(e189), cku-
80(ok861), cku-70(tm1524), lig-4(ok716), exo-1(tm1842), brc-1(tm1145), hT2[let-? qIs48]. LG 
IV: spo-11(ok79), jfIs2[ZHP-3::GFP] [21]. 
 
Y-irradiation and progeny survival/him assays
Synchronized L4 worms were either left unchallenged or irradiated using an x-ray generator 
(200 kV; 10 mA; 11 Gy/min dose rate; YXLON International) to create germline DSBs. Three 
(irradiated) hermaphrodites were pooled on an OP50 seeded NGM plate and cultured at 20°C 
to produce progeny. After 40 hrs mothers were removed and the ratio between dead eggs/
hatched larvae was assessed 24 hrs later. For Him assay, the percentage of males among the 
hatched progeny was determined. For all survival/him assays, at least three independent plates 
were scored per condition. Figures provide mean values of three independent experiments. 
 
DAPI staining and ZHP-3::GFP analysis
Synchronized L4 worms were picked and allowed to age 20–24 hrs. Gonad dissection was 
carried out in 1× EBT (25 mM HEPES-Cl pH 7.4, 118 mM NaCl, 48 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl, 2 
mM MgCl, 0.1% Tween 20 and 20 mM sodium azide). An equal volume of 4% formaldehyde 
in EBT was added (final concentration is 2% formaldehyde) and allowed to incubate for 5 
min. The dissected worms were freeze-cracked in liquid nitrogen for 10 min, incubated in 
methanol at −20°C for 10 min, transferred to PBS/0.1% Tween (PBST), washed 3×10 min 
in PBS/1%Triton-X and stained 10 min in 0.5 µg/ml DAPI/PBST. Finally samples were de-
stained in PBST for 1 h and mounted with Vectashield. Diakinesis nuclei of −1 position oocytes 
(closest to the spermatheca) were analyzed using Leica DM6000 microscope. To examine CO 
formation, ZHP-3::GFP foci were analyzed in ~15 most proximal pachytene/diplotene nuclei of 
at least six independent germlines (~100 nuclei). 
Immunofluorescence and RAD-51 focus quantification
RAD-51 protein was detected by indirect immunofluorescence. Germlines were dissected 
and fixed for whole-mount staining as described above, then blocked with 1% BSA in PBST 
and incubated overnight at 4°C with rabbit anti-RAD-51 antibody (Novus Biologicals) diluted 
1:200. Primary antibody was detected using Alexa488 Goat anti-rabbit antibody (Invitrogen) 
diluted 1:1000 and DNA was counter-stained with 0.5 µg/ml DAPI. RAD-51 foci were imaged 
using a Leica DM6000 deconvolution microscope collecting 0.5 µm Z-sections. The number 
of foci per nucleus was counted for each of the seven zones of the germline [27]. Three to five 



































































































Figure S1. Loss of cku-70 prevents chromosomal aggregation and restores chiasmata formation 
and embryonic survival in com-1(t1489) mutants. (A) Gene model of C44B9.5 (com-1) with the 
position of the non-sense mutations t1626 and t1489 in the third and sixth exon, respectively. Although the 
annotation of the t1626 allele is correct, the t1489 allele is miss-annotated: no C>T mutation was detected 
4030 bp upstream of the ATG (supposedly resulting in an ‘amber’ stop and a 345AA COM-1 peptide). 
Instead, we found a C>T mutation 4147 bp upstream of the ATG, which leads to a ‘ochre’ stop and a 
384AA truncated COM-1 peptide. Notably, both the t1626 and t1489 stops are upstream of the sequence 
coding for COM-1’s well-conserved C- terminal domain. (B) A representative picture of diakinesis nuclei 
of animals of the indicated genotype. Scale bars, 5 µm. (C) Percentage progeny survival of animals of the 
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Figure S2. Dose-response analysis of ZHP-3::GFP foci formation upon exposure to IR Representative 
pictures of ZHP-3::GFP foci in diplotene nuclei from either wild-type germlines (left) or com-1(t1626) 
mutant germlines (right), exposed to indicated IR doses. Panels depict, from left to right, DAPI signal with 
numbers of foci in each nucleus indicated, GFP signal only, and DAPI/GFP merge). Scale bars, 5 µm.






















Figure S3. EXO-1 promotes DSB repair in C. elegans germ cells. (A) Percentage progeny survival 
of animals of the indicated genotype. Mut-8 mutation activates transposition in the germline. (B) A 
representative picture of diakinesis nuclei of animals of the indicated genotype. White arrows point out 


























































































































Figure S4. Ku deficient com-1 mutants show various signs of chromosomal instability but only 
a mild increase in germline apoptosis. (A) Various somatic defects observed in second-generation 
com-1 cku-80 double mutants, including dumpy morphology (dpy), egg laying deficiency (egl) and 
protruding vulvas (pvl). Black scale bar, 50 µm (B) Percentage male progeny of animals of the indicated 
genotype; values are the average of 3 independent experiments, error bars represent S.E.M. (C) Left: a 
representative picture of a CED-1:GFP expressing germline (left), with apoptotic cells indicated by white 
arrows; Right: Average number of apoptotic cells (surrounded by CED-1::GFP) per gonad arm in com-
1(t1626) and com-1(t1626) cku-80 mutant animals. Error bars represent SD, n = number of germlines 
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Figure S5. NHEJ deficient com-1 mutants still exhibit chromosomal instability in the germline. 
(A) Examples of diakinesis nuclei showing chromosomal aberrations in com-1(t1626) cku-80 mutant 
germlines. White arrowheads indicate unstable attachments between homologs; white arrows indicate 
odd-shaped DAPI bodies that may represent chromosomal fusions. Scale bar, 5 µm (B) Examples of 
diakinesis nuclei showing chromosomal aberrations in com-1(t1489) lig-4 mutant germlines. White arrows 
indicate odd-shaped DAPI bodies that may represent chromosomal fusions. Scale bar, 5 µm. 
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Malignant brain tumour (MBT) domain proteins are transcriptional repressors that function 
within Polycomb complexes. Some MBT genes are tumour suppressors, but how they 
prevent tumourigenesis is unknown. The Caenorhabditis elegans MBT protein LIN-61 is a 
member of the synMuvB chromatin-remodelling proteins that control vulval development. 
Here we report a new role for LIN-61: it protects the genome by promoting homologous 
recombination (HR) for the repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). lin-61 mutants 
manifest numerous problems associated with defective HR in germ and somatic cells but 
remain proficient in meiotic recombination. They are hypersensitive to ionizing radiation 
and interstrand crosslinks but not UV light. Using a novel reporter system that monitors 
repair of a defined DSB in C. elegans somatic cells, we show that LIN-61 contributes to 
HR. The involvement of this MBT protein in HR raises the possibility that MBT–deficient 












































The genome is continually under threat from exogenous sources of DNA damage, as well as 
from sources that originate within the cell. DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are arguably the 
most problematic type of damage as they can cause dangerous chromosome rearrangements, 
which can lead to cancer, as well as mutation at the break site and/or cell death. A complex 
network of molecular pathways, collectively referred to as the DNA damage response (DDR), 
have evolved to protect the cell from these threats. We have discovered a new DDR factor, 
LIN-61, that promotes the repair of DSBs. This is a novel and unexpected role for LIN-61, 
which was previously known to act as a regulator of gene transcription during development.
Introduction
DNA is maintained in the cell as chromatin: double-stranded DNA wrapped around core histone 
octomers to form nucleosome subunits. Chromatin folds into higher order structures depending 
on how tightly DNA is wrapped around the histones and how closely the nucleosomes interact 
[1]. Condensed chromatin acts as a physical barrier that restricts DNA access and therefore 
must be remodelled to enable various cellular processes such as gene transcription, DNA 
replication and DNA repair [2]. This is principally achieved by post-translational modification to 
the N-terminal tails of histones. One example of this is the methylation of lysine residues, which 
alters the degree of chromatin compaction and provides a binding site for the recruitment of 
non-histone proteins such as malignant brain tumour (MBT) domain proteins [2]. Once bound 
to histones, MBT domain proteins condense chromatin and repress transcription of target 
genes [3]. The MBT domain is a highly conserved motif of approximately 100 amino acids in 
length found throughout metazoans from C. elegans to humans [4]. 
Some MBT domain proteins act together with Polycomb group (PcG) repressor complexes 
that are best known for establishing and maintaining gene expression patterns during 
development [4]. The C. elegans MBT protein LIN-61 is also implicated in transcriptional 
regulation. It is a member of the synthetic multivulva (synMuv) class B group of proteins that 
act redundantly with synMuvA proteins to repress transcription of lin-3 EGF and lin-60 Ras 
[5]–[7]. Separate to its role within the synMuvB pathway, we found lin-61 is also involved in 
maintaining genome stability. Worms depleted of lin-61 have elevated rates of germline and 
somatic mutation, including small DNA insertions and deletions, but how LIN-61 maintains 
genome fidelity was unknown [8]. Intriguingly, other MBT proteins have been shown to act as 
tumour suppressors: lethal(3)malignant brain tumour [l(3)mbt)] mutants of Drosophila develop 
malignant transformations of the adult optic neuroblast and ganglion mother cells of the larval 
brain [9]; furthermore, the human MBT domain genes L3MBTL2, L3MBTL3 and SCML2 











































LIN-61-related protein) causes genome instability [11]. Therefore it appears MBT proteins 
may have a general role in genome stability. It is not known how these proteins prevent 
tumourigenesis or protect the genome, but their ability to repress transcription likely plays 
a central role considering that the l(3)mbt malignancies of Drosophila ectopically express 
germline genes, the expression of which is required for tumour growth [12]. Preventing the 
expression of germline genes in somatic tissues may be a conserved function of MBT proteins 
because lin-61 mutants also express germline genes in the soma in a temperature-dependent 
manner [13]. 
As well as regulating transcription, an increasing number of chromatin-remodelling proteins 
(including PcG proteins) have been found to act within the DNA damage response (DDR). 
These proteins accumulate at sites of DNA damage where they locally modify chromatin to 
allow the recruitment of DNA repair proteins [14]. In the present study we investigate the cause 
of genomic instability in lin-61 mutants. We show that LIN-61 acts within the DDR where it is 
needed for efficient double-strand break (DSB) repair in both the germline and somatic cells 
of C. elegans. LIN-61 promotes DSB repair by homologous recombination (HR), but not the 
competing pathways, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or single-strand annealing (SSA). 
Despite the requirement for LIN-61 in HR, it is dispensable for meiotic recombination and 
the DNA damage checkpoints (cell cycle arrest and apoptosis) in the germline. We also use 
a novel GFP-based HR reporter assay that confirms LIN-61 is needed for HR. This reporter 
monitors the repair of a single defined DSB and is a new tool for measuring HR in C. elegans 
somatic cells. This is the first report demonstrating that an MBT protein promotes DNA repair 
and provides an explanation for why MBT-deficient cells have genomic instability. 
Results
Genomic instability in lin-61 mutants
To investigate how LIN-61 contributes to genomic stability, we obtained three independently 
generated null alleles of lin-61 (n3809, pk2225 and tm2649; Figure 1A and Text S1). The 
fourth MBT domain [essential for binding H3K9me2/3; [15]] is truncated or deleted in each 
of the mutant LIN-61 proteins. Moreover, lin-61 mRNA is reduced approximately four-fold in 
n3809 and pk2225, likely due to nonsense-mediated decay (Figure 1B). Each of the three 
mutants produced small broods (17–24% fewer progeny than wild-types; Figure 1C). This can 
be symptomatic of genomic instability as DNA repair mutants such as brc-1, rfs-1, blm-1 and 
smc-5/-6 also have small broods [16]–[19]. In accordance with their reduced fecundity, lin-61 
mutants had considerably smaller germlines than wild-types and contained fewer nuclei in the 
mitotic compartment (Figure 1D–1E). What is more, there were signs of DNA damage in these 
cells: their mitotic nuclei contained considerably more spontaneous RAD-51 foci than those 
of wild-types (Figure 1F). RAD-51 is the DNA strand exchange protein, which accumulates 
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Figure 1. lin-61 mutants display signs of genome instability and replication stress. 
(A) lin-61 gene model (above) showing the location of n3809, pk2225 and tm2649 and predicted protein 
translations (below). Ex, exon. (B) Quantification of lin-61 mRNA by qRT-PCR. Data is normalised to wild-
type. (C) Table listing brood sizes, including proportion of male progeny and unhatched embryos. n.d., 
not determined. (D) Dissected and DAPI-stained germlines from young adults. A single layer of nuclei 
is shown for clarity. The blue dashed line separates the mitotic zone from the transition zone (TZ). (E) 
Histogram depicting the average number of nuclei per mitotic zone. Error bars represent s.d. (F) Stacked 











































LIN-61 is required for resistance to ionizing radiation but dispensable for meiotic 
recombination
Since lin-61 mutant germ cells displayed genomic instability and signs of persistent 
spontaneous DSBs, we wondered whether lin-61 mutants were sensitive to ectopically 
induced DSBs. We found that the germ cells of lin-61 mutants were hypersensitive to ionizing 
radiation (IR), which is a potent inducer of DSBs (Figure 2A). Also primordial germ cells that 
are arrested in the G2 stage of the cell cycle in L1 stage larvae, are hypersensitive to IR in 
lin-61 mutants animals (Figure S1). 
The LIN-61 paralog, called MBTR-1 (Malignant Brain Tumour Repeat containing protein 1), 
shares a high degree of sequence conservation with LIN-61 and both proteins are comprised 
almost entirely of four MBT domains (Figure S2A). We wondered whether MBTR-1 too might 
be needed for resistance to IR-induced DSBs. To test this, we challenged mbtr-1(n4775) 
mutants with IR but found that they were not more sensitive than wild-type controls (Figure 
S2B). Therefore LIN-61, but not the closely related MBT domain protein MBTR-1, is required 
for resistance to IR-induced DSBs in germ cells. 
The IR-hypersensitivity of lin-61 mutant germlines suggested that LIN-61 might be required 
for DSB repair during gametogenesis. We therefore investigated if LIN-61 also had a role in 
the repair of programmed DSBs that arise during meiosis. Meiotic DSB repair is required for 
the proper segregation of chromosomes to gametes and involves the repair of programmed 
DSBs introduced by the topoisomerase-like protein SPO-11 [23]. These DSBs are repaired 
by HR using the homologous chromosome as the repair template (interhomolog HR). The 
progression of DSB repair can be monitored in meiosis by following RAD-51 foci, which 
first appear at prophase, peak at early/mid-pachytene, and are resolved by late pachytene 
once DSB repair is completed [24]. The distribution of RAD-51 foci in lin-61 meiotic cells was 
indistinguishable from those of wild-types (Figure S3). This indicated that repair of SPO-11-
introduced DSBs was unperturbed in lin-61 mutants. Interhomolog HR enables crossover 
(CO) formation, which establishes the physical connection (chiasmata) that holds homologs 
together until their separation at the first meiotic cell division. Diakinesis stage oocytes of 
lin-61 mutants contained the correct complement of six bivalents (paired homologs), which 
indicated that CO formation was competent in these mutants. Furthermore, lin-61 mutants 
produced mostly viable progeny and did not display an increased incidence of males (Him) 
phenotype (Figure 1C). Failed meiotic recombination causes nondisjunction and aneuploidy 
due to the uncontrolled segregation of chromosomes to gametes, which manifests as 
embryonic lethality and the Him phenotype [25]. We conclude that LIN-61 is necessary for 
the repair of IR-induced DSBs but dispensable for CO formation and meiotic recombination. 
This phenotype is paralleled by the HR mutant brc-1 and the cohesin-like mutants smc-5/-
6. These mutants are IR hypersensitive due to defective DSB repair by HR that uses the 
sister chromatid (intersister HR) [19], [26], [27]. Our observation that lin-61 mutants were 
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Figure 2. lin-61 mutants are sensitive to IR and HN2, but not UV-C.
L4 stage animals were challenged with (A) IR, ionizing radiation; and young adults were treated with (B) 
HN2, nitrogen mustard or (C) UVC, ultraviolet light subtype C. The average percentage of viable eggs is 
plotted. Error bars represent s.d. 
lin-61 mutants are hypersensitive to interstrand crosslinks but not UV lesions
In addition to repairing IR-induced DSBs, intersister HR is needed for repair of interstrand 
crosslinks (ICLs). ICLs are particularly cytotoxic lesions that block the replication fork by 
covalently linking opposing strands of double-stranded DNA [28]. During ICL repair, the 
crosslinked lesion is excised, thus producing a DSB substrate for intersister HR [29]. HR-
deficient mutants like brc-1, or the rad-51 paralog rfs-1 are therefore hypersensitive to ICLs 
[21]. Consistent with LIN-61 having a possible role in intersister HR, we found that lin-61 
mutants were hypersensitive to nitrogen mustard (HN2), which is a potent inducer of ICLs 
(Figure 2B). 
Other DNA lesions that block replication forks (such as bulky photoadducts made by UV 
light) do not cause a DSB and do not require HR for repair. Instead, translesion synthesis 
(TLS) DNA polymerases such as POLH-1 bypass these lesions to allow replication to proceed 
[30]. polh-1 mutants are therefore hypersensitive to UV-C [31] but HR-deficient mutants such 
as rfs-1 are not [21]. We found that lin-61 mutants were not hypersensitive to UV-C (Figure 
2C). The sensitivity of lin-61 mutants to IR and HN2, but not UV-C, suggested that LIN-61 may 
promote DNA repair through HR, but is not required for the repair of other replication-blocking 
lesions such as photoadducts. 
LIN-61 has a role in HR, but not NHEJ, in somatic cells
LIN-61 is broadly expressed in somatic and germ cells throughout development [6]. To 
determine if LIN-61 contributes to DSB repair in somatic cells, as it does in germ cells, we 











































route, NHEJ [32]. Somatic cells use either HR or NHEJ depending on developmental context 
and phase of the cell cycle. HR is active during S and G2 phases (when sister chromatids are 
closely aligned), whereas NHEJ can be performed throughout the duration of the cell cycle, 
but is especially important during G1 when HR is unavailable [33]. Early stage embryonic 
cells (<6 hours post fertilisation) rapidly transition between S phase and M phase, without G1 
and G2 gap phases [34], [35] and are particularly reliant on HR for DSB repair [32] (Figure 
3A). Accordingly, early stage embryos of HR-deficient mutants are very sensitive to IR, while 
those of NHEJ-deficient mutants are not [32]. To test whether lin-61 promotes HR in somatic 
cells, we scored the viability of γ-irradiated early stage lin-61 embryos. These embryos were 
indeed hypersensitive to IR, which was indicative of an HR defect (Figure 3B). Their degree 
of IR sensitivity was similar to that of HR-deficient brc-1 embryos. While HR is the dominant 
DSB repair route in early embryos, NHEJ is the major repair pathway in late stage embryos 
and arrested L1 larvae because most of their cells are arrested in G1 [32] (Figure 3C). NHEJ-
deficient L1 larvae have delayed or arrested growth in response to IR [32]. We found that 
wild type, lin-61(n3809) and lin-61(pk2225) L1 larvae did not display substantial growth delay 
following IR, whereas most NHEJ-deficient cku-80 mutants failed to develop to the L4 stage 
48 hours after irradiation (Figure 3D). L1 larvae of the HR-deficient mutant, brc-1, were also 
not hypersensitive to IR (Figure S4). Taken together, these results suggest that LIN-61 has a 
role in repairing DSBs by HR, but not NHEJ, in somatic cells. 
LIN-61 is not required for intersister HR in meiotic nuclei
Although lin-61 mutants phenocopy brc-1 mutants in many aspects of genome stability, they 
also differ in some important aspects. For example, brc-1 mutants display the Him phenotype, 
while lin-61 mutants do not. Him is an indication of problems with chromosome segregation 
at meiosis. Like brc-1 mutants, lin-61 mutants are able to successfully complete meiosis, 
indicating that their interhomolog HR is proficient. However, by genetically disrupting the 
synaptonemal complex (SC), and thereby preventing interhomolog HR, it has been possible 
to demonstrate that BRC-1 contributes to meiotic intersister HR [27]. Adamo and colleagues 
observed that chromosomal fragments appear in the diakinesis stage nuclei of brc-1 mutants 
that were depleted of key SC components [27]. Using this approach we tested whether LIN-
61 also has a role in meiotic intersister HR. In contrast to brc-1 mutants, neither the oocytes 
of lin-61(pk2225) or lin-61(n3809) contained chromosomal fragmentation after depletion of 
the core SC component, SYP-2 (Figure 4A). These data, together with those showing normal 
RAD-51 kinetics and successful chiasmata formation in lin-61 mutants (Figure S3 and Figure 
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Figure 3. LIN-61 is needed for HR, but not NHEJ, in somatic cells.
(A) Early stage embryos rapidly cycle between mitosis (M) and DNA synthesis (S), without gap phases 
(G1 and G2). HR is the prominent repair pathway in these cells. (B) Survival rates of IR-treated early 
stage embryos. (C) Most cells of late stage embryos and arrested L1 larvae are held in G1 phase. NHEJ 
is the principal DSB repair pathway in these cells. (D) The proportion of animals that developed to the L4 











































Figure 4. LIN-61 contributes to HR in mitotic cells, but is dispensable for meiotic HR.
(A) DAPI-stained DNA bodies in diakinesis stage oocytes of animals mock treated (L4440) or depleted of 
SYP-2 by RNAi. (B) Time course of chromosomal fragmentation in response to 90 Gy dose of IR. In (A) 
and (B), the red arrowheads indicate chromosomal fragments and the inset number corresponds to the 
number of small fragments visible in the image. (C) 
Quantification of the chromosomal fragmentation. (D) Epistatic analysis of brc-1 and lin-61(pk2225) IR 
sensitivity. L4 larvae were irradiated with the indicated dose. The percentage of viable embryos is plotted. 
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LIN-61 contributes to DSB repair in mitotic germ cells but not meiotic germ cells
lin-61 mutants are proficient in the repair, at meiosis, of SPO-11-introduced DSBs (using both 
intersister and interhomolog repair) but are hypersensitive to IR. To confirm that LIN-61 is 
required for DSB repair specifically in mitotic germ cells we used an assay that directly tests 
whether DSBs are adequately repaired in irradiated germ cells. Completion of DSB repair can 
be determined in germ cells by observing chromosomes at diakinesis because chromosome 
fragments are present if DSBs are unrepaired [36]. In the absence of exogenous damage, the 
diakinesis stage oocytes of lin-61 mutants contained six bivalents and were not fragmented 
(Figure 4B). This demonstrated that DSBs induced by SPO-11 were efficiently repaired in lin-
61 mutants, as discussed earlier. Strikingly however, both lin-61 mutants and the HR-deficient 
mutant brc-1 had severely fragmented chromosomes 48 hours after γ-irradiation (Figure 4B–
4C). We anticipated that these nuclei could have been located within the mitotic zone at the 
time of irradiation, having subsequently migrated to the diakinesis stage 48 hours later. Failure 
to repair the introduced DSBs could therefore be due to defective HR whilst in the mitotic 
zone, or later whilst in the meiotic zone, or both. To distinguish between these possibilities 
we analysed earlier time points following irradiation (7 h and 24 h). For these time points, 
the nuclei being analysed were in meiosis when DSBs were introduced. We found that brc-1 
mutants had fragmented chromosomes at these earlier time points (7 h and 24 h) (Figure 
4B–4C), which is consistent with BRC-1 acting in meiotic DSB repair [27]. In contrast, lin-61 
mutants, like wild-types, rarely had fragmented chromosomes at early time points following 
irradiation (Figure 4B–4C). Thus while BRC-1 contributes to DSB repair in both mitotic and 
meiotic cells, LIN-61 seems to promote DSB repair only in mitotic cells. In accordance with 
that notion, we found that brc-1 mutants were more sensitive to IR than lin-61 mutants (Figure 
4D). Moreover, lin-61; brc-1 double mutants were no more sensitive to IR than brc-1 single 
mutants suggesting that lin-61 acts within the brc-1 genetic pathway (Figure 4D). 
LIN-61 is dispensable for RAD-51 focus formation
Having established that LIN-61 promotes DSB repair via HR, we looked to address which 
step of HR fails in lin-61 mutants. The first stages of HR involve the nucleolytic processing 
at the DSB to expose single stranded 3′ overhangs (DNA end resection) and subsequent 
coating of these overhangs with RAD-51. RAD-51 foci rapidly formed in the γ-irradiated mitotic 
germ cells of both wild-types and lin-61 mutants (Figure 5A). Foci were detected at a very 
early time point after γ-irradiation (10 minutes), which showed that DNA end resection was 
unperturbed in these cells (Figure 5A). The loading of RAD-51 at SPO-11-induced DSBs was 
also normal in lin-61 meiotic cells, as discussed earlier (Figure S3). Together this showed that 
DNA end resection at IR-induced and SPO-11-induced DSBs, as well as the loading of RAD-
51 on resected DNA, was normal in lin-61 mutants. The number of RAD-51 foci that formed 











































nucleus) (Figure 5B). Since the DNA in wild-type and lin-61 nuclei were equally susceptible to 
IR, the hypersensitivity of these mutants was not due to an elevated damage load. 
Figure 5. RAD-51 is loaded efficiently in irradiated lin-61 mutants.
(A) RAD-51 foci (red) in mitotic nuclei (DNA is blue) of wild-type and lin-61 mutants 10 minutes after 10 Gy 
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A novel GFP-based HR reporter system confirms that LIN-61 is required for HR in 
somatic cells
While IR is a potent source of DSBs, it also causes oxidative damage to proteins and cell 
membranes [37]. To confirm that the hypersensitivity displayed by lin-61 mutants was due to 
defective DSB repair (and not other types of damage), we developed an assay that specifically 
measures HR-mediated repair of a defined DSB. This assay was based on the DR-GFP 
reporter system, which has been used extensively to measure HR proficiency in cultured 
human cells [38]. Such an assay was previously unavailable to the C. elegans researcher. 
The new C. elegans reporter consisted of a gfp gene in which part of the open reading frame 
had been deleted and replaced by an I-SceI endonuclease recognition site, which rendered 
the GFP non-functional, and provided the defined location where the DSB could be introduced 
(Figure 6A). A fragment of gfp containing the sequences disrupted by the I-SceI site (but by 
itself non-functional) was located downstream of the reporter and served as a template for 
synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) (Figure 6A). SDSA is a sub-pathway of HR 
that results in gene conversion rather than a CO and is the most common HR pathway used 
to repair two-sided DSBs [39]. The reporter was designed such that repair of the DSB by 
SDSA (but not a CO pathway) would be able to restore expression to the corrupted gfp gene. 
Non-HR pathways such as NHEJ or SSA are unable to produce functional GFP (Figure 6B). 
We created a transgenic strain that carried both the HR reporter and heat-shock inducible 
I-SceI endonuclease. I-SceI was fused to mCherry so that its expression could be easily 
monitored by epifluorescence. Since it is thought HR does not occur in postmitotic cells 
(i.e. G1/G0 stage cells), we chose to express the reporter in intestinal cells using the elt-2 
promoter as their nuclei undergo endoreplication (S phase without mitosis) at several points 
during post-embryonic development [40]. We first confirmed that induction of mCherry::I-SceI 
resulted in GFP expression. 60–80% of wild-type worms expressed GFP in intestinal nuclei 24 
hours after mCherry::I-SceI expression. Importantly, reporter activation was dependent upon 
DSB induction because non-heat shocked worms did not express GFP (data not shown). 
Also, GFP expression was dependent upon the donor gfp sequences since a disabled version 
of the HR reporter, which lacked these sequences, was not able to express GFP (Figure S5). 
To confirm that GFP expression depended on HR, we tested the effect brc-1 mutation had on 
the reporter. BRC-1 promotes intersister HR in meiotic cells [27], and likely in somatic cells as 
well [41]. Indeed, brc-1 mutants had significantly reduced frequency of HR reporter activation 
(Figure 6C–6D). This confirmed that the assay provided a measure of HR proficiency. We 
also used an rtel-1 mutation to test whether reporter activation was dependent on the SDSA 
pathway. RTEL-1 is thought to influence HR pathway choice by removing the invaded DNA 
strand from its homologous template, which has the effect of promoting SDSA at the expense 
of CO outcomes [42]. The role of rtel-1 in somatic cells was previously untested but we found 











































6D). Therefore RTEL-1 likely promotes SDSA in somatic cells as it does in meiotic cells. A 
previous study showed that DSB repair pathways are dynamic and are in competition in C. 
elegans somatic cells such that the inhibition of one pathway caused increased activity in the 
others [41]. We therefore reasoned that inhibiting NHEJ should increase the frequency of HR 
reporter activation. As predicted, blocking NHEJ by cku-80 mutation resulted in substantial 
elevation of HR activity. More cku-80 animals expressed GFP than wild-types (Figure 6D). 
This increase was likely an underestimation of HR activity as the GFP was also expressed 
much more brightly in cku-80 mutants than wild-types. Brighter GFP likely results from multiple 
HR reporter genes being activated within a single cell. These experiments demonstrated that 
the HR reporter is able to measure relative changes in HR activity, in both HR-deficient and 
HR-hyperactive mutants. 
Importantly, we found that both lin-61(n3809) and lin-61(pk2225) mutants showed a 
substantial reduction in the frequency of HR reporter activation compared with wild-types 
(Figure 6D). In fact HR activation in lin-61 mutants was reduced to brc-1 levels. This confirmed 
LIN-61 is needed for DSB repair by the HR pathway. Further, it indicated that IR hypersensitivity 
of lin-61 mutants was likely due to defective DSB repair rather than other types of IR-induced 
cellular damage. While HR repairs DSBs in an error-free way, other DSB repair pathways such 
as NHEJ and SSA are error-prone processes. To test whether LIN-61 contributes to mutagenic 
DSB repair routes, we constructed a second reporter gene that specifically monitored SSA. 
This SSA reporter was similar to the HR reporter as both were expressed in intestinal nuclei 
and both received a single DSB from the mCherry::I-SceI enzyme, however the SSA reporter 
could only become active following an SSA event, and not an HR event (Figure S6A). We 
found that lin-61 mutants did not have reduced SSA activity but actually had increased SSA 
reporter activation compared to wild-types (Figure S6B–S6C), in line with lin-61 mutants being 
HR-defective. A similar shift towards SSA has previously been found for DSB repair in brc-1 
mutant animals [41]. We conclude that LIN-61 is necessary for efficient HR in somatic cells 
but is dispensable for SSA in somatic intestinal cells. Assays that measure sensitivity to DNA-
damaging agents revealed that embryonic and germline cells of lin-61 mutants are defective 
for DSB repair (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The data generated using the HR and SSA reporters 
demonstrated that cell types other than those of the germline and embryo are defective for 
DSB repair in lin-61 mutants. Together, these complementary experiments suggested that lin-
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Figure 6. A novel GFP-based HR reporter system shows LIN-61 is needed for HR in somatic cells.
(A) Schematic diagram of Pheatshock::mCherry::I-SceI and the Pelt-2::HR reporter. (B) Repair the of 
I-SceI-induced DSB can result in various outcomes depending upon which repair pathway is used. GFP 
expression is only restored by the HR-subpathway, synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA). 
HR repair resulting in a CO between the reporter and the donor cannot restore GFP expression. Non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) cannot restore the gfp ORF, but can result in LacZ expression if stop 
codons are deleted. Light green and light blue represents out-of-frame/non-functional gfp and LacZ, 
respectively. Dark green and dark blue represents in-frame gfp and LacZ. (C) Images of mCherry::I-SceI 
(red) and GFP (green) expression in intestinal nuclei. (D) The percentage of animals with at least one 
intestinal nucleus expressing GFP after DSB repair. All data is normalised to N2 wild-types (set to 100%). 











































DNA damage checkpoints are proficient in lin-61 mutants
Sensitivity to DNA damage can be caused by failure to activate DNA damage checkpoints 
[43]. The G2/M checkpoint is triggered in response to DNA damage and keeps mitotic germ 
cells in G2 phase to provide sufficient time for DNA repair (Figure 7A) [44]. Arrested cells 
do not divide, but continue to grow, making them readily identifiable by their enlarged size 
[43]. Following exposure to IR, all three lin-61 mutants displayed proficient cell cycle arrest. 
Like wild-type worms (and mbtr-1 mutants that are not IR sensitive), the lin-61 mutants had 
enlarged mitotic nuclei and a reduced number of germ cells 24 hours after γ-irradiation (Figure 
7B–7C). 
In addition to the G2/M checkpoint, DNA damage also triggers apoptosis in pachytene 
stage meiotic cells via a process dependent upon the p53 homologue, CEP-1 [43], [45]. Upon 
challenge with IR, apoptotic corpses accumulated in the germlines of wild-type, lin-61(n3809) 
and lin-61(pk2225) animals, while cep-1 mutants failed to undergo DNA damage-dependent 
apoptosis (Figure 6D–6E). CEP-1 drives the apoptotic programme by up-regulating egl-1/
BH3-only transcription [43], [45], [46]. In response to IR, egl-1 expression was increased in 
wild-type and lin-61 worms, but not cep-1 mutants, as determined by qRT-PCR (Figure 7F). 
Together these results indicated that the activation of DNA damage checkpoints (cell cycle 
arrest and apoptosis) was normal in lin-61 mutants. The hypersensitivity of lin-61 mutants to 
IR could therefore not be attributed to defective checkpoint activation. 
DNA repair genes are expressed at normal levels in lin-61 mutants
Since LIN-61 is a transcriptional repressor, we checked whether DDR genes were appropriately 
expressed in lin-61 mutants, as this could be the underlying cause of their HR defect. Using 
microarrays, we compared the expression profiles of wild-types and lin-61 animals. Young 
adult worms (24 hours post L4) were analysed in order to increase the proportion of germ 
cells present in the samples, considering LIN-61 is needed for repair of DSBs in both somatic 
and germ cells. Microarrays were performed on two different lin-61 alleles (n3809 and 
pk2225) in order to control for changes in gene expression that were due by background 
mutations present within only one of the single strains. 58 genes were identified that, in 
both mutants, had a 1.5-fold or greater change in expression level (p-value<0.01) (Table 
S1). Most of these alternatively expressed genes were upregulated in lin-61 mutants (52 
genes, 90%), with only 6 genes (10%) downregulated. This is consistent with LIN-61 acting 
as a transcriptional repressor. Importantly, none of the genes alternatively expressed in lin-
61 mutants were implicated in DNA repair. The lin-61 transcript served as a positive control 
in the microarray analysis as we had previously shown, using qRT-PCR, that this transcript 
was reduced approximately 4-fold in lin-61 mutants, likely due to nonsense-mediated decay 
(Figure 1B). According to the microarray data, lin-61 mRNA was reduced 3.25-fold, which in 
good agreement with the qRT-PCR data. The expression analysis showed that while LIN-61 
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additional synMuvA mutation) has only a minor effect on global gene transcription. Finally, 
since these experiments indicated that DNA repair genes are expressed at normal levels in 
lin-61 mutants, it is likely that LIN-61 influences DSB repair directly and not by ensuring that 
other DDR genes are appropriately expressed. 
Figure 7. LIN-61 is dispensable for DNA damage checkpoints in the germline.
(A) Schematic diagram of the hermaphrodite germline. Cell cycle arrest (as in B–C) occurs in the mitotic 
zone and apoptosis (D–E) occurs at the bend of the germline. DTC, distal tip cell; TZ, transition zone. 
(B) Maximum projections of DAPI-stained mitotic nuclei 24 hours after irradiation with 60 Gy or mock-
treatment. (C) Quantification of mitotic cell cycle arrest, error bars are s.d. (D) DIC images of pachytene 
stage nuclei 24 hours after irradiation with 60 Gy or mock-treatment. Arrowheads mark apoptotic corpses. 
(E) Quantification of apoptotic corpses per germline arm. Error bars represent s.d. (F) Quantification of egl-
1 mRNA by qRT-PCR, normalised to untreated wild-types. Total RNA was isolated from mixed populations 












































In this study we have identified the underlying cause of genomic instability in lin-61 mutants: 
DSBs are not adequately repaired due to defective HR. Accordingly, these animals are 
hypersensitive to IR and nitrogen mustard and DSBs remain unrepaired in diakinesis oocytes 
of γ-irradiated lin-61 mutants. LIN-61 contributes to HR in mitotic cells but it is dispensable for 
DSB repair during meiosis. Sensitivity of lin-61 germ cells to DSBs is not due to faulty DNA 
damage checkpoints as both cell cycle arrest and apoptosis are functional. Moreover, DNA 
repair genes are not inappropriately expressed in lin-61 mutants. The role of LIN-61 in HR 
is not restricted to germ cells because the somatic cells of early stage embryo are also very 
sensitive to IR. Also, later in development, intestinal cells are HR defective, as determined by 
the GFP-based HR reporter system. HR is essential for genome stability, as it is the principal 
DSB repair route in germ cells. It is also an error-free repair pathway. Blocking HR enables 
mutagenic and toxic repair routes to become active, which likely contributes to genomic 
instability in lin-61 mutants. 
The role of LIN-61 in HR is restricted to mitotic cells
LIN-61 is expressed in all nuclei, both in the germline and somatic tissues [6]. Despite this, 
several observations suggests that LIN-61 contributes to HR only in mitotic cells and is 
dispensable for both meiotic interhomolog and intersister HR. Meiotic cells rely on interhomolog 
HR to repair at least one programmed DSBs per chromosome pair so that the obligate CO 
will be established [47]. Meiotic recombination is not defective in lin-61 mutants as they form 
chiasmata normally and produce nearly completely viable broods. What is more, RAD-51 foci 
that appear in prophase are resolved by late pachytene in both wild-type and lin-61 mutants, 
indicative of the successful repair of programmed DSBs. The proficiency of intersister HR 
can be tested in meiotic cells by disrupting the SC in order to prevent interhomolog HR. In 
this situation, DSBs remain unrepaired if intersister HR too is defective, which manifests as 
chromosomal fragmentation at diakinesis. Unlike brc-1 and smc-5/-6 mutants [19], [27,27], 
lin-61 mutants depleted of the SC component SYP-2 do not have fragmented diakinesis 
chromosomes, indicating that intersister HR is proficient in the meiotic cells of these mutants. 
Moreover, DSBs introduced by IR into lin-61 meiotic cells, but not brc-1 meiotic cells, are 
efficiently repaired. 
While lin-61 mutants are proficient in meiotic HR, their mitotic cells are defective in HR. 
These cells display signs of persistent and spontaneous DNA damage. Further, γ-irradiation of 
mitotic germ cells causes severe chromosome fragmentation in lin-61 mutants. Finally, lin-61 
mutants are also hypersensitive to ICLs and the repair of these lesions occurs in S/G2 phase 
using the newly synthesised sister chromatid as the HR repair template [29]. The somatic 
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chromatid for HR [39]. Together, these observations indicate that LIN-61 contributes to DSB 
repair via intersister HR in mitotic cells but does not participate in meiotic HR. 
How does LIN-61 promote DSB repair? 
Considering that the transcriptional profile of lin-61 mutants cannot explain their HR defect, 
LIN-61 likely acts directly at sites of DNA damage to promote DSB repair. This is an attractive 
hypothesis considering that chromatin can act as a physical barrier that must be remodelled to 
allow access of DDR factors to sites of damage. In addition, many proteins that alter chromatin 
structure have recently been implicated in the DDR including NuRD components MTA1, MTA2, 
CHD4, HDAC1 and HDAC2 [48]–[50]; and PcG proteins BMI1, RING1, RING2 and HP1 [51]–
[55]. Each of these proteins is rapidly recruited to DNA damage and is necessary for DNA 
repair. The C. elegans counterparts of these proteins are also synMuvB proteins like LIN-61. 
Intriguingly, L3MBTL2, the putative human orthologue of LIN-61, is part of a PcG-like complex 
(PRC1L4) that shares RING1, RING2 and HP1γ as partner members [56]. Moreover, human 
cells depleted of RING2 [55], and C. elegans hlp-2 HP1 mutants [53], are radiosensitive like 
lin-61 mutants. PRC1L4, or a related L3MBTL2-containing PcG complex, may therefore act 
in DSB repair like LIN-61. Using immunofluorescence, we were not able to detect a change 
in LIN-61 intracellular localisation upon IR (data not shown). However LIN-61 is abundantly 
present and localised at chromatin in all cells, which may conceal its relocalisation around 
sites of DNA damage. Recruitment to sites of DNA damage has also not been observed for 
any other C. elegans synMuvB proteins, likely for similar reasons. 
It is unknown how PcG activity promotes DSB repair but it is argued that inhibiting 
transcription locally at the DSB may be important as the transcriptional machinery could 
interfere with repair proteins or with DNA repair intermediates [50], [57]. PRC1L4 represses 
transcription of target genes by monoubiquitinating lysine 119 of histone H2A via its E3 
ubiquitin ligase activity [56]. This histone mark is also implicated in the DDR as it was recently 
shown to rapidly accumulate at DSBs [52], [58]. It will be of interest to determine whether 
L3MBTL2 and the other members of PRC1L4 are involved in DSB repair in human cells. 
One possible explanation we considered for why lin-61 mutants were HR-defective was that 
they might have altered expression of DDR genes. But contrary to this, microarray expression 
analysis did not reveal any alternatively expressed DDR genes in these mutants. Some 
alternatively expressed genes were identified but none are implicated in DNA repair. The vast 
majority of the alternatively expressed genes were upregulated rather than downregulated, 
which is in accordance with LIN-61 being a transcriptional repressor. A previous study found 
that germline genes were ectopically expressed in the somatic tissues of lin-61 mutants, but 
only when maintained at the relatively high temperature of 26°C [13]. In line with this, we 
found that lin-61 mutants grown at the normal laboratory temperature of 20°C had only minor 











































mutants grown at 20°C displayed a profound HR defect, which further indicated that altered 
gene expression was not the cause of defective DNA repair. The microarrays were performed 
using RNA from a mixed population of germ and somatic cells. We cannot strictly exclude 
the possibility that a distinct population of cells had altered DDR gene expression that went 
undetected. This is unlikely though, as the defect in DSB repair was systemic, occurring in 
multiple tissues and at various stages of development, and not isolated to a small number of 
cells. 
A novel GFP-based HR reporter system for C. elegans
In this study we introduce a novel reporter system for monitoring HR in C. elegans somatic 
cells. The reporter confirmed that LIN-61 is needed for HR. This tool was previously unavailable 
for C. elegans researchers. We propose it as a method for testing candidate HR genes, 
for example it confirmed that both BRC-1 and RTEL-1 have roles in HR in somatic cells, 
analogous to their functions previously only described in meiotic germ cells. Our experiments 
with the HR reporter also supported previous findings that suggested DSB repair pathways 
are dynamic and are in competition in somatic cells [41] since mutations that blocked NHEJ, 
increased HR reporter activity. 
Though this system is a new tool that provides for the readout of repair, probably by an 
SDSA mechanism, of a defined DSB, it does have limitations. For example, the HR reporter 
does not easily allow for dissection of the biochemical processes that underpin HR pathways. 
These approaches are not well suited to C. elegans. Also, in its current form the HR reporter is 
expressed only in intestinal cells, which in contrast to most C. elegans somatic cells still cycle 
postembryoniccally. This choice of cell type was largely motivated by the likely need for S- and 
G2 phase dependent DNA end resection at DSBs for HR type of repair to occur. However, 
when interpreting the data it must be considered that these cells are atypical because they 
progress and grow through cycles of endoreduplication and not via canonical cell cycle stages 
including mitosis. It is thus possible that the response to the HR reporter is cell type-dependent. 
Finally, since formation of the DSB relies on expression of the I-SceI transgene using the heat-
shock promoter, any possible differences in heat-shock response must be carefully controlled 
for as these differences may affect the level of DSB induction. 
Implications for HR deficiency in MBT mutants
This is the first report showing that an MBT protein is needed for DSB repair. Genes encoding 
MBT proteins have previously been linked with tumourigenesis and can act as tumour 
suppressor genes. However, their contribution to DNA repair and genome stability is unknown. 
Our finding that LIN-61 is required for efficient HR may have implications for the treatment 
of MBT-deficient tumours, which may also be HR defective. HR-deficient tumours, such as 
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polymerase (PARP) inhibitors [39]. It will be important to determine whether the role of LIN-61 
in DSB repair is conserved in human MBT proteins and whether MBT mutated tumours, such 
as medulloblastomas with mutations in L3MBTL2, L3MBTL3 or SCML2 [10], are HR deficient 
as they too may prove responsive to treatment with PARP inhibitors. 
Materials and Methods
Genetics
The Bristol N2 strain was used as the wild-type strain and maintained at 20°C according 
to standard protocols [59]. Alleles used in the study include LG I: lin-61(n3809) [6], lin-
61(pk2225) (this study), lin-61(tm2649) [15], mbtr-1(n4775) [6], cep-1(gk138) [60] and rtel-
1(tm1866) [61]; LG III: brc-1(tm1145) [62], cku-80(ok861) [63], polh-1(lf31) [31], lfIs129 [elt-
2::HR-reporter; hsp16-41::mCherry::I-SceI] (this study); and LG X: lfIs82 [elt-2::SSA-reporter; 
hsp16-41::mCherry::I-SceI] (this study). To determine brood sizes, L4 larvae were singled on 
6 cm plates with OP50 E. coli and transferred each day for three days. The number of viable 
progeny and unhatched eggs were counted, as well as the number of males in the brood. 
DNA damage sensitivity, checkpoint activation, and chromosome fragmentation assays
All γ-irradiation was performed with a dose rate of 15 Gy/minute using an electronic X-ray 
generator set to 200 kV 12 mA (XYLON International). For L4 larval IR sensitivity, three L4 
animals per plate (three plates per condition) were treated with various doses of γ-irradiation. 
For UV-C sensitivity, young adult (24 post L4 stage) worms were exposed to UV (254 nm lamp, 
Philips). HN2 sensitivity assays were performed as described [64]. γ-irradiation of embryos 
and L1 larvae was preformed as described [32]. Apoptosis assays were performed in as [45]. 
Cell cycle arrest and fragmentation assays were as in [36]. syp-2 RNAi was performed as in 
[19]. For cell cycle arrest, 4–5 germlines were analysed per condition, except for irradiated 
lin-61(tm649) for which a single germ line was scored. 
Germline dissections and RAD-51 immunofluorescence
Germlines were dissected in egg salts, Tween, levamisole and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde 
for 5 minutes at room temperature, and snap frozen on dry ice, then placed in methanol 
at −20°C for 10 minutes, washed three times for 10 minutes in PBS with 1% Triton X-100 
and blocked in PBST (PBS with 0.1% Tween 20) and 1% BSA for 30 minutes at room 
temperature. Samples were incubated overnight at 4°C with rabbit anti-RAD-51 antibodies 
(Novus Biologicals) diluted 1:200 in PBST 1% BSA and detected with Alexa488 goat anti-
rabbit antibodies (Invitrogen) diluted 1:1000. DNA was counterstained with 0.5 µg/ml DAPI 
and samples were mounted with VectaShield. RAD-51 foci were imaged with a Leica DM6000 











































counted for each of the seven zones of the germline as described [64]. Three to five germlines 
were quantified per condition. 
Microarray and qRT–PCR
Worms were synchronised as L1 larvae by bleaching and grown to the L4 stage. Total 
RNA was isolated with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen), and cleaned with RNeasy kit (Qiagen). 
Service XS (Leiden, NL) performed the Affymetrix expression analysis according to standard 
protocols. Data was analysed with the MAS 5.0 algorithm using Tukey’s biweight estimator. 
Significance (p-value) was determined using Wilcoxon’s rank test. Sequence of qRT-PCR 
primers is available in Text S1. 
Pelt-2::HR and Pelt-2::SSA reporter
Details on construction of the Pelt-2::HR and Pelt-2::SSA reporter strains are provided in Text 
S1. For HR reporter assays, expression of mCherry::ISce-I was induced in L4 larvae by heat-
shock twice at 34°C for 1 hour (with 30 min rest at 20°C). 24 hours after induction, worms were 
mounted on agarose pads and their intestinal nuclei were scored for GFP expression using 
a Leica DM6000 microscope with 63× objective. Experiments were performed in triplicate 













































Figure S1. The primordial germ cells of lin-61 mutants are hypersensitive to IR.
L1 larvae were irradiated with the indicated dose of IR and grown to adulthood before their brood sizes 
was determined. The average brood size of five adults was counted for each condition. Depicted is the 
average brood size from two experiments, normalised to the brood size of unirradiated animals. Error bars 











































Figure S2. mbtr-1 mutants are not sensitive to IR.
(A) Protein sequence alignment of LIN-61 and MBTR-1. Asterisk (*), semicolon (:) and full stop (.) denote 
identical residues, conserved substitutions and semi-conservative substitutions, respectively. Residues 
present in the four MBT domains are coloured red, blue, green and purple. (B) mbtr-1 mutants are 
not sensitive to IR. The percentage of viable progeny laid by irradiated L4 larvae is plotted. Error bars 
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Figure S3. Quantification of RAD-51 foci in lin-61 germlines.
(A) Stacked histograms showing the average number of RAD-51 foci per nucleus present in each of the 
seven zones of the germline. (B) Diagram depicting the germline divided into seven zones. Zones one 
and two include the mitotic zone; zone three is the transition zone (TZ); zones four and five are early-mid 










































3 Figure S4. brc-1 L1 larvae do not display developmental delay following IR.
Depicted is the proportion of animals that developed to the L4 stage 48 hours after being γ-irradiated as 
L1 larvae with the indicated dose. Error bars are s.d. 
Figure S5. HR reporter activation requires donor sequence for activation.
(A) Schematic diagram of versions of the HR reporter that contain (upper panel; strain XF460) or lack 
(lower panel; strain XF444) the gfp donor cassette. These reporters are expressed using the heat-shock 
promoter. (B) Epifluorescence and brightfield images of adult worms 24 hours after DSB induction. GFP 
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Figure S6. Pelt-2::SSA reporter.
(A) Schematic showing the Pelt-2::SSA reporter. The Pelt-2::SSA reporter consists of an out-of-frame 
LacZ gene, disrupted by an I-SceI sites and stop codons in all three frames. A region of LacZ is duplicated 
and located between the elt-2 promoter and the I-SceI site, and provides homologous sequences for SSA. 
A DSB is introduced in the centre of the reporter by expressing Pheatshock::mCherry::I-SceI. Repair of 
the DSB by SSA places the LacZ gene in-frame and deletes the sequences between the homologous 
repeats (including the I-SceI site and stop codons). (B) LacZ (β-galactosidase) activity was visualised 
by the conversion of X-gal to 5,5′-dibromo-4,4′-dichloro-indigo, which has an intense blue colour. Shown 
are representative bright field images of L4/young adult worms expressing LacZ in their intestinal cells 
(C) Graph showing the percentage of worms containing at least one blue intestinal cell. Induction of 
mCherry::I-SceI was achieved by heat-shocking L1 stage worms for 30 or 60 min. These worms were 











































Table S1. Genes alternatively expressed in lin-61 mutants.
This table lists the genes alternatively expressed in L4 stage lin-61 mutants compared with wild-types, as 
determined by Affymetrix expression analysis. 
Fold 
change
Direction Gene Description p-value
1 3.25 down lin-61 MBT domatin protein 0.70015
2 2.88 down fbxa-106 F-box A protein 0.79353
3 2.72 down bath-29 BTB and MATH domain containing 0.79353
4 2.53 down F45D11.14, , Gene of unknown function 0.79353
5 1.96 down C33G8.3 Gene of unknown function 0.79353
6 1.57 down C10B5.1 WD40 domain protein 0.38141
7 9.15 up C18D4.6 Gene of unknown function 0.00159
8 6.97 up F15D4.5 Gene of unknown function 0.00229
9 5.14 up ccb-1 Calcium channel 0.00010
10 4.18 up Y55F3AM.11 Gene of unknown function 0.00089
11 3.65 up spe-15 unconventional myosin 0.00616
12 3.48 up dmd-9 DM (Doublesex/MAB-3) Domain 0.00103
13 3.47 up C33C12.3 glucosylceramidase 0.00228
14 3.32 up H14E04.3 Gene of unknown function 0.00636
15 3.09 up W06A11.4 Gene of unknown function 0.00052
16 3.06 up dhcr-7  7-dehydrocholesterol reductase 0.00933
17 2.96 up Y54G2A.21 Gene of unknown function 0.00912
18 2.94 up R09A1.2 Kelch-like protein 13-homologue 0.00233
19 2.72 up fkb-8 FKBP-type peptidylprolyl isomerase 0.00868
20 2.71 up C33C12.4 Gene of unknown function 0.00162
21 2.55 up T04D3.8 Gene of unknown function 0.00384
22 2.55 up W06A11.4, Gene of unknown function 0.00908
23 2.44 up ZK849.5 Putative membrane protein 0.00270
24 2.35 up ceh-91 Protein with a THAP domain 0.00649
25 2.28 up Y54G2A.4 Gene of unknown function 0.00332
26 2.26 up Y73B3A.11 Gene of unknown function 0.00276
27 2.12 up C27C7.1 Gene of unknown function 0.00378
28 2.05 up fmo-5 Flavin-containing MonoOxygenase 0.00247
29 2.03 up K08C9.7 Ubiquitin-40S ribosomal protein 0.00125
30 2.03 up K08A2.4 Gene of unknown function 0.00269
31 2.01 up Y37E3.13 Immunoglobulin domain protein 0.00770
32 1.99 up srr-2 Serpentine Receptor, class R 0.00005
33 1.98 up nstp-6 Nucleotide Sugar TransPorter 0.00304
34 1.97 up W04C9.5 Small GTPase 0.00330
35 1.97 up gst-20 Glutathione S-Transferase 0.00545
36 1.96 up Y94H6A.4 Glutathione peroxidase 0.00068
37 1.96 up F21A9.2 zinc finger protein 0.00169
38 1.95 up ubc-15 E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme 0.00867
39 1.92 up dyb-1 DYstroBrevin homolog 0.00657
40 1.90 up Y66D12A.11 Gene of unknown function 0.00536
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42 1.88 up C06A5.10 Gene of unknown function 0.00070
43 1.86 up npp-8 Nuclear Pore complex Protein 0.00236
44 1.85 up bath-45 BTB and MATH domain containing 0.00516
45 1.84 up gale-1 UDP-GALactose 4-Epimerase 0.00189
46 1.82 up Y54F10BM.9 Gene of unknown function 0.00717
47 1.75 up clec-48/49 C-type LECtin 0.00735
48 1.73 up K06B9.4 Gene of unknown function 0.00643
49 1.70 up H05C05.2 Gene of unknown function 0.00720
50 1.70 up Y39B6A.1 Gene of unknown function 0.00738
51 1.63 up Y22D7AL.9 Tetratricopeptide 0.00394
52 1.62 up lin-17 Frizzled-homologue, Wnt receptor 0.00407
53 1.60 up ceh-44 Homeobox 0.00075
54 1.58 up F08A8.5 alpha-1,2-fucosyltransferase 0.00369
55 1.56 up spe-6 defective SPErmatogenesis 0.00905
56 1.52 up C03B8.3 Gene of unknown function 0.00702
57 1.51 up T28F2.2 Gene of unknown function 0.00247











































Text S1. Supporting Experimental Procedures.
Description of lin-61 mutant alleles
n3809 is a CAA to TAA nonsense mutation (Q159ochre) located in the fourth exon that truncates 
the LIN-61 protein by removing the second, third and fourth MBT domains and causes a 
highly penetrant synMuv phenotype (Harrison et al., 2007) The second allele, pk2225, was 
isolated from an EMS mutagenesis library (Cuppen et al., 2007) and identified using a reverse 
genetics approach by sequencing PCR amplicons of the lin-61 gene. pk2225 is also a CAA to 
TAA mutation (Q412ochre) and, coincidently, is identical to another allele (n3446) isolated in 
a screen for mutants that have a synMuv phenotype when combined with lin-15A (Ceol et al., 
2006). The synMuv phenotype of n3446 was as penetrant as n3809 (Harrison et al., 2007), 
therefore pk2225 is also likely to have a strong synMuv phenotype. The third allele (tm2649) is 
a large deletion within lin-61 with breakage points located in the second exon and at a position 
in the fourth exon that places the remaining exons out-of-frame (Figure 1A). lin-61(tm2649) 
also causes a highly penetrant synMuv phenotype (Koester-Eiserfunke and Fischle, 2011).
Construction of Pelt-2::HR reporter, Pelt-2::SSA reporter and Phsp16-41::mCherry::ISce-I
pLM44 (Pelt-2::SSA reporter) was constructed by transferring the cassette containing LacZ 
(interrupted by an I-SceI site) from pRP1879 (Pontier and Tijsterman, 2009) to pJM67 (Pelt-
2::gfp::lacZ) using AgeI and XhoI sites. pLM17 (Phsp16-41::mCherry::ISceI) was constructed 
by inserting an mCherry cassette into pRP3001 (Phsp16-41::ISceI) using a single XmaI site to 
produce an in-frame N-terminal fusion. The plasmids were injected together at 2 ng/µl along 
with pRF4 (dominant rol-6(su1006) marker) and genomic DNA to generate transgenic strains 
carrying low-copy extrachromosomal arrays. Extrachromosomal arrays were integrated by 
g-irradiation with 50 Gy and F2 progeny were selected for 100% inheritance of the Rol-6 
phenotype. Mapping analysis showed that the array was integrated in chromosome III.
SSA reporter assay
Worms were bleached to obtain synchronized L1 larvae. mCherry::I-SceI was induced by 
heat-shock at 34˚C for 30 minutes or 60 minutes. Correct induction of mCherry::I-SceI was 
determined by visualizing mCherry epifluorescence. Two days after heat-shock, L4 larvae/
young adult worms were rinsed off plates, washed twice with water and dried in a speedyvac, 
before being fixed in acetone. LacZ staining was performed with X-gal solution (0.04% X-gal, 
5 mM ferricyanide, 5 mM ferrocyanide, 0.3% formamide, 166 mM Na2HPO4, 33 mM NaH2PO4, 












































Sequence of qRT-PCR primers are as follows: lin-61 tgctgacatgtgtgaaaatcagtt and 
catgggagtccacatcatacagtt; egl-1 actcgggattttttgatgactctg and aaaaagtccagaagacgatggaag; 
tbg-1 attcaatccgctatctctcctgtt and tcattcgaagtggtttaagcatgt. All data was normalized to tubulin 
beta (tbg-1) expression levels.
L1 larvae IR assay
Assay was performed as in Bailly et al 2010 but L1 worms were obtained by bleaching rather 
than from growing populations using Millipore filters.
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PNN-1 and UAF-1 link RNA splicing to DNA repair 
by Non-Homologous End Joining 












































Non-homologous End Joining (NHEJ) is the major DNA double strand break (DSB) 
repair route in somatic tissues and is vital to ensure genomic stability and proper animal 
development. Accordingly, NHEJ deficiency syndromes are characterized by severe 
developmental abnormalities and hypersensitivity to DSB-inducing agents such as 
ionizing radiation (IR). Given its highly effective but error-prone nature, NHEJ needs to 
be tightly regulated during development. In recent years RNA binding proteins (RBPs) 
have emerged as important regulator of genome stability, yet how and if they control DSB 
repair is unknown to date. Here, we constructed a transgenic reporter assay in C. elegans 
that allows detection of NHEJ activity in vivo and performed unbiased forward genetics 
screens to identify novel regulators of NHEJ. We found the THO ribonucleoprotein 
complex (thoc-2, thoc-5 and thoc-7) and the RNA splicing regulator Pinin (pnn-1) to be 
required for efficient NHEJ and IR resistance in somatic tissues. In-depth transcriptome 
analysis revealed strikingly similar RNA expression alterations among the NHEJ mutants, 
including exon-specific splicing defects. Moreover, we found THO mutants to suffer from 
reduced expression of the essential splicing factor U2AF65 (uaf-1) of which depletion by 
RNA interference mimics the DSB repair defects in THO mutants. The identification of the 
splicing factors PNN-1 and UAF-1 in NHEJ regulation sets the stage for further dissection 
of RNA processing mechanisms during animal development and implicates potentially 












































During animal development cells are exposed to numerous DNA damaging agents that may 
hamper cellular function, ultimately leading to developmental defects, pathologies and reduced 
fitness. One of the most toxic DNA lesions a cell can encounter is a DNA double strand break 
(DSB); left unrepaired a DSB can cause chromosome segregation defects and cell death 
and its incorrect repair can lead to gross chromosomal aberrations, including deletions and 
translocations that promote oncogenic transformation (McKinnon and caldecott 2007). To 
neutralize the toxic effects of DSBs an elaborate network of proteins has evolved that either 
can repair the damage or minimalize the consequences for animal development (PhilliPs and 
McKinnon 2007). Recent proteomic studies have revealed a vast amount of proteins being 
post-translationally modified upon DSB induction, including factors required for DSB repair, 
cell cycle arrest, chromatin modification and apoptosis (Aslanian et al. 2014; Beli et al. 2012; 
JungMichel and Blasius 2013; JungMichel et al. 2013; MatsuoKa et al. 2007). Surprisingly, 
another major class of proteins modified during the DNA damage response consists of RNA 
binding proteins (RBPs), yet if and how these RBPs affect DSB repair is still an open question 
(dutertre et al. 2014; LenzKen et al. 2013). 
Eukaryotic cells posses a versatile toolbox of DNA repair factors that can act in different 
chromatin contexts, cell cycle stages and on a wide range of DNA substrates and repair 
templates. Accordingly, DSBs can be repaired via several different repair mechanisms, 
including non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), homologous recombination (HR) or single 
strand annealing (SSA), which all have unique abilities and limitations. For instance, NHEJ 
can seal DSBs independent of DNA sequence context, while both HR and SSA require a 
homologous DNA template to repair DSBs. 
NHEJ is the major DSB repair route in human cells and also the pathway of choice in 
somatic tissues of the animal model Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) (Clejan et al. 2006; 
lieber 2010). The core NHEJ machinery is well conserved and is based on DSB recognition 
by the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer (CKU-70/CKU-80 in C. elegans) and subsequent recruitment 
of DNA ligase IV (LIG-4), which seals the break. Although this pathway is very efficient, there 
is no quality control and occasionally some nucleotides are lost or inserted, making it an 
error-prone repair route. Reduced in vivo NHEJ activity is associated with several human 
developmental disorders and is characterized by cellular radiosensitivity, microcephaly 
and severe immunodeficiency due to loss of NHEJ-dependent genetic variation among 
lymphocytes (McKinnon and caldecott 2007). Although DSB repair via NHEJ is crucial to 
maintain genomic stability during development, it can also have detrimental toxic effects when 
left unrestrained. In fact, uncontrolled NHEJ activities can corrupt error-free repair by HR, 
promoting chromosomal abnormalities, tumorigenesis and infertility in animals (adaMo et al. 











































be regulated in many ways, for instance at the level of the DNA substrate chromatin status 
or protein modification, but also at the level of mRNA expression, localization and stability 
(ChaPMan et al. 2012; Hu and Gatti 2011; LenzKen et al. 2013). 
In order to identify new regulators of NHEJ activity during animal development we performed 
an unbiased forward genetics screen in C. elegans. We constructed a dual reporter-based 
assay that allowed us to read-out NHEJ activity in vivo and identified both known NHEJ genes 
as well as factors not implicated in NHEJ before. Notably, we found three components of the 
THO ribonucleoprotein complex (thoc-2, thoc-5 and thoc-7) and splicing-regulator Pinin (pnn-
1) to be required for NHEJ in C. elegans, implying an important role for RBPs for NHEJ efficacy 
during development. Next to defective repair of endonuclease-induced DSBs, all mutants 
identified were hypersensitive to ionizing radiation (IR) during development, a characteristic 
also seen in NHEJ deficient human patients (dvoraK and cowan 2010). Epistasis analysis with 
canonical NHEJ mutants confirmed a specific requirement for repair via NHEJ for these RBPs. 
To investigate possible effects on mRNA stability of canonical NHEJ factors, we performed 
genome-wide RNAseq in thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants and found a small but very specific 
subset of transcripts to be affected in these mutant backgrounds. In-dept expression analysis 
revealed striking similarity between both THO and PNN-1 mutants including exon-specific 
splicing defects. Interestingly, we found the expression of the essential splicing factor UAF-1/
U2AF to be reduced in THO mutants and UAF-1 depletion mimics the DSB repair defects in 
THO mutants, including reduced NHEJ and increased SSA activity. All together these results 
reveal a close link between mRNA splicing and in vivo NHEJ activity and set the stage for the 
analysis of potential novel mRNA isoforms that control DSB repair efficacy. 
Results 
Dual reporter system to measure NHEJ activity in C. elegans
In recent years the C. elegans model system has become a powerful tool to study DNA 
damage responses in a developmental context, leading to important insights in DSB repair 
in somatic as well as germline tissues (leMMens and tijsterMan 2011). While classical DNA 
damage sensitivity assays and transgenic reporter systems uncovered robust and tissue-
specific DSB repair mechanisms (clejan et al. 2006; Pontier and tijsterMan 2009), cytological 
approaches revealed several regulators of DSB repair pathway choice, including suppressors 
of NHEJ (adaMo et al. 2010; leMMens et al. 2013). We recently developed a variety of transgenic 
reporter systems based on site-specific DSB induction by the I-SceI meganuclease, which 
allowed us to measure both HR and SSA activities during worm development (Johnson et al. 
2013; Pontier and TijsterMan 2009). Although these reporter systems can be used to examine 
HR and SSA activity directly, they can also be used to study NHEJ in an indirect manner, given 
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(Johnson et al. 2013; Pontier and TijsterMan 2009). Yet such indirect measurements can be 
obscured by other repair defects that result in similar shifts in pathway usage, e.g. defective 
HR can also increase SSA activity. 
We therefore developed a new I-SceI-based reporter that measures classical NHEJ 
activity directly (Figure 1A). This NHEJ reporter is based on restored expression of an out-
of-frame GFP/LacZ sequence due to mutagenic repair of an upstream I-SceI target site: 
error-prone repair by NHEJ resulting in +1 or -2 frame shifts results in pharyngeal GFP/LacZ 
expression. We chose to measure DSB repair in pharyngeal muscle tissue because these 
cells are already terminally differentiated at the first larval stage and in contrast to cycling 
cells lack alternative end joining activities (D. Pontier and M. Tijsterman unpublished data). 
This provides us the unique possibility to measure mutagenic end joining in vivo that depends 
completely on classical NHEJ. Accordingly, DSB induction during larval development resulted 
in robust pharyngeal GFP/LacZ expression that was completely abolished by lig-4 mutation 
(Figure 1B). To internally control for NHEJ efficacy within the same animal we combined the 
NHEJ reporter transgene with a well-characterized SSA reporter transgene, creating a dual 
reporter system that can detect in vivo NHEJ activity directly (by measuring NHEJ in non-
replicating pharyngeal cells) and indirectly (by measuring SSA in various replicating somatic 
cells). We combined both reporter transgenes with a heat-shock inducible mCherry I-SceI 
fusion transgene allowing us to govern and monitor nuclear meganuclease expression (Figure 
1A and 1C). 
Inactivating NHEJ in dual reporter animals by lig-4 mutation resulted in a dramatic shift in 
LacZ staining pattern: while LacZ staining disappeared in the pharynx, LacZ staining increased 
strongly in various other somatic tissues. Moreover, this pattern was extremely robust among 
reporter animals: while 0% of lig-4 mutants showed GFP/LacZ positive pharynxes, nearly 
100% of wild-type animals showed pharyngeal GFP/LacZ ORF correction within 24 hours 
post DSB induction (Figure 1D).
Forward genetics screen for regulators of NHEJ 
Having such a distinct phenotype depending on classical NHEJ provided us with the 
opportunity to search for possible new regulators of NHEJ. To this end, we performed forward 
genetics screens in which we induced random mutations in dual reporter animals by ethyl 
methanesulfonate (EMS) and assessed NHEJ activity among mutant progeny (i.e. complex 
F3 populations were screened for animals with reduced pharyngeal GFP signal) (Figure 1E 
and S1). These GFPlow animals were selected and their clonal progeny was again tested for 
NHEJ activity to exclude stochastic events and identify heritable traits that affect pharyngeal 
GFP expression. To exclude false-positive mutants with reduced DSB induction or defective 
NHEJ transgenes we analyzed mCherry-I-SceI expression as well as SSA activity in all mutant 
candidates. Only NHEJ mutants that also showed increased SSA activity, indicative of repair 
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Figure 1. Dual reporter assay to measure NHEJ activity in developing C. elegans
A. Schematic diagram of dual reporter system based on heat-shock-inducible expression of mCherry::I-
SceI and DSB repair-mediated ORF restoration at two multi-copy reporter transgenes. Mutagenic NHEJ 
is measured by GFP/LacZ ORF correction in non-dividing pharyngeal cells, while SSA is measured by 
LacZ ORF correction in dividing somatic cells. Asterisk indicates stop codon. B. Quantification of GFP-
positive pharynxes in synchronized wild-type and lig-4 deficient dual reporter animals, heat-shocked for 
180 minutes at L1 stage and measured in adults. Average of three populations (n>200) is depicted; error 
bars represent S.E.M. C. Representative pictures of animals expressing nuclear mCherry::I-SceI (6 hours 
post adult heat-shock), pharyngeal GFP (3 days post L1 heat-shock, yet prior to adult heat-shock) and 
somatic LacZ (3 hours post adult heat-shock). Synchronized animals were heat-shocked for 180 minutes 
at L1 stage (to induce I-SceI expression /DSB formation) and at adult stage (to express the SSA reporter). 
D. LacZ expression patterns 3 hours post adult heat-shock of synchronized wild-type and lig-4 deficient 
dual reporter animals, heat-shocked for 180 minutes at L1 and adult stage. E. Setup of forward genetics 
screen (more elaborate setup is depicted in Figure S1). 
By screening ~9000 haploid genomes we found seven bona fide NHEJ mutants: four 
showing reduced GFP expression and three showing no pharyngeal GFP at all. We next 
quantified both NHEJ activity (GFP expression) and SSA activity (somatic LacZ expression) 
of synchronized mutant populations and observed the expected inverse correlation between 
NHEJ defect severity and increased compensatory SSA activity: lf151, lf152 and lf153 having 
no detectable NHEJ activity and a strong (>4-fold) increase in SSA activity, and lf158, lf160 
and lf161 having detectable but significantly reduced NHEJ activity and a milder (~3-fold) 
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but these results will be discussed later. All together these results indicate that our screening 
setup allowed us to find null alleles for essential NHEJ factors as well as modifier alleles that 
























































































Figure 2. Characterization and complementation analysis of novel NHEJ mutants 
A. Quantification of GFP-positive pharynxes and non-pharyngeal LacZ staining in clonal mutant populations 
of synchronized dual reporter animals, heat-shocked for 120 minutes at L1 and adult stage and measured 
in adults. Average of three populations (n>200) is depicted; error bars represent S.E.M. Lower panels 
depict LacZ expression patterns three hours post adult heat-shock. B. Quantification of GFP-positive 
pharynxes in trans-heterozygous F1 cross progeny, heat-shocked for 120min and measured in adults. 
Average percentage of GFP-positive pharynxes of three independent F1 populations is depicted. C. Gene 
models and newly identified alleles of cku-70 and cku-80. 
Screen validation 
In order to identify the causal mutations and test if the new alleles affected the function of 
known NHEJ genes in C. elegans, we performed complementation analysis using null alleles 
of lig-4, cku-80 and cku-70. All six mutants were crosses with lig-4, cku-80 and cku-70 mutant 
males and the trans-heterozygous F1 progeny was tested for NHEJ activity. As illustrated in 
Figure 2B, NHEJ activity of the lf153 allele could be rescued by lig-4 and cku-70 mutant males, 
but not but cku-80 mutants, implying that lf153 affected cku-80 function. Indeed, sequencing 
analysis of lf153 mutants revealed a typical EMS induced C>T transversion in cku-80, leading 
to a premature stop codon that prevents expression of the well conserved C-terminus of CKU-











































mutations in cku-70 and cku-80, respectively (Figure 2C). The identification of canonical 
NHEJ genes using this unbiased approach validated both our dual reporter system as well as 
our screening setup. Interestingly, although the NHEJ defect of all three null alleles lf151, lf152 
and lf153 could be explained by mutations in known NHEJ genes, the NHEJ defect of the 
modifier alleles lf158, lf160 and lf161 was not caused by mutations in canonical NHEJ genes. 
For instance, paternally derived genomes containing cku-70, cku-80 or lig-4 null alleles could 
still restore NHEJ activity in lf158 trans-heterozygotes (Figure 2B). These results suggest 
that we also picked up mutations in genes not described before to regulate NHEJ during C. 
elegans development. 
THO complex is required for efficient NHEJ in C. elegans 
To find the causal mutations in the NHEJ modifier strains we combined classical positional 
mapping and next generation sequencing techniques. We mapped the chromosomal regions 
responsible for the NHEJ defect using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between a 
Hawaiian mapping strain CB4856 and Bristol dual reporter mutants, and found the causal 
genes of lf158 and lf161 to be located on the center of chromosome III and lf161 on the right arm 
of chromosome IV (Figure 3A). Although located on the same chromosome, complementation 
analysis between lf158 and lf161 revealed that the causal mutations were in different genes 
(data not shown). Parallel to the mapping studies we used whole-genome sequencing to find 
non-synonymous SNPs that were unique for every mutant and were located in the mapped 
regions, culminating to a relatively small set of 4-7 candidate genes per mutant. Strikingly, 
we found that all three mutants carried a candidate mutation in a gene belonging to the THO 
complex, strongly suggesting that defective THO complex function was causing reduced 
NHEJ activity in C. elegans (Figure 3A). 
The THO complex is a highly conserved ribonucleoprotein complex that has been 
implicated in transcription elongation, non-coding RNA metabolism, mRNA splicing and 
mRNA export (luna et al. 2012). Intriguingly, defective THO complex function is shown to 
result in genome instability in various species, including yeast, worms and man, which in part 
could be explained by its role in preventing the formation of RNA:DNA hybrids throughout the 
genome (Castellano-Pozo et al. 2012b; DoMinguez-Sanchez et al. 2011; Huertas and Aguilera 
2003). The identification of several THO mutants in our NHEJ screen adds another possible 
link between these conserved RBPs and genome instability. 
Here we identified a missense mutation in thoc-2 (lf158) and thoc-7 (lf160) and a nonsense 
mutation in thoc-5 (lf161). While both the thoc-5 and thoc-7 alleles affected highly conserved 
residues and thus may reflect null alleles, the thoc-2 allele affected a non-conserved amino 
acid, likely retaining some THOC-2 activity (Figure 3B). In fact, lf158 animals are fertile while 
thoc-2 null mutants are reported to be completely sterile, suggesting that we acquired either a 
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Figure 3. THO mutations cause reduced NHEJ activity in C. elegans 
A. Schematic diagram of chromosomes III and IV in three NHEJ mutants; regions found to cause NHEJ 
defect based on Hawaiian SNP mapping in grey; black/red horizontal lines represent unique non-
synonymous mutations. All three mutants bear mutations in THO genes B. Gene models and newly 
identified alleles of thoc-2, thoc-5 and thoc-7. Right panel depicts amino acid context and conservation 
of THO mutations. C. Complementation analysis using fosmid arrays carrying wild-type THO genes and 
mCherry expression markers. Representative picture of synchronized populations of wildtype and lf158 
animals with (red circle) or without (white circle) thoc-2 fosmid array; animals were heat-shocked for 
180 minutes at L1 stage. Histogram shows quantification of GFP-positive pharynxes in adults of the 
different genetic backgrounds. NHEJ activity was restored to wild-type levels by complementing the THO 
mutants with functional THO genes. Average percentage of GFP-positive pharynxes of three independent 
populations (n>150) is depicted.
To establish causality between the THO complex mutations and in vivo NHEJ efficacy 
we set out to complement the mutant dual reporter worms with functional THO genes. We 
performed fosmid microinjections to create animals carrying inheritable extra-chromosomal 
arrays harboring wild-type gene products of the mutated THO genes (Figure S2). These extra-
chromosomal arrays also carried mCherry expression markers to be able to identify transgenic 
animals that express the functional THO genes. We next crossed the mCherry-marked fosmid 











































expression array to lf161 animals, and a thoc-7 expression array to lf161 animals. Both THO 
mutant and wild-type counterparts were isolated from each cross and NHEJ activity was 
measured in mCherry positive as well as mCherry negative progeny. Importantly, the presence 
of functional THO genes NHEJ activity in all three corresponding mutants, indicating that the 
NHEJ defect in these animals was indeed caused by impaired THO complex function (Figure 
3C). Furthermore, we confirmed NHEJ restoration in complemented animals by analyzing 
SSA reporter activity and found somatic LacZ expression to be reduced in complemented 
animals (mCherry+) compared to THO mutant controls (mCherry-), further supporting a specific 
role for THO complex genes in NHEJ and DSB repair dynamics (Figure S3A). Moreover, we 
could increase SSA activity by reducing THOC-2 expression by RNA interference, suggesting 
that reduced THO gene expression, like THO gene mutations, affects NHEJ efficacy in vivo 
(Figure S3B). 
PCR-based assay confirms role for the THO complex in mutagenic NHEJ
We next assayed DSB repair more directly and independent of reporter transcription via a PCR-
based assay (Figure 4A). We heat-shocked synchronized L1 larva of two wild-type controls 
and four different NHEJ mutants (i.e. two Ku complex mutants and two THO complex mutants) 
to induce I-SceI expression and create DSBs at the NHEJ reporter locus. After allowing in 
vivo DSB repair for 24 hours, we isolated genomic DNA of all larva and PCR-amplified the 
genomic region surrounding the I-SceI target site. Subsequently, the PCR products were 
digested in vitro with recombinant I-SceI enzyme and restriction products were resolved on 
a polyacrylamide gel. As shown in Figure 4B, PCR products derived from non-heat-shocked 
animals were all susceptible to I-SceI cleavage, which indicated that the I-SceI site was intact 
in all the strains prior to DSB induction. However, after heat-shock induction different digestion 
patterns became apparent: while the majority of PCR products (~67%) derived from wild-type 
control animals became resistant to I-SceI cleavage (suggestive of mutagenic repair events 
at the DSB site), nearly all PCR products derived from both Ku mutants were susceptible to 
I-SceI cleavage (Figure 4C). This indicates that the resistant fraction in wild-type animals is 
dependent on Ku and likely reflects the error-pone activity of classical NHEJ. Notably, the 
majority of PCR products derived from both thoc-5 and thoc-7 mutants was still susceptible 
to I-SceI cleavage and only a minor fraction was I-SceI resistant (~36%), indicating that some 
mutagenic NHEJ activity is still present in these animals but that this activity is significantly 
reduced compared to wild-type animals (Figure 3C). Accordingly, both these THO mutants 
are able to restore GFP expression in an I-SceI dependent manner, but do so at a severely 
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I-SceI: - + + +
Figure 4. PCR-based assay confirms reduced mutagenic DSB repair in THO mutants 
A. Setup of PCR-based assay to measure mutagenic DSB repair at NHEJ reporter transgene. Genomic 
I-SceI target sites of synchronized heat-shocked populations were PCR amplified and digested in vitro 
with recombinant I-SceI enzyme. Mutagenic repair of I-SceI-induced DSBs in vivo creates I-SceI resistant 
PCR products. B. Representative gel and band intensity quantification of I-SceI resistant fractions of 
synchronized untreated animals (non-heat shock controls). C. Representative gel and band intensity 
quantification of I-SceI resistant fractions of synchronized animals heat-shocked twice for 180 minutes. 
Histogram depicts I-SceI resistant fractions relative to wild-type controls (reflecting mutagenic DSB repair 
activity). 
THO deficient somatic tissues are hypersensitive to IR
Given the NHEJ defect at endonuclease-induced DSBs in THO mutant animals, we wondered 
if the THO complex was also needed for efficient repair of DSBs inflicted throughout the 
genome by IR. IR sensitivity can be read-out by two different assays in C. elegans: a so-called 
‘L1 assay’ in which somatic cells of L1 larva are irradiated and consequent developmental 











































survival is analyzed (Figure 5A). While NHEJ mutants are hypersensitive in the L1 assay, 
most HR mutants are not, reflecting the key role of NHEJ in DSB repair in somatic cells 
(clejan et al. 2006). In contrast, HR mutants are typically hypersensitive in the L4 assay, while 
NHEJ mutants are not, reflecting the strong HR bias in germ cells (Clejan et al. 2006; Johnson 
et al. 2013; RoBert et al. 2008). 
In line with previous studies, we found animals deficient for BRC-1 (the ortholog of well-
established human HR factor BRCA1) to be hypersensive to IR in the L4 assay, while animals 
lacking the canonical NHEJ factor CKU-80 behaved like wild-types in this assay (Figure 5B) 
(johnson et al. 2013; leMMens et al. 2013). Similar to NHEJ mutants, germ cells defective for 
THOC-5 or THOC-7 were not hypersensitive to IR, indicating that lack of these THO factors 
does not sensitize genomes to IR per se (Figure 5B). However, when we subjected these 
animals to the L1 assay, we observed the inverse pattern. While brc-1 mutants showed a 
very mild increase in IR-induced somatic defects, cku-80, thoc-5 and thoc-7 mutants were 
very sensitive in this assay, resulting into ~75%, 65% and 55% of animals having defective 
vulva development after 60Gy of IR, respectively (Figure 5C). Similar to canonical NHEJ 
mutants, thoc-5 and thoc-7 mutants showed various IR-dependent vulval defects, including 
protruding vulvas, ruptured vulvas and so-called “bag-of-worms” where progeny hatches 
within the mother because of an egg laying defect, all culminating to less progeny on the plate 
(Figure 5D). These data indicate that THOC-5 and THOC-7 are needed for IR resistance in 
somatic cells, like the vulval precursor cells, but not in germ cells, suggesting a specific need 
for the THO complex in DSB repair via NHEJ. This notion is also strongly supported by our 
previous data acquired via the transgenic DSB repair assays, where these THO mutants 
were specifically defective for NHEJ but not in other repair pathways such as SSA (Figure 
2A). Moreover, both the IR sensitivity assays and the I-SceI-based reporter assays revealed 
a partial defect in NHEJ in THO mutants compared to CKU-80 null mutants, indicating that 
these THO alleles do not completely abolish THO function or that the THO complex promotes 
NHEJ in a non-essential manner. 
While the read-out for in vivo NHEJ activity using the transgenic reporter system was 
completely saturated in NHEJ null mutants (showing no pharyngeal GFP at all), the L1 assay 
(measuring vulval defects) was not saturated, even when NHEJ was completely abolished 
(Figure 1 and 5). This attribute of the L1 assay allowed us to do epistasis analysis between 
the different NHEJ mutants and delineate the pathways involved. We created thoc-5 thoc-7 
and cku-80; thoc-7 double mutants and analyzed IR sensitivity parallel to the single mutants 
described above. As expected, we found the thoc-5; thoc-7 double mutants and thoc-5 single 
mutants to be equally sensitive to IR, implying that THOC-5 and THOC-7 act in the same 
pathway/protein complex that confers IR resistance (Figure 5E). Notably, we also found cku-
80; thoc-7 double mutants and cku-80 single mutants to be equally sensitive to IR, indicating 
that CKU-80 and THOC-7 also act in the same pathway that confers IR resistance in somatic 
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Figure 5. THO deficient somatic tissues are hypersensitive to IR
A. Schematic representation of two different IR assays in the context of the C. elegans life cycle and 
challenged tissues. While the L1 assay measures IR-resistance of arrested vulva precursor cells and 
mainly reflects NHEJ activity, the L4 assay measures IR-resistance of germ cells and typically reflects 
HR activity. B. L4 assay; L4 animals were challenged by the indicted dose of IR and percentage of 
viable progeny is plotted, see figure 5A for legends. Values depict the average of three independent 
experiments and error bars represent S.E.M. C. L1 assay; L1 animals were challenged by the indicted 
dose of IR and percentage of wild-type vulvas is plotted, see figure 5A for legends. Values depict the 
average of three independent experiments and error bars represent S.E.M. D. Representative pictures 
of synchronized animal populations 5 days post IR (60 Gy at L1 stage). Black arrows indicate protruding 
vulvas. White arrows indicate severe vulva defects resulting in germline extrusion or internal hatchlings/
bag-of-worms. E. F. L1 assay; Percentage of wild-type vulvas of double mutants treated as in Figure 5C; 
results of reference strains are depicted again, see figure 5A for legends. Values depict the average of 











































Given that thoc-7 deficiency cannot increase IR sensitivity of NHEJ null mutants also 
suggests that THOC-7 loss does not result in additional (IR-induced) DSBs, which may 
be expected if RNA:DNA hybrids were to be abundant in the genome (goMez-gonzalez et 
al. 2011). In accordance with this notion, we found that increased SSA in thoc-7 mutants 
depended on I-SceI-induced DSB formation and thus was not due to increased spontaneous 
DSBs (Figure S3C). All together, these data strongly argue for a role of the THO complex post 
DSB induction and at the level of DSB repair via classical NHEJ. 
Splicing regulator PNN-1 is required for efficient NHEJ in C. elegans 
The identification of the THO complex as an NHEJ regulator raised the intriguing question of 
how RBPs promote DNA repair? Interestingly, we identified one other NHEJ mutant (allele 
lf159), which based on epistasis and mapping studies was not affected in known NHEJ 
genes nor in THO complex genes. Subsequent genome-wide sequencing analysis revealed a 
candidate nonsense mutation in R186.7 (pnn-1), the C. elegans homolog of Pinin/DRS/memA 
(Figure 6A and 6B). Pinin was first identified as a desmosome-associated protein involved in 
cell adhesion, but later was found to have nuclear functions as well, including regulation of 
mRNA splicing (Li et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2002). Notably, both the THO complex and Pinin 
associate with spliceosomes and have been implicated in pre-mRNA processing and mRNA 
export (Chi et al. 2013; Li et al. 2003). Given the potential functional overlap between PNN-1 
and the THO complex, we investigated the putative role for PNN-1 in NHEJ regulation. To 
address if the NHEJ defect in lf159 animals was caused by the early stop mutation in pnn-1, 
we crossed lf159 hermaphrodites with wild-type males and males homozygous for a pnn-1 
deletion allele (ok1872). While NHEJ activity was restored in heterozygous cross progeny from 
wild-type males (lf159/+), NHEJ activity in trans-heterozygous cross progeny (lf159/ok1872) 
was still defective, strongly arguing for a causal role for PNN-1 in NHEJ regulation (Figure 
6C). Moreover, animals homozygous for the independently derived pnn-1 null allele (ok1872) 
showed reduced NHEJ activity (pharyngeal LacZ) and increased SSA activity (somatic LacZ), 
revealing attenuated DSB repair and repair pathway specificity (Figure 6B and 6D). 
To validate a role for PNN-1 in somatic NHEJ, we challenged pnn-1 mutant larva with 
IR-induced DSBs during development. Like thoc-5 mutants, pnn-1 deletion mutants were 
hypersensitive to IR (Figure 6E and 6F). Interestingly, animals defective for both thoc-5 and 
pnn-1 were even more sensitive to IR than the respective single mutants, indicating that the 
THO complex and PNN-1 can act cooperatively to promote NHEJ (Figure 6F). This notion 
was confirmed using the dual reporter system: thoc-5; pnn-1 double mutants showed reduced 
pharyngeal GFP (NHEJ) and increased somatic LacZ (SSA) compared to either single mutant 
(Figure 6D). Notably, thoc-5; pnn-1 double mutants were nearly as sensitive to IR as lig-
4 deficient animals and showed severely reduced NHEJ reporter activity, illustrating the 
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Figure 6. PNN-1 deficiency causes reduced NHEJ activity in C. elegans
A. Schematic diagram of chromosomes V in lf159 mutants; regions found to cause NHEJ defect based on 
Hawaiian SNP mapping in grey; black/red horizontal lines represent unique non-synonymous mutations. 
If159 mutants have a nonsense mutation in pnn-1, a gene implicated in mRNA metabolism B. Gene model 
and alleles of pnn-1. C. Quantification of GFP-positive pharynxes in trans-heterozygous F1 cross progeny, 
heat-shocked for 120 minutes and measured in adults. D. LacZ expression patterns of synchronized dual 
reporter animals of the indicated genotype; animals were heat-shocked for 180 minutes at L1 and adult 
stage and stained three hours after the second heat-shock. E. Representative pictures of synchronized 
animal populations 6 days post IR (90 Gy at L1 stage). Black arrows indicate protruding vulvas. Red 
arrows indicate severe vulva defects resulting in germline extrusion or internal hatchlings/bag-of-worms. 
Wild-type control populations were starved under these conditions as they still had high fecundity. F. 
L1 assay; L1 animals were challenged by the indicted dose of IR and percentage of wild-type vulvas is 
plotted, see figure 5B for legends. Values depict the average of three independent experiments and error 











































PNN-1 and THO regulate mRNA stability of a specific set of transcripts
RBPs have been implicated in genome instability via the formation of RNA:DNA hybrids as well 
as their direct role in expression of specific DNA repair factors (Chan et al. 2014; Savage et al. 
2014). Here we found Pinin/THO deficient L1 larva to be defective in NHEJ of both nuclease- 
and IR-induced DSBs. In order to search for gene expression alterations that may explain 
the NHEJ defect in these mutants, we extracted total RNA from unchallenged L1 larva from 
wild-type, thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants and performed genome-wide RNAseq. We found 
total RNA levels not to be significantly different between the genotypes tested, implying that 
PNN-1 and these THO complex factors are not essential for transcription and stability of bulk 
RNA (Figure S4A). However, PNN-1 as well as THO deficiency resulted in altered expression 
of a specific set of genes, leading to both elevated and reduced expression patterns (Figure 
7A). While THOC-5 loss resulted in slightly more down-regulated transcripts (535↓ versus 
438↑), PNN-1 loss resulted in more up-regulated transcripts (195↓ versus 330↑), implying 
different roles for these RBPs in mRNA metabolism (Figure 7A). However, we also found a 
highly significant overlap in affected transcripts between the NHEJ mutants: thoc-7 and thoc-
5 mutants shared 67% and 71% of up-regulated and down-regulated transcripts, and pnn-1 
and thoc-5 shared 20% and 50% of up-regulated and down-regulated transcripts, respectively 
(Figure 7A). Thus PNN-1 and THOC-5/7 control mRNA stability in a similar but non-identical 
manner and both act highly selectively, affecting less than 5% of the transcriptome. 
Since all three mutants were defective in NHEJ, we first focused on the genes of which 
the expression was significantly affected in all mutants, culminating to a common list of 18 
up-regulated and 41 down-regulated transcripts (Figure 7A and S5). Interestingly, a quarter 
of the up-regulated genes was implicated in RNA metabolism and transcription, and 2 out of 
18 up-regulated genes (11%) are known to interact with THO and promote mRNA splicing 
and export, potentially reflecting an in vivo response on a mRNA processing defect in these 
animals (Figure 7B) (castellano-Pozo et al. 2012a; chi et al. 2013). Surprisingly, none of 
the shared up-regulated and down-regulated genes were linked to DNA repair, cell cycle 
checkpoint or DNA damage signaling, suggesting that altered mRNA stability (by itself) was 
not the main cause for the NHEJ defect in these mutants (Figure S5). 
Reduced LIG-4 levels in THO mutants do not limit NHEJ 
Among the significantly down-regulated genes in thoc-5 mutants, we found lig-4 mRNA to be 
reduced to 36% of wild-type levels. Also thoc-7 (68%) and pnn-1 (86%) mutants seemed to 
suffer for reduced lig-4 expression, yet this reduction was not statistically significant (Figure 
S4B). In contrast, cku-80 and cku-70 mRNA levels were not significantly affected in any of the 
RBP mutants, hinting towards a possible specific defect in lig-4 mRNA metabolism (Figure 
S4C). To investigate if the NHEJ defect in THO mutants was due to low lig-4 expression, we 








































PNN-1 and UAF-1 link RNA splicing to NHEJ
133
4
different genetic backgrounds. While the lig-4 cDNA arrays effectively restored NHEJ activity 
in lig-4 mutants, they did not in thoc-5 mutants, arguing that LIG-4 is not limiting in THO 
deficient animals (Figure S4D). Parallel approaches using fosmids or vectors expressing the 
full length lig-4 ORF lead to similar results, further supporting the notion that reduced lig-
4 expression was not the cause of the NHEJ defect in thoc-5 mutants. Besides, reducing 
functional lig-4 transcripts by 50%, like in lig-4(ok719) heterozygotes (Figure 2B), also did not 
impede NHEJ efficacy, arguing that the residual lig-4 mRNA levels in THO mutants (36-68%) 
are likely sufficient for efficient NHEJ. 
thoc-5: 535 transcripts (2.8%) 
thoc-7: 164 transcripts (0.9%)
pnn-1:  195 transcripts (1.0%)
transcipt level down
41
thoc-5: 438 transcripts (2.2%) 
thoc-7: 157 transcripts (0.8%)
pnn-1:  330 transcripts (1.7%)



















































Figure 7. Transcriptome analysis by RNAseq of thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants 
A. Venn diagrams of significantly affected transcripts found by RNAseq in synchronized L1 animals 
of the indicated genotype. Upper Venn diagram depicts the number up-regulated transcripts; Lower 
Venn diagram depicts the number of down-regulated transcripts. Only a small fraction of the ~19.000 
different transcripts identified was affected by thoc-5, thoc-7 or pnn-1 deficiency (% indicated between 
parentheses). A significant overlap was found between affected transcripts in thoc-5, thoc-7 or pnn-1 
mutants, culminating in 18 and 41 common transcripts being up or down regulated, respectively. B. 
Pie-charts of the commonly affected transcripts in thoc-5, thoc-7 or pnn-1 mutants categorized by gene 
function, see bottom right for legends. Among the few up regulated transcripts, two encoded for genes 
that had orthologs implicated in RNA splicing and export: C26D10.2 and F48C1.11. Histogram depicts 
relative expression changes of C26D10.2 and F48C1.11 in the indicated genotypes compared to wild-











































PNN-1 and THO deficiency results in alternative splicing at specific genes
Since Pinin and THO were also linked to mRNA splicing, we examined the genome-wide 
RNAseq data for splicing alterations that may explain the NHEJ defect. To identify putative 
splicing defects in these animals, we analyzed the relative expression of exons within the 
~19.000 transcripts identified (Figure 8A). As expected, we identified altered expression 
patterns in the pnn-1 gene itself, only in the strains carrying the pnn-1 deletion allele, validated 
our bioinformatics analysis and substantiated the notion that we detected bona-fide exon-
specific expression changes (Figure 8B). While the total number of transcripts with altered 
exon expression was relatively low in all three NHEJ mutants (i.e. 87, 17 and 19 transcripts in 
thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants, respectively), the overlap in affected transcripts between the 
NHEJ mutants was strikingly large, being 100% between thoc-7 and thoc-5 and 42% between 
pnn-1 and thoc-5 (Figure 8A). Thus THOC5/7 and PNN-1 are highly selective regulators of 
mRNA metabolism, affecting exon expression of less than 0.5% of the transcriptome. This 
high selectivity was even seen at the level of individual exons: often the very same exons 
were included or excluded in THO and PNN-1 mutants, suggestive of highly specific splicing 
defects (Figure 8C). For example, all the NHEJ modifiers showed increased inclusion of the 
second exon of oxi-1, which encodes a well-conserved E3 ubiquitin ligase reported to be 
alternatively spliced in humans (Gong et al. 2003).
Although our RNAseq analysis revealed a common role for THOC5/7 and PNN-1 in RNA 
metabolism, they also revealed subtle differences. For instance, thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 
mutants all showed alternative splicing of tos-1, resulting in the inclusion of the first intron; yet 
only the THO mutants showed additional expression defects of the latter three exons of tos-1, 
suggestive of a THO-specific alternative transcript (Figure 8D). The fact that THO and PNN-
1 control mRNA metabolism in similar but non-identical ways may explain their cooperative 
functions in NHEJ regulation, as correct splicing of NHEJ genes may require both PNN-1 and 












































thoc-5: 87 transcripts (0.5%) 
thoc-7: 17 transcipts  (0.1%)

























































































Figure 8. Differential exon expression in thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants 
A. Venn diagram of transcripts bearing significantly affected exons found by RNAseq in synchronized 
L1 animals of the indicated genotype. Only a small fraction of the ~19.000 transcripts identified had 
differentially expressed exons (% indicated between parentheses). Venn diagram blowup depicts unique 
and shared number of transcripts; a significant overlap was found between affected transcripts in thoc-
5, thoc-7 or pnn-1 mutants, suggestive of rare but highly specific splicing defects. B. Gene model of 
pnn-1 illustrates the position of the genomic deletion present in the pnn-1 mutant (blue line). Histogram 
depicts relative expression changes of exons of the pnn-1 transcript compared to wild-type as identified 
by DexSeq in the indicated genotypes; asterisks points out significance q ≤ 0.05. C. Gene model of oxi-
1, a gene bearing alternatively expressed exons in thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants. Histogram depicts 
relative expression changes of exons of oxi-1 transcripts compared to wild-type as identified by DexSeq 
in the indicated genotypes; asterisks points out significance q ≤ 0.05. All three NHEJ mutants have 
increased inclusion of the second exon. D Gene model of tos-1, a gene bearing alternatively expressed 
exons in thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants. Histogram depicts relative expression changes of exons of 
tos-1 transcripts compared to wild-type as identified by DexSeq in the indicated genotypes; asterisks 











































Reduced expression of splicing factor UAF-1 in THO mutants impedes NHEJ
Previous studies on alternative splicing have led to the identification of novel splicing regulators 
in C. elegans, including MFAP-1 and the ortholog of human U2AF large subunit UAF-1 (Ma 
et al. 2012; Ma and Horvitz 2009). Interestingly, uaf-1 mutants have reported splicing defects 
reminisced to the ones occurring in the Pinin/THO mutants described here. In fact, uaf-1 
deficient animals also included the first intron of the endogenous splicing reporter gene tos-
1 (Ma et al. 2012). Our RNAseq analysis revealed that both thoc-5 and thoc-7 deficient L1 
animals, but not pnn-1 mutants, suffered from reduced uaf-1 expression, implying that the 
splicing defects observed on the THO mutants may be caused (partially) by UAF-1 deficiency 
(Figure 9A and 9B). In order to establish a functional link between UAF-1 expression and in 
vivo DSB repair, we depleted uaf-1 expression in dual DSB repair reporter animals by RNAi. 
Similar to THO mutation, uaf-1 depletion by RNAi resulted in lower NHEJ activity and elevated 
SSA activity, strongly arguing for a causal link between altered UAF-1 levels and NHEJ 
efficacy (Figure 9C and 9D). All together these data suggest that both the splicing alterations 
and NHEJ defects in THO mutant animals can be readily explained by reduced expression 
of the essential splice factor UAF-1. The identification of selective splicing factors such as 
PNN-1 and UAF-1 in controlling in vivo NHEJ efficacy reveals another layer of regulation of 
error-prone DSB repair activities during animal development and sets the stage to discover 
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Figure 9. Reduced expression of splicing factor UAF-1 in THO mutants impedes NHEJ
A. Venn diagram of significantly down regulated transcripts compared to wild-type control as found by 
RNAseq in synchronized L1 animals deficient for thoc-5 (orange), thoc-7 (brown) and pnn-1 (blue); 
numbers of commonly affected transcripts are indicated. Histogram depicts relative expression changes 
of uaf-1 transcripts in the indicated genotypes compared to wild-type; asterisks indicates significance q 
≤ 0.05. B. Putative model for the cooperative action of PNN-1 and the THO complex in NHEJ regulation. 
C. Representative pictures and quantifications of GFP-positive pharynxes in synchronized populations 
of dual reporter animals fed bacteria carrying empty vectors of uaf-1 RNAi vectors. L4 animals were 
heat-shocked for 60 or 120 minutes and GFP was measured in adults. Histogram depicts average 
percentage of GFP-positive pharynxes of three independent populations (n>150) heat-shocked for 60 
minutes. Right panels show representative pharyngeal GFP patterns in control and UAF-1 RNAi animals 
that were qualified as GFP+++ and GFP+, respectively. D. Representative pictures and quantifications 
of non-pharyngeal LacZ staining patterns in synchronized populations of dual reporter animals fed 
bacteria carrying empty vectors of uaf-1 RNAi vectors. L4 animals were heat-shocked for 60 or 120min 
and stained 24 hours later. Histogram depicts average percentage of LacZ positive animals of three 
independent populations (n>150) heat-shocked for 120 minutes. Error bars represent S.E. Right panels 













































Recent large-scale genetic and molecular studies identified RBPs as important players in the 
maintenance of genome stability, either because they directly affect DNA repair or because 
they control proper expression of crucial DNA repair factors (Dutertre et al. 2014; LenzKen 
et al. 2013). At the same time several studies have shown that uncontrolled DSB repair 
activities can be detrimental for animal development and human health, ultimately leading 
to severe diseases such as cancer (Bunting et al. 2010; McKinnon and Caldecott 2007). 
How the activity of error-prone repair routes like NHEJ are controlled during development 
and if RBPs play a role in this regulation is unknown to date. We performed an unbiased 
forward genetics screen to find factors required for efficient DSB repair in C. elegans and 
identified the well-conserved RBPs PNN-1 and THOC-2/5/7 to promote NHEJ (Figure 1, 2, 3 
and 6). Multiple transgenic DSB repair reporter assays and independent IR-sensitivity assays 
confirmed a specific requirement of these RBPs for efficient NHEJ but not DSB repair via HR/
SSA (Figure 2, 5 and 6). Subsequent genome-wide transcriptome analysis revealed that the 
novel NHEJ mutants suffered from highly specific splicing defects, implying a functional link 
between NHEJ regulation and mRNA splicing. This notion was substantiated by the fact that 
the essential splicing factor UAF-1/U2AF was mis-expressed in THO deficient animals and the 
NHEJ defects seen in THO mutants could be mimicked by reduced expression of UAF-1. We 
propose that altered processing of specific mRNAs could provide means to affect the activity 
of essential gene products and may compromise DSB repair efficacy in somatic tissues. 
Notably, many cancer-associated genes are regulated through alternative splicing, arguing 
for a significant role of this post-transcriptional regulatory mechanism in the production of 
oncogenes and tumor suppressors. Recently, more intimate links between splicing and DNA 
repair complexes became apparent, as for instance the tumor suppressor BRCA1 was found 
to be part of a DNA damage-induced splicing complex that controlled the activity of multiple 
DNA repair genes (savage et al. 2014). Moreover, reduced expression of U2AF was shown to 
result in IR hypersensitivity in human cells, which could be partially restored by overexpression 
of specific DNA repair genes, suggesting a conserved but indirect role for U2AF in regulating 
DSB repair (savage et al. 2014). Interestingly, Pinin was recently found to be part of a novel 
RNA-processing complex that recruits U2AF to specific mRNAs (BracKen et al. 2008) and 
both Pinin and U2AF are phosphorylated upon DNA damage (Beli et al. 2012). In support of 
a post-transcriptional role for such splicing factors in DNA repair, Pinin is redistributed upon 
DNA damage but is excluded from DNA damage sites (Beli et al. 2012; lenzKen et al. 2013). 
Alternative splicing factors are known to respond to external and internal stimuli and recent 
high-throughput screenings in human cells and budding yeast revealed many RNA processing 
factors to be targets of DNA damage checkpoint kinases. In fact, human THOC5 is also 
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and this modification impaired THOC5/mRNA complex formation, drastically decreasing the 
cytoplasmic pool of THOC5-dependent mRNAs (raMachandran et al. 2011). We show here 
that deficiencies of several well-conserved RNA processing factors, including PNN-1 and 
THOC-5 can result in highly selective splicing defects that are paralleled by specific defects 
in NHEJ, including somatic IR hypersensitivity. Given that RNA processing factors are often 
deregulated in response to genotoxic treatments and many chemotherapeutic therapies are 
based on DNA-damaging agents, alternative splicing can be an important determinant of how 
tumor cells respond to therapy (ladoMery 2013; lenzKen et al. 2013). The identification of the 
abovementioned RBPs in NHEJ sets the stage for further dissection of mRNA processing 
mechanisms during development and potentially will reveal important roles of alternative RNA 
transcripts in DSB repair. 
Materials and Methods
Genetics 
All strains were cultured according to standard C. elegans procedures (Brenner 1974). Alleles 
used in this study include: LGIII: cku-70(tm1524), cku-80(ok861), lig-4(ok716), brc-1(tm1145), 
cku-70(lf151), cku-80(lf152), cku-80(lf153), thoc-2(lf158), thoc-5/Y32H12A.2(lf161), LGIV: 
thoc-7/B0513.2(lf160), LGV: pnn-1/R186.7(lf159), pnn-1/R186.7(ok1872), LGX: pkIs2379 
[Phsp-16.41::I-SceI-ORF; rol-6(su1006)], pkIs2170 [SSA reporter Phsp-16.41::ATG::LacZ::I-
SceI-site::stops::LacZ-ORF); unc-119(+)], IfIs104 [NHEJ reporter Pmyo-2::ATG::I-SceI-
site:GFP-ORF::LacZ-ORF, Phsp-16.41::mCherry::I-SceI-ORF; rol-6(su1006)], lfEx164 
[thoc-2 fosmid WRM0614bD12; Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-3::mCherry], lfEx166 [thoc-7 
fosmid WRM0640bD11; Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-3::mCherry], lfEx164 [thoc-5 fosmid 
WRM0617bE04; Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-3::mCherry], lfEx190 [lig-4 fosmid WRM0634bF07; 
Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-3::mCherry], lfEx195 [Prpl-28::lig-4-cDNA; Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-
3::mCherry], lfEx196 [Prpl-28::lig-4-ORF; Pmyo-3::mCherry; Prab-3::mCherry]. All transgenic 
strains were obtained by microinjection of plasmid/fosmid DNA into the germ line and data 
presented are from a single representative transgenic line unless noted otherwise. The 
parental NHEJ reporter transgene IfIs104 was obtained via IR-mediated genomic integration 
and combined with pkIs2379 and pkIs2170 to create the dual reporter strain XF540, which 
served as the starting strain for the forward genetics screen.
DSB repair reporter assays
Synchronized L1 animals were obtained by harvesting eggs from hypochlorite-treated gravid 
adults and overnight starvation in M9 solution (lewis and FleMing 1995). Hatched L1 larvae 
were transferred on NGM plates seeded with either E. coli OP50 or HT115 bacteria (KaMath 











































cultured at 20°C for at least 20hrs. Heat-shock driven I-SceI expression was induced by 
putting the worms at 34°C for 60-180 minutes, as indicated. After the heat-shock procedure, 
worms were cultured at 20°C to allow DSB formation, DSB repair and worm development. 
NHEJ activity was measured by scoring pharyngeal GFP expression using a Leica M165FC 
fluorescence dissecting-microscope. Experiments were performed in triplicate with 50-
200 animals tested for each condition. After GFP quantification, ~25 adult animals were 
transferring onto microscope slides with 3% agarose pads and representative pictures were 
acquired using a Leica DM6000 microscope with 10X objective. SSA activity was measured 
by scoring animals showing LacZ positive cells in non-pharyngeal somatic tissues (Pontier 
and tijsterMan 2009). One hour prior fixation/LacZ staining, young adults were heat-shocked 
at 34°C for 120 minutes to induce SSA reporter expression. 
Forward genetics screen 
Dual reporter larvae (XF540) were mutagenized with ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) using 
standard procedures (Brenner 1974). Complex F2 populations, each derived from 50 
mutagenized P0s, were bleached and synchronized L1 larvae (F3) were seeded on NGM/
OP50 plates. On two consecutive days larvae were heat-shocked at 34°C for 180 minutes 
in order to maximize GFP ORF correction. GFPlow F3 animals were selected using a Leica 
M165FC fluorescence dissecting-microscope and clonal F4 populations were tested again 
for NHEJ activity. Populations showing reduced GFP expression were fixed and stained with 
X-gal as described previously (Pontier and tijsterMan 2009).
Positional cloning, genome-wide sequencing and transgenesis
Causal mutations in thoc-2, thoc-5 and thoc-7 were mapped by crossing the respective 
mutants (Bristol) to the related Hawaiian strain CB4856 and performing single-nucleotide-
polymorphism mapping on NHEJ proficient versus NHEJ deficient F2 lines (davis et al. 2005). 
Unique EMS-induced genetic alterations in the mapped regions were identified by comparing 
genome-wide paired-end sequencing data of the parental mutant strains using the Illumina 
Hiseq 2000 platform, the C. elegans reference genome (Wormbase version 225) and MaqGene 
software (Bigelow et al. 2009). Causality was established by complementation analysis using 
wild-type fosmid arrays. Complemented regions spanned by the fosmids contained only one 
non-synonymous SNP (Figure S2). To create transgenic animals carrying fosmid arrays an 
injection mix containing 100 ng/μl pBluescript, 10 ng/μl pGH8 (Prab-3::mCherry::unc-54-
3′UTR), 5 ng/μl pCFJ104 (Pmyo-3::mCherry::unc-54-3′UTR) and 10-50 ng/μl fosmid DNA (lig-
4 WRM0634bF07, thoc-2 WRM0614bD12, thoc-7 WRM0640bD11, thoc-5 WRM0617bE04, 
pnn-1 WRM0637aA06) was injected into the gonads of young adults. For lig-4 cDNA and lig-4 
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PCR-based DSB repair assay
Synchronized L1 larvae were seeded on NGM/OP50 plates and heat-shocked at 34°C for 180 
minutes at L1 and L2 stage. Genomic DNA of L3 larvae was extracted using DNeasy Blood & 
Tissue kit (Qiagen) and 100ng of genomic DNA was digested for 2 hours at 37°C with 7.5 units 
I-SceI (New England Biolabs) to enrich for cleavage-resistant sites. PCR on pre-digested 
DNA was performed in duplicate (2x 50ng) using primers flanking the I-SceI target site of 
the NHEJ reporter: CTCGCGCATCCCACCGAGCGG and CAGGTAGTTTTCCAGTAGTGC. 
PCR products were purified (QIAquick) and digested for 2 hours at 37°C with 7.5 units I-SceI 
(New England Biolabs) and analyzed on a 2% agarose gel. Band intensities were quantified 
using ImageJ software. 
IR sensitivity assays
All IR experiments were performed with a dose rate of 10Gy/minute using an electronic 
X-ray generator (XYLON International). Figures provide mean values of three independent 
experiments. L4 assay: three L4 animals per plate were treated with various doses of IR (three 
plates per condition) and progeny survival was scored 2 days post IR. L1 assay: ~200 L1 
larvae per plate were treated with various doses of IR (three plates per condition) and vulval 
phenotypes were scored 5 days post IR. Representative pictures of irradiated populations 
were acquired using a Leica DFC295 camera/M165FC microscope. 
Transcriptome sequencing
To obtain clean L1 populations and remove dead corpses, o/n starved L1 progeny from 
hypochlorite-treated gravid adults were filtered using 10µm nylon filters (Millipore). Total 
RNA of >3000 L1s per sample was extracted as follows: L1 animas were collected in 100µl 
M9, 400µl Trizol was added, vortexed 2 minutes, followed by 4 snap freeze/thaw cycles at 
-196°C/37°C, 200µl Trizol was added, incubated 5 minute RT, 120ul chloroform was added, 
incubated 2 minute at RT, centrifuged 15 minutes at 4°C (16000 rcf), 350µl supernatant 
was mixed with 70% ethanol (1:1) and total RNA was purified using Purelink® RNA columns 
(Ambion) and stored at -80°C. Total RNA was DNAse treated (Turbo DNA-free, Ambion) and 
RNA quality was verified using RNA 6000 Pico kit (Agilent). 
RNA-Seq was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform using standard reagents. 
Raw reads were aligned by TopHat on Wormbase assembly 238, which allows for reads to 
be split over splice junctions. Next, we used Cuffdiff, part of the Cufflinks package, to identify 
differentially expressed transcripts (q ≤ 0.05) (TraPnell et al. 2012). For differential exon 
expression, DEXSeq was used using standard settings (padjust ≤ 0.05) (Anders et al. 2012). For 
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Figure S2. Sequencing coverage and genomic context of regions spanned by rescue fosmids 
Unique non-synonymous SNPs in the genomic regions spanned by the rescue fosmids (highlighted in 
red). Despite high sequence coverage, no other unique variants than those in the THO genes were found 
in the respective NHEJ mutants, strongly suggesting that we specifically complemented THO deficiency 
























































































































Figure S3 THO deficiency results in increased DSB repair via SSA 
A. Representative pictures of synchronized and LacZ-stained dual-reporter animals of the indicated 
genotype. For the thoc-7 mutant lines carrying the mCherry-marked thoc-7 fosmid arrays, mCherry 
negative and mCherry positive clonal populations were grown and synchronized by bleaching. Animals 
were heat-shocked for 90 min at L1 stage and stained for LacZ expression as adults. While mCherry 
negative populations typically showed low pharyngeal LacZ (NHEJ) and increased levels of somatic 
LacZ (SSA), mCherry positive populations often showed animals having high levels of pharyngeal 
LacZ (NHEJ). These animals typically also had low levels of somatic LacZ (SSA), indicative of systemic 
restoration of functional NHEJ B. Representative pictures and quantification of LacZ-stained dual-reporter 
animals treated by feeding RNAi. Synchronized L1 animals were fed on thoc-2/empty vector RNAi plates, 
heat-shocked for 120 minutes at L4 stage and stained as adults. C. Representative pictures of transgenic 
populations of the indicated genotype. Synchronized animals were heat-shocked 0 or 120 minutes at L1 
stage and adults were stained for LacZ expression. Increased somatic LacZ (SSA) in thoc-7 mutants 
































































































































Figure S4 Reduced LIG-4 levels in THO mutants do not limit NHEJ 
A. Average total RNA yield per L1 animal determined from four independent L1 populations of the 
indicated genotype. B. Venn diagram of significantly down-regulated transcripts compared to wild-type 
control as found by RNAseq in synchronized L1 animals deficient for thoc-5 (orange), thoc-7 (brown) 
and pnn-1 (blue); numbers of commonly affected transcripts are indicated. C. Histogram depicts relative 
expression changes of lig-4, cku-70 and cku-80 transcripts in the indicated genotypes compared to 
wild-type; asterisks indicates significance q ≤ 0.05. D. Extra-chromosomal multi-copy arrays carrying 
Prpl-28::lig-4 cDNA expression constructs and mCherry-based markers were made by micro-injection 
and crossed to lig-4(ok716) and thoc-5(lf161) mutants. Histogram shows quantification of GFP-positive 
pharynxes in adults of the different genetic backgrounds. Average percentage of GFP-positive pharynxes 
of three independent populations (n>100) is depicted. The presence of the lig-4 overexpression array 
(mCherry+) fully restored NHEJ activity in lig-4 null mutants but did not improve NHEJ in thoc-5 mutants. 
Lower panels are representative pictures of synchronized populations of lig-4 and thoc-5 deficient animals 
with (red circle) or without (white circle) lig-4 overexpression constructs; animals were heat-shocked for 











































Figure S5. Common transcripts affected significantly in thoc-5(lf161), thoc-7(lf160) and pnn-1(ok1872) 
mutants  
 
DOWN  UP 
Transcript Function  Transcript Function 
Y39B6A.1 Ca ion binding  Y48G1C.8 development 
F23H12.4 cuticle formation  ZC168.5 intercellular signalling 
F53E10.4 infection response  B0285.9 lipid metabolism 
T08A9.12 infection response  Y38E10A.7 lipid metabolism 
T01C3.4 lipid metabolism  Y50D7A.3 metabolic process 
W02A2.2 lipid metabolism  WBGene00022951 ncRNA 
W03G1.7 lipid metabolism  C26D10.2 RNA binding 
Y51H4A.5 lipid metabolism  D2030.6 RNA binding 
Y65B4BR.1 lipid metabolism  F48C1.11 RNA binding 
B0310.5 metabolic process  B0213.2 RNA binding? 
F55F3.2 metabolic process  C13C4.3 transcription regulation 
F58A6.1 metabolic process  C10F3.3 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport 
K05B2.4 metabolic process  F44F4.4 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport 
T01G1.4 metabolic process  F54F12.1 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport 
T02B5.1 metabolic process  T11G6.3 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport 
ZK550.6 metabolic process  Y80D3A.7 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport 
M04B2.4 oxidation respons  F48C1.9 unknown 
R10E8.6 protein binding  T02G5.14 unknown 
T12B5.6 protein binding    
F36D3.9 proteolysis    
F44B9.1 proteolysis    
F59D6.3 proteolysis    
Y75B8A.4 proteolysis    
M04B2.1 RNA binding      
M04B2.2 RNA binding      
M04B2.3 transcription regulation      
R07B7.3 transcription regulation      
C03G6.3 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport      
E03H4.10 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport      
R07E3.4 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport      
ZK666.7 
transmembrane 
signalling/transport      
C48D1.1 ubiquitin binding      
C17F4.7 unknown      
C26E1.2 unknown      
F46C5.10 unknown      
K07A9.4 unknown      
K09F6.6 unknown      
M04B2.6 unknown      
Y38C1AA.12 unknown      
Y51F10.7 unknown      
ZK1290.13 unknown      
	  Figure S5. Common transcripts affected significantly in thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants 
List of significantly affected transcipts (q ≤ 0.05) that are shared by thoc-5, thoc-7 and pnn-1 mutants. 
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A single unresolved G4 quadruplex structure 
spawns multiple genomic rearrangements during 
animal development












































Faithfull DNA replication is crucial to prevent genetic heterogeneity and malignant 
transformation. How cells deal with endogenous DNA lesions and DNA secondary 
structures that hamper DNA replication is poorly understood, especially in biological 
contexts in which the lesions are insufficient in amount to cause cell cycle arrest. Here, 
we studied the genetic consequences of persistent DNA secondary structures during C. 
elegans development and found that a single unresolved G4 quadruplex can survive 
mitotic divisions, causing numerous deletions in the descending cells. We demonstrate 
that DOG-1/FANCJ is the principle helicase to resolve G4 quadruplexes in C. elegans and 
that in its absence these endogenous DNA secondary structures persist in vivo to create 
substrates for polymerase Theta-Mediated End Joining, providing further mechanistic 
insight in the mode of mutagenesis of G4 structures. Our data indicate that low frequency 
replication barriers escape detection and active processing, allowing them to cause 












































Every time a cell divides it has to replicate its entire genome to provide both daughter cells 
with equal amounts of genetic material and it has to do so in an accurate manner to ensure 
genome stability. This is especially important for multicellular organisms where the single-
cell embryo has to replicate its genome several times to form all adult tissues, risking the 
accumulation of genetic alterations that may result in cellular dysfunction and/or malignant 
transformation. 
Replication fidelity is maintained by the use of highly accurate replicative polymerases, 
which are double-checked by efficient mismatch and post-replication repair mechanisms (loeB 
and Monnat 2008; jiricny 2013). Additionally, cells need to deal with damaged DNA bases and 
DNA secondary structures that can obstruct the replicative polymerase and thus may hamper 
the cell to replicate its genome successfully (BudzowsKa and Kanaar 2009). Replication errors 
are a major source of spontaneous mutagenesis and promote cancer progression, yet how 
cells deal with replication impediments and how this impacts the mutational landscape is 
still unclear (Preston et al. 2010). Especially, how low frequency replication barriers affect 
genome stability during development is largely unknown. 
We have recently shown that endogenous DNA damage as well as DNA secondary 
structures like G4 quadruplexes can cause genomic rearrangements during C. elegans 
development and evolution, and that deficiencies in specialized DNA polymerases or DNA 
helicases that deal with replication barriers can result in high levels of genomic instability 
in this animal (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). In fact, animals lacking the FANCJ 
helicase DOG-1 show a thousand fold increase in deletion formation at G4 sites, illustrating 
the mutagenic potential of these endogenous DNA sequences and revealing the importance of 
such helicases to ensure genome stability (de and Michor 2011; Koole et al. 2014). We recently 
also have uncovered a novel error-prone DSB repair pathway that limits the consequences of 
such replication blocks, which we named Theta-mediated end joining (TMEJ), as it requires 
the well-conserved DNA polymerase Theta/POLQ-1 (Koole et al. 2014). Genetic deficiencies 
either leading to inefficient bypass of damaged DNA bases or the inability to resolve G4 
quadruplexes typically resulted in 50-300 base pair (bp) deletions throughout the genome, 
which all were the product of TMEJ (KruisselBrinK et al. 2008; Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 
2014). It has been proposed that these deletions arise because unresolved replication blocks 
lead to DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) that are subsequently repaired by TMEJ. However, 
at present, nothing is known about the fate of the initial blocking lesion, nor how these lesions 
induce DSBs that fuel TMEJ-dependent deletions. 
G4 quadruplexes have been shown to be potent replication blocks in vitro (Howell et 
al. 1996; Han et al. 1999; edwards et al. 2014), yet little is known about their impact on 











































local impairments of polymerase activity are unlikely to stall overall replication progression, as 
most DNA will be replicated via the convergence of opposing replication forks or via re-priming 
mechanisms downstream of the lesion (Blow et al. 2011; elvers et al. 2011; helleday 2013). 
Both scenarios promote gross DNA replication but are predicted to result in small single-
strand (ss) DNA gaps opposite to the blocking lesions. How these ssDNA gaps are detected 
and resolved in vivo is still an open question, but the typical small 50-300bp deletions directly 
flanking replication-stalling G4 sites could imply that such gapped structures are converted 
into TMEJ substrates (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). 
Two fundamentally different models might link polymerase blockage to deletion formation: 
i) a direct conversion model, in which the blocking lesion and the resultant gapped DNA 
structure are directly converted into a DSB, either because ssDNA is intrinsically unstable or 
via active processing by nucleases, or ii) a persistent lesion model, in which the blocking lesion 
escapes detection/processing and the opposing ssDNA gap persists, eventually resulting in a 
DSB during the next S-phase as the ssDNA gap is replicated (Figure 1A). 
Both scenarios can explain the occurrence of DSBs that could fuel TMEJ-dependent 
deletions, yet their consequences for animal development are fundamentally different. If 
unresolved replication barriers are converted directly into DSBs, they are lost during the repair 
process and pose a threat to genome stability only once. However, if unresolved replication 
barriers escape detection and persist during the life of the individual, they can continuously 
fuel genomic instability among dividing cells. 
Here we provide evidence for a persistent lesion model, in which low-frequency replication 
blocks result in pre-mutagenic lesions (e.g. 50-300bp ssDNA gaps) that are not detected 
nor processed, yet result in TMEJ-dependent deletions in subsequent replication rounds. 
By combining in-depth deletion footprint analysis and transgenic reporter assays we found 
that in the absence of DOG-1 helicase activity, G4 quadruplexes persist in vivo and create 
pre-mutagenic lesions that in turn spawn multiple deletions throughout animal development. 
This work provides a framework to investigate the consequences of low frequency replication 
barriers for animal development and reveals that a single persistent DNA structure can lead 
to multiple genomic rearrangements in proliferating tissues – a feature that may significantly 
contribute to tumor heterogeneity and malignant transformation.
Results
MUS-81 or XPF-1 nucleases are not required for G4-induced deletion formation
Recent studies suggest that hard-to-replicate loci known as “fragile sites” can be processed by 
specialized topoisomerase complexes as well as structure-specific nucleases (i.e. Sgs1/Top3/
Rmi1 and Mus81 respectively), which either resolve stalled replication intermediates directly 
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and hicKson 2014). Although the exact nature of these nuclease/topoisomerase substrates is 
not known, we hypothesized that similar mechanisms may promote DSB induction at hard to 
replicate G4 sites, creating a substrate for TMEJ. 
To investigate the genetic requirements for G4-induced deletion formation, we first 
studied the role of two highly conserved structure-specific nucleases, MUS81 and XPF. 
These nucleases have been implicated in DNA break formation at (yet-undefined) late 
replication intermediates and animals deficient for xpf-1 and mus-81 show elevated levels 
on genome instability in mitotic cells (agostinho et al. 2013; o’neil et al. 2013; saito et al. 
2013; MinocherhoMji and hicKson 2014). We analyzed stochastic deletion formation in dog-
1 animals lacking either mus-81 or xpf-1 using a PCR-based assay that amplifies deletion 
products at endogenous G4 sites (e.g. Qua213 on chromosome I). Depletion of mus-81 or 
xpf-1 did not prevent G4 deletion formation in dog-1 animals (Figure 1B). MUS-81 and XPF-1 
are known to have (partially) redundant functions, which is exemplified by the fact that mus-
81; xpf-1 double mutants are synthetic lethal (agostinho et al. 2013; o’neil et al. 2013; saito 
et al. 2013). However, the sensitivity of the PCR-based assay and the mutagenicity of such 
G4 sites allowed us to test G4 deletion formation in the few survivors of dog-1 mus-81; xpf-1 
triple mutants and found them still proficient in G4-induced deletion formation (Figure 1B). 
We therefore conclude that MUS-81 and XPF-1 are not required for G4-induced deletion 
formation. 
Similarly, previous studies have found that neither the nuclease scaffold protein SLX-4 nor 
the Sgs1 homolog HIM-6 are needed for G4-induced deletion formation, further supporting the 
notion that unresolved G4 structures may not require direct processing to become mutagenic 
(youds et al. 2006; saito et al. 2009). 
G4 deletion frequency reveals the presence of a persistent pre-mutagenic substrate
We next investigated a scenario where G4 quadruplexes are not processed in the absence 
of the DOG-1 helicase and therefore will persist during subsequent cellular divisions. In that 
case, the G4 will impose a physical block for the replicative polymerase during every S-phase, 
resulting in small ssDNA gaps in the nascent strand opposite of the stable G4. If these gaps 
are left unfilled, they are expected to collapse into DSBs during the next replication round, 
providing a substrate for TMEJ (Figure 1A). While TMEJ can repair the DSBs arising from 
the ssDNA gaps, it does not take away the replication-stalling lesion that caused the gap: 
the G4 quadruplex. This model therefore predicts that unresolved G4 structures will persist 
independent of the repair process and can cause new mutagenic events every time the cell 
divides. 
A fundamental difference between the direct conversion model and the persistent lesion 
model is the fate of the G4 bearing DNA strand. In the first model the G4 bearing DNA 











































and the gapped nascent strand provides the substrate for TMEJ (Figure 1A). Next to the 
obvious cellular implications, this difference in G4 fate will also affect the deletion frequency 
distribution within the animal population. While the direct conversion model predicts that an 
animal showing a deletion has lost the G4 structure, the persistent lesion model predicts 
that an animal showing a deletion still harbors a mutagenic G4, substantially increasing the 
chance of the occurrence of another deletion. 
We set out to distinguish between these models by determining the stochastic deletion 
frequency of endogenous G4 sites per animal and correlate that to the frequency of animals 
bearing two unique deletions at the same genomic locus. The persistent lesion model predicts 
that the probability (and thus frequency) of a second deletion would be much higher than 
expected based on random chance. To be able to measure stochastic deletion frequencies 
among dog-1 animals and at the same time capture multiple independent G4 deletion events 
within these animals, we devised a PCR-based assay on minimal dilutions of genomic DNA 
lysates (Figure 1C). In short, we extracted genomic DNA from individual animals (each 
consisting of ~900 somatic cells) and performed two independent nested PCRs, each on 1% 
of lysate, amplifying G4 sites on genetic material corresponding to ~9 somatic cells. To obtain 
stochastic deletions frequencies we extracted DNA from >190 dog-1 proficient and >330 
dog-1 mutant animals and analyzed two endogenous G4 loci (i.e. Qua375 on chromosome 
I and Qua1277 on chromosome IV). For each locus, two independent PCR reactions were 
analyzed in parallel and unique deletion products were discriminated based on size by gel-
electrophoreses (Figure 1C). 
Using this approach we frequently detected two differently sized deletions per animals, 
suggesting that G4 deletions often co-occur during animal development (Figure 1D, highlighted 
in red). The identification of two different deletions per animal also indicated that the small 
sample size (corresponding to ~9 somatic cells) allowed us to amplify unique molecules and 
exclude potentially abundant/favored deletion products. While we found 4% and 6% of the dog-
1 deficient samples to have deletions at Qua375 and Qua1277, respectively, we detected no 
deletions in the dog-1 proficient samples. Moreover, the deletions were randomly distributed 
over the animal population and no significant correlation was found between deletions at the 
two G4 loci (Figure S1). These data confirm DOG-1 as a potent suppressor of G4 deletions 
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Figure 1. Overrepresentation of co-occurring G4 deletions in single animals
A. Two putative models for G4-induced deletions formation. In the “direct conversion model” the mutagenic 
G4 structure is lost during deletion formation, unlike the “persistent lesion model” where the G4 structure 
is maintained and can spawn multiple deletions in descending cells B. PCR analysis of G4 instability at 
endogenous G4 site Qua213; each well represents an independent PCR reaction on 10% single worm 
lysate; size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆. C. Schematic overview of PCR-
based setup to identify multiple G4 deletions in single animals using parallel nested PCR reactions on 
1% single worm lysates D. PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 site Qua1277 in dog-1 
proficient (upper panel) and deficient animals (lower panel); Representative gel images are depicted 
used to determine the stochastic deletion frequencies among individual animals (asterisks) and directly 
extract the frequency of double deletions (red); each well represents an independent PCR reaction on 
1% single worm lysate; size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆. E. Histogram 
depicts double deletion frequencies in 1% single animal lysates, as determined using the PCR-based 
assay depicted in Figure 1C. White bars represent expected double deletion frequencies based on the 
obtained stochastic deletion frequencies within the tested animal population (See methods section for 
details). Black bars represent double deletion frequencies that were identified directly (as highlighted in 
red in figure 1D). Asterisks indicate highly significant over-representation of the observed double deletion 












































To obtain the expected frequency of animals carrying two independent stochastic deletions 
we considered the two genomic fractions as independent tests and multiplied the deletion 
frequency in the first sample to the frequency of unique deletions in the second sample (Figure 
1E and see methods section for details). This data set also allowed us to extract the double 
deletion frequency directly, as we readily detected single animals with two differently sized 
deletions (Figure 1D, highlighted in red). Strikingly, the actual frequency of double deletions 
was four to six fold higher than predicted based on random chance (p<0.003), indicating that 
an animal carrying a deletion has a much higher chance to acquire another deletion than one 
would expect based on the deletion frequency in the population (Figure 1E). The observation 
that animals bearing a deletion are predisposed to have an additional deletion at the same 
genomic locus strongly argues for the existence of a pre-mutagenic lesion. The continued 
mutagenicity of the pre-mutagenic lesion implies that the source of genomic instability is not 
resolved, but instead persists during animal development, allowing it to cause multiple DSBs 
that are processed into deletions through TMEJ. 
Unresolved G4 structures cause multiple site-specific deletions in single animals 
If in the absence of DOG-1 helicase activity G4 structures persist and remain mutagenic, one 
would predict that the G4 structures that arise early in development would cause many different 
deletions within one animal. To see if we could identify more than two G4 deletions in individual 
dog-1 animals we subjected the single animal lysates to multiple deletion tests (Figure 2A). 
As predicted by the persistent lesion model, lysates positive for a Qua375 deletion (indicative 
of a persistent G4) often showed extra deletions at this very same locus (5/14= 36%). In 
contrast, lysates previously found negative for Qua375 deletions rarely showed additional 
deletions (1/16= 6%). Similarly, we subjected lysates having two different Qua213 deletions 
(indicative of potential early events) to multiple testing rounds and identified several animals 
that had three or even five differently sized deletions among eleven test samples (5/18= 27%), 
while lysates lacking Qua213 deletions in the first two tests displayed no additional deletions 
(0/5= 0%) (Figure 2C). These observations are in line with the presence of a pre-mutagenic 
substrate only in a subset of animals and suggest that G4-induced genomic rearrangements 
can be very abundant in certain individuals, likely when the G4 structure manifested early in 
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Figure 2. Co-occurrence of multiple locus-specific deletions in single animals
A. PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 site Qua375 in wild-type and dog-1 animals, upper 
and lower panel, respectively; each well represents an independent PCR reaction on 1% single worm 
lysate; size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆. Single worm lysates were first 
categorized based on the presence or absence of G4 deletions in two PCR test round and subsequently 
tested eleven times to test for additional G4 deletions. Three representative gel images for each category 
are depicted. Asterisk indicates unique deletion events based on product size. B. Histogram depicts 
double deletion frequencies in 1% single animal lysates, as determined using the PCR-based assay as 
depicted in Figure 1C. C. PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 site Qua213 in wild-type and 
dog-1 animals, upper and lower panel, respectively; each well represents an independent PCR reaction 
on 1% single worm lysate; size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆. Single worm 
lysates were first categorized based on the presence or absence of two unique G4 deletions in two PCR 
test round and subsequently tested eleven times to extract additional G4 deletions. Three representative 
gel images for each category are depicted. Asterisk indicates unique deletion events based on product 
size.
Recurrent 3′ deletion junctions in single animals argue for persistent replication blocks 
during development 
Our observations thus far indicated that animals that cannot resolve G4 structures accumulate 
multiple site-specific deletions, suggestive of a local persistent entity that provokes deletion 
formation. To determine if the multiple deletion events within one animal were derived from a 
single persistent G4 structure, we needed to find unique characteristics of the causing lesion. 











































within a developing animal, a problem that has challenged research on endogenous (low 
frequency) replication barriers for years. 
We nevertheless reasoned that each replication block could leave a unique genetic “scar” 
that would unveil its presence and exact genomic location. In fact, the exact position of G4 
deletion junctions can serve as a distinctive mark, as we previously found that deletions at G4 
sites are typically unidirectional with their 3′ junction close to the start of the G4 motif (Koole 
et al. 2014). The typical position of the 3′ deletion junctions, right at the start of the G4 motif, 
plausibly reflects the collision of the replicative polymerase with the stable G4 quadruplex 
(Figure 3A). 
To more precisely mark the start of a G4 deletion and correlate that to the potential 
configuration of a stable quadruplex fold, we determined the spectra of 3′ junctions of G4 
deletions at two endogenous G4 sites that can adopt only one possible three-stacked 
quadruplex configuration, Qua1465 and Qua1466, and indeed found a very sharp distribution 
of 3′ junctions immediately flanking the 3′ outermost G of the G4 motif (Figure 3B). This narrow 
distribution of 3′ deletion junctions suggests that the position of the replication block at minimal 
G4 sites is relatively fixed. 
The genome, however, also harbors many mutagenic G4 sites like Qua915 or Qua1277 that 
can adopt many different quadruplex configurations that satisfy the G4 consensus G3-5-N1-3-G3-
5-N1-3-G3-5-N1-3-G3-5 (KruisselBrinK et al. 2008). Such G4 sites may inflict differently positioned 
replication barriers within the population, which would provide a window to discriminate 
between individual DNA secondary structures that arise during animal development. In line 
with that notion, 3′ deletion junctions at Qua915 and Qua1277 show a much broader spectrum 
than seen at minimal G4 sites and are found not only at the 3′ flank of the G4 motif but 
also within the G4 sequence itself, reaching up to the 3′ border of the outermost minimal G4 
motif (Figure 3B). The observation that most deletion junctions at Qua915 and 1277 are not 
positioned immediately upstream of the G4 sequence (like with minimal G4 loci), but instead 
are located within the G4 sequence yet upstream of the minimal G4 consensus, strongly 
suggests that the pre-mutagenic lesion is in fact a DNA secondary structure. 
If an unresolved G4 structure will not be processed and will persist during the animal’s 
lifetime, it is predicted to block the replicative DNA polymerase at the very same genomic 
position in subsequent replication cycles. Importantly, the strong correlation between the 
anticipated G4 structure and the 3′ deletion junctions allows us to test this hypothesis: If the 
position of G4 quadruplexes varies among individuals, but such a DNA structure persists 
within an individual, one expects to find variable 3′ deletion junctions within the population 
but recurrent 3′ junctions within single animals (Figure 3A). Our PCR-based assay allows 
us to detect multiple G4 deletions in individual animals and analyze the deletion footprints 
at the nucleotide level. We first analyzed the 3′ deletion junctions of five animals in which 
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(Figure 3C). While the position of the 3′ deletion junctions varied significantly between the 
different animals, the deletions within the animals had a very similar position of the 3′ junction, 
suggesting that the G4 structure indeed persisted during animal development and spawned 
different deletions. 
Although the distributions of 3′ deletion junctions are narrow at minimal G4 motifs, they still 
spread a few nucleotides, implying variable polymerase progression upon G4 collision and/or 
minimal DNA processing. This intrinsic variability complicates the identification of persistent 
lesions as it obscures the translation of fixed G4 structures to deletion footprints. To facilitate 
the discrimination between stochastic G4 folding events and persistent G4 structures we 
searched for endogenous G4 sites that showed a bimodal distribution of 3′ deletion junctions. 
Bimodal junction spectra imply two distinct G4 folding possibilities that are spatially separated 
enough to identify two differently positioned replication blocks. The endogenous G4 site 
Qua375 could fulfill such criteria since it consists of a minimal G4 sequence (G15) and an 
upstream guanine triplet (G3) that are separated by 4 nucleotides. 
We analyzed Qua375 deletions in >20 dog-1 animals and determined the 3′ deletion 
junctions and found that deletions at Qua375 indeed can occur right next to the G15 tract, but 
primarily start in front of the extra guanine triplet, thus >7 nucleotides away from the minimal 
G4 motif (Figure 3A). The resultant bimodal distribution of 3′ deletion junctions indicated that 
quadruplexes at Qua375 adopt two distinct folding types: one consisting merely of the minimal 
G15 tract and another type that includes both the G-tract and the guanine triplet (Figure 
3A, right panel). After characterizing stochastic Qua375 deletions among individual dog-1 
animals, we set out to determine deletion junctions within single animals. Like for Qua1277, 
we extracted two Qua375 deletion products per animals using our PCR assay on 1% DNA 
fractions and determined the 3′ deletion junctions (Figure 3B). Strikingly, all deletion pairs 
from individual animals (12/12) were from the same type, i.e. the position of the first deletion 
had perfect predictive value for the position of the second deletion (p=0.004). This strong 
correlation between 3′ deletion junctions within individuals was not limited to two G4 deletions, 
as also the cases having three or four different Qua375 deletions had matching 3′ junctions 
(p=0.003) (Figure 3C). The highly significant correlation between 3′ deletion junctions within 
single animals and the typical position next to G4 motifs strongly suggest that these genomic 
deletions have a common ancestor and that their position is determined by the anticipated 
polymerase block - the 3′ leg of the quadruplex fold. These observations together with the 
overrepresentation of double deletions within animals (Figure 1E) provide further evidence 
that G4 structures can arise during animal development and argue strongly for a scenario 
in which the DOG-1/FANCJ helicase is essential to resolve DNA secondary structures that 
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Figure 3. Spectra of 3′ deletion junctions correlate with G4 quadruplex configurations A. Schematic 
representation of possible G4 quadruplex positions in G-rich motifs and its strong association with 3′ 
deletion junction position (red triangle). While stochastic G4 folding events within the population are 
predicted to occur randomly along the possible folding positions and thus produce a wide spectrum of 
3′ deletion junctions, persistent G4 structures are predicted to stay at one position and thus cause a 
very narrow spectrum of 3′ deletion junctions within individuals. B. Spectra of 3′ deletion junctions at 
indicated G4 loci. Each black triangle represents a 3′ deletion junction identified in a unique individual. 
C. Experimental setup and results of 3′ deletion junction analysis at Qua1277 in single dog-1 deficient 
animals. The 3′ deletion junctions identified in 1% lysate fractions of the same individual are color-coded 
as indicated by the legends. 
Although 3′ junctions of G4 deletions within an animal are very similar, no significant 
correlation was found for deletion size (Figure 4D). This observation suggests that the blocking 
lesion persists, but the resultant pre-mutagenic substrates (e.g. ssDNA gaps) can vary, leading 
to stochastic 5′ junctions. Similarly, we did not find any predictive value for the presence of 
flank insertions among double deletions, suggesting that subsequent repair events also occur 
on uniquely formed substrates. All together, these data imply that a single G4 structure can 









































































































































Figure 4. Recurrent 3′ deletion junctions at endogenous G4 site in single animals 
A. Bimodal spectrum of 3′ deletion junctions at Qua375. Each black triangle represents a 3′ deletion 
junction identified in a unique individual. Illustrations on the right portray expected G4 quadruplex 
configurations at Qua375 and their relative frequencies B and C. Results of 3′ deletion junction analysis at 
Qua375 in single dog-1 deficient animals. The 3′ deletion junctions identified in 1% lysate fractions of the 
same individual are color-coded as indicated. Illustrations on the right portray expected G4 quadruplex 
configurations at Qua375 in animal 13 and 14 in which several recurrent 3′ deletion junctions were 
identified. D. Histogram depicts sizes of G4 deletions in the individual animals of which the 3′ deletion 
junctions are depicted above. Individuals are color-coded as indicated in Figure 4C. Presence of flank 
insertions is indicated (+/-). 
Visualization of multiple G4 deletion events during organ development 
To substantiate our PCR-based findings we set out to visualize multiple G4 deletion events 
directly in single animals using a LacZ-based reporter system. We constructed transgenic 
animals that express LacZ only when a G4-induced deletion brings the reporter ORF in frame 
with the upstream ATG start codon (Figure 5A). The G4 reporter construct is driven by a myo-
2 promoter, which results in specific expression in pharyngeal muscle cells. The C. elegans 
pharynx is a well-characterized organ composed of cells with different embryonic origins and 
its muscle cells undergo approximately ten mitotic divisions after fertilization of the zygote. We 
hypothesized that also these cells could be subject to persistent lesions, resulting in multiple 





























































































































Figure 5. Transgenic G4 instability reporter reveals co-occurring deletions of different sizes during 
pharynx development 
A. Schematic diagram of G4 instability reporter pLM88 and repair outcomes via TMEJ. While relative 
small deletions will keep the downstream nuclear localization signal (NLS) intact, larger deletions will 
exclude the NLS from the restored LacZ ORF. B. Histogram shows quantification of stochastic pLM88 
ORF correction in three asynchronous populations measured by the percentage of LacZ positive 
animals of the indicated genotype. Average percentage of LacZ-positive animals of three independent 
experiments is depicted and error bars represent S.E.M. C. Representative pictures of stochastic LacZ 
expression patterns of dog-1 deficient pLM88 animals. D. Histogram depicts quantification of stochastic 
LacZ patterns in synchronized populations of dog-1 deficient pLM88 animals (as illustrated in figure 5C). 
Average percentage of LacZ-positive animals of three independent experiments is depicted and error 
bars represent S.E.M. E. Comparison of the observed frequency of double events and the expected 
frequency of double staining patterns based on the frequency of the individual nuclear/cytoplasmic LacZ 
patterns. Asterisk indicates highly significant over-representation of the observed double events within the 
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To discriminate unique deletion events in single animals we exploited the fact that 
deletions arising from a single replication block can be of different size; we cloned a nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) 90bp downstream of the G4 motif, allowing small deletions to keep 
the NLS intact and big deletions to exclude the NLS but still render the LacZ reporter gene 
functional. As expected, dog-1 deficiency resulted in a stark increase in LacZ expressing 
cells and we detected both nuclear and cytoplasmic staining patterns (Figure 5B and 5C). In 
line with previous reports showing that >75% of G4 deletions are bigger than 100bp (Koole 
et al. 2014), we found the vast majority of LacZ expressing animals to display cytoplasmic 
LacZ patterns (~80%), indicating that often the NLS was lost (Figure 5D). Moreover, both 
LacZ patterns were polq-1 dependent, indicating that TMEJ was indeed responsible for these 
deletion events (Figure 5B). We next determined the frequency of LacZ ORF correction 
events and found 15% of the animals to display cytoplasmic staining patterns and 3% to 
have nuclear LacZ staining patterns. Notably, animals harboring cells with nuclear LacZ 
often displayed additional cells with cytoplasmic staining, suggesting that they suffered (at 
least) two unique G4 deletion events (Figure 5D). Importantly, the frequency of such double 
events was significantly higher (>4 fold) than expected based on the stochastic frequencies 
of the individual patterns (p<0.001), confirming that G4 deletions co-occur during animal 
development (Figure 5E). These observations imply that somatic cells are prone to suffer from 
a G4 deletion when other cells in the lineage sustained a deletion at that very same locus, 
substantiating the notion that dog-1 deficient animals harbor local pre-mutagenic substrates 
that promote the formation of multiple G4 deletions in descending cells. All together, these 
data argue that unresolved G4 structures can persist during animal development and present 
a potent source of genetic mosaicism in somatic tissues. 
Discussion
Faithfull DNA replication is crucial to all life forms and is continuously challenged by lesions 
that can obstruct the replicative polymerase. Endogenous replication barriers are thought to be 
a major source of spontaneous mutagenesis, potentially promoting malignant transformation. 
However, little is known about the consequences of endogenous replication barriers for 
animal development, especially when present at low physiological levels. In recent years, 
several defense mechanisms are identified that promote DNA synthesis past replication 
barriers, including specialized translesion polymerases that can bypass damaged DNA bases 
(e.g. POLH/POLH-1) and helicases that can resolve DNA secondary structures (e.g. FANCJ/
DOG-1). Deficiencies in these translesion polymerases or DNA helicases result in cancer 
prepositions syndromes in humans and increased spontaneous mutagenesis in C. elegans 
(Masutani et al. 1999; levitus et al. 2005; Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). Recent 











































barriers, typically resulting in deletions of 50-300bp in size (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 
2014). Yet how unresolved replication barriers promote the formation of genomic deletions 
on a mechanistic level remained elusive. Here, we provide evidence for a model in which low 
frequency replication barriers escape detection and direct processing, allowing them to spawn 
multiple TMEJ-mediated genomic rearrangements in descending cells. 
We studied the mutagenic role of endogenous G4 quadruplexes: guanine-rich DNA 
secondary structures that are very stable under physiological conditions and potently block 
replication in vitro (howell et al. 1996; han et al. 1999; huPPert 2010). While the biochemical 
properties of G4 quadruplexes have been well characterized, their formation and putative 
function in vivo has remained elusive and a subject of debate ever since they were first 
described (guschlBauer et al. 1990). While recent studies suggest that G4 quadruplexes 
may be functionally important to regulate transcription, DNA replication and/or telomere 
maintenance, the use of thermodynamically stable G4 quadruplexes as regulatory entities 
is controversial, mainly because such structures are intrinsically recombinogenic and would 
pose serious problems to many DNA metabolic processes (tarsounas and tijsterMan 2013). 
Several DNA helicases are reported to resolve G4 quadruplexes in vitro (including FANCJ, 
PIF1 and BLM), presenting several conceivable defense mechanisms to neutralize the 
malicious properties of G4 quadruplexes. 
The data presented here indicate that G4 quadruplexes persist during C. elegans 
development in the absence of the DOG-1/FANCJ helicase, implying that effective redundant 
activities that can resolve these stable DNA structures in vivo are absent. Moreover, the 
persistent mutagenicity of G4 motifs suggests that G4 quadruplexes can be highly stable 
throughout the animal’s lifetime and support the notion that these enigmatic DNA structures 
do occur in vivo. 
The frequency and 3′ junction analysis of G4 deletions presented here argue that G4 
quadruplexes arise stochastically within the animal population but remain stable in dog-1 
deficient individuals, resulting in several TMEJ-mediated deletions during animal development. 
These findings were substantiated by a LacZ-based reporter system able to detect different G4 
deletions in single animals, showing that G4 deletions are prone to co-occur in somatic tissues. 
We propose a model where unresolved G4 quadruplexes block the replicative polymerase, 
leading to short stretches of unreplicated DNA opposite the persistent G4 structure (i.e. 50-
300bp ssDNA gaps). These ssDNA gaps present pre-mutagenic lesions that might not stall 
mitotic division. Upon a second round of replication, the ssDNA gaps are converted into 
replication-born DSBs, which via TMEJ result into 50-300bp deletions. Importantly, the G4-
bearing strand remains intact during the process of deletion formation, causing the replicative 
polymerase to run again into the persistent G4 quadruplex and create a new 50-300bp ssDNA 
gap. In agreement with this model we found the co-occurring deletions in single animals to 
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junctions (suggestive of independent ssDNA gap sizes/DSB substrates). Furthermore, the 
high co-occurrence of G4 deletions in single animals argues that the mutagenic lesions are not 
lost during deletion formation but instead promote G4 instability during animal development. 
The persistence of unresolved G4 quadruplexes also implies that these DNA secondary 
structures are not processed directly by structure-specific nucleases to create DSBs and TMEJ-
mediated deletions. The data presented here thus suggest that the biological consequences 
of low frequency replication barriers are fundamentally different to the replication stress 
induced via overall DNA polymerase inhibition (e.g. by aphidicolin) or nucleotide depletion 
(e.g. by hydroxyurea). The latter treatments impede efficient DNA replication, resulting in DNA 
breaks and gaps at hard to replicate chromosomal regions called “fragile sites”. Recent data 
indicate that break formation at fragile sites is an active process that requires structure-specific 
nucleases such as MUS81 and XPF (MinocherhoMji and hicKson 2014). Here we found deletion 
formation at endogenous G4 sites to occur independent of these nucleases, suggestive of a 
different source of genome instability. We propose that inhibition of DNA synthesis by DNA 
polymerase inhibitors or nucleotide depletion may result in large sections of unreplicated 
DNA that are subject to nuclease cleavage, while low frequency replication barriers might 
inflict relatively small ssDNA gaps that escape detection and nuclease cleavage. This latter 
attribute allows unresolved replication barriers to persist during mitotic divisions and cause 
multiple ssDNA gaps that induce DSBs in subsequent replication rounds, ultimately resulting 
in numerous genomic rearrangements in proliferating tissues. 
The persistent lesion model, as presented here, also provides an explanation why 
replication-born DSBs caused by unresolved replication barriers are not repaired via 
error-free mechanisms like homologous recombination (HR), but instead are repaired via 
mutagenic pathways such as TMEJ. If unresolved replication barriers remain present during 
the process of DSB formation, the replication-born DSBs (derived from the ssDNA gaps) 
cannot be repaired via HR using the sister-chromatid, because this template still contains the 
persistent lesion (Figure 1A). In contrast to HR, TMEJ does not require an undamaged repair 
template, allowing DSB repair in the presence of a lesion-bearing sister chromatid. Repair via 
TMEJ comes with a price, however, as it results in small deletions. The notion that a single 
unresolved replication barrier can cause multiple DSBs that are bound to be repaired via 
mutagenic means illustrates the potential hazard of such lesions and emphasizes the need 
for helicases such as DOG-1/FANCJ to safeguard genome stability in proliferating tissues. 
The concepts mentioned above may also have important implications for cancer 
development, as the mutagenic burden of unresolved replication barriers is predicted to grow 
every time the cell divides, fueling genetic heterogeneity in fast proliferating tissues. We show 
here that a single unresolved G4 quadruplex can cause many deletions and promote genetic 
heterogeneity in somatic tissues, a feature often found in tumor tissues and known to correlate 











































structural genomic variations in cancer tissues (de and Michor 2011), unresolved replication 
barriers may present a potent source of genomic instability during cancer evolution. 
Materials and Methods
Genetics 
All strains were cultured according to standard C. elegans procedures (Brenner 1974). Alleles 
used in this study include: LGI; dog-1(gk10), mus-81(tm1937), LGII; xpf-1(e1487), LGIII: polq-
1(tm2026), LG unknown; IfIs77 [pLM88]. 
PCR-based assays to identify G4 deletions at endogenous loci
Stochastic deletion formation at endogenous G4 DNA loci was assayed using a PCR-based 
approach. Genomic DNA was isolated either from single worms or pools of worms and 
subjected to nested rounds of PCRs with primers that flank a G4 motif; all amplicons are 
>1kb in size. PCR-based methods are highly sensitive and allows detection of low-frequency 
genomic rearrangements: G4 deletion products are preferentially amplified because they 
are smaller than the abundant wild-type products and lack the G4 motif that hampers DNA 
replication in vitro (Pontier et al. 2009). 
To capture independent G4 deletion events in individuals, L4 stage animals were used 
(1 worm per 10ul lysis reaction) and ~0.1ul lysate (1%) was transferred into 15ul PCR 
reactions using a 384 pin replicator (Genetix X5050). Subsequently 0.2ul of PCR product 
was used for 15ul nested PCR reactions. PCR reactions were typically run for 35 cycles with 
54°C primer annealing and 72°C extension for 120 seconds. x The following primers (5′-3′) 
were used: Qua213; ctcagccaaggctacaaac, gatacgtgtacatgaatagtc, ccggcaattacacatttgcc, 
caaaactgtcgcctgacctc,Qua1277;ggggagaagccgcatccaa,cacatggagacggagagaaac, 
cctgacaaacgcctactctc,gaatccctt t taatt tggcaatag,Qua375;ctagttcagggtatctggac, 
ccttctctcgaagcgcgacc, ggacggagagtcaataaaatc, cgaggtaaagtgcccgcaatc. 
Deletion junctions were analyzed by Sanger sequencing.
To obtain stochastic deletions frequencies at Qua1277 and Qua375, we analyzed two 
independent PCR reactions on 1% lysate fractions of >190 dog-1 proficient and >330 dog-
1 deficient L4 animals. Unique deletion products were discriminated based on size by gel-
electrophoreses. To obtain the expected frequency of animals carrying two independent 
stochastic deletions we considered the two genomic lystate fractions as independent tests and 
multiplied the deletion frequency in the first sample to the frequency of unique deletions in the 
second sample. Dominant deletions products that resulted in identical deletions in both lysate 
fractions were assigned positive only in the first sample but not in the second, because these 
two deletions products did not represent independent stochastic events. In fact, subsequent 
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identical PCR products (5/5), indicating that such deletion products act dominantly in the PCR 
reaction and likely prevent the amplification of actual independent stochastic events, actually 
resulting in an underestimation of unique double deletion events. To determine whether there 
was significant over-representation of double deletion events, we used a hypergeometric test 
for overlap between the stochastic deletion frequency (based on the deletion frequency among 
independent individuals and size of the population) and the observed deletion frequency within 
the population sample carrying at least one unique deletion. This test returns the probability 
of a given number of sample successes, given the sample size, population successes and 
population size (hypergeometric p-value).
LacZ-based transgenic reporter assay to visualize G4 deletions 
Transgenic strains were obtained by microinjection of reporter construct pLM88 [myo-
2::C23::stops::NLS::LacZ] and mCherry-based co-expression markers pGH8 pCFJ104 to 
generate IfIs77 (Frokjaer-jensen et al. 2008). To visualize stochastic G4 deletions, clonal lines 
of dog-1 deficient IfIs77 animals were synchronized by bleaching and ~200 L1 animals were 
grown on OP50 plates and stained for LacZ expression three days later (PothoF et al. 2003). 
To obtain LacZ expression frequencies, >4 synchronized populations of three independent 
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Total animals
Figure S1. No significant correlation among G4 deletions detected at different genomic loci 
PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 loci Qua213, Qua1277 and Qua375. Representative 
gel images are depicted used to monitor stochastic deletions at Qua213 and Qua1277 in the same set 
of dog-1 deficient animals (upper panels). Arrows illustrate no correlation between deletion events at 
the different loci in the same animal. Venn diagram shows distribution of G4 deletion events among 156 
animals tested for all three loci. Histogram depicts expected frequencies of animals showing stochastic 
G4 deletions at both indicated G4 loci, assuming the deletion events are independent random events 
(white bars), as well as the observed frequencies of animals showing G4 deletions at both indicated G4 
loci (grey bars). n.s. indicates a non-significant over-representation of the overlap between the indicated 
G4 deletion samples within the animal population (n=156) as determined by hypergeometric testing (p > 
0.20), strongly suggesting that these are random independent events. 
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Homology-directed repair bypasses polymerase 
Theta-mediated end joining of G quadruplex-
induced DNA breaks












































Damaged DNA bases and DNA secondary structures such as G4 quadruplexes impede 
DNA replication and promote the occurrence of deleterious DNA double strand breaks 
(DSBs). In recent years, several alternative repair mechanisms have been found to repair 
DSBs parallel to the heavily studied pathways non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and 
homologous recombination (HR). Yet how these pathways interact and what dictates 
pathway choice remains poorly understood. We recently identified polymerase Theta 
mediated end joining (TMEJ) to be the major pathway responsible for mutagenic repair 
of replication-born DSBs in C. elegans and to prevail over NHEJ and HR in the repair 
of G4-induced DSBs. Here we establish that DNA sequence context can dictate repair 
pathway choice of G4-induced DSBs and identify a mutagenic homology-driven repair 
(HDR) mechanism that uses >4 base pair homology at the presumptive DSB ends and 
can bypass the requirement of polymerase Theta/POLQ-1 for G4-induced deletion 
formation. Deletion frequency analysis at endogenous G4 sites revealed that HDR can 
locally dominate over TMEJ and that some TMEJ substrates can be channeled into 
HDR, illustrating that both mechanisms can repair similar substrates. However, given 
the specific homology requirements of HDR, TMEJ remains the major repair route 
genome-wide. We propose that the key role of POLQ-1 polymerase is to create de novo 
homologous sequences at DSB ends, providing a stable double-stranded intermediate to 












































Impediments to DNA replication hamper the cell in copying its genome with high fidelity and 
therefore are a major threat to genome stability (tourriere and Pasero 2007; BudzowsKa 
and Kanaar 2009; Preston et al. 2010). Damaged DNA templates, as well as unresolved 
DNA secondary structures, can stall replicative polymerases, preventing duplication of the 
DNA past the lesion. One well-studied DNA secondary structure that is very stable under 
physiological conditions and is a potent replication block in vitro is the G4 quadruplex (howell 
et al. 1996; han et al. 1999; huPPert 2010). Given that the human genome harbors more 
than 300,000 guanine rich motifs that can adopt G4 quadruplex configurations, G4 DNA 
poses a serious threat to replication fidelity. Several specialized DNA helicases such as 
FANCJ/DOG-1 can resolve G4 quadruplexes in vitro and loss of these helicases results in 
elevated levels of genomic rearrangements at G4 sites in vivo (tarsounas and tijsterMan 
2013; Murat and BalasuBraManian 2014). Recent data indicate that G4 DNA can cause genetic 
and epigenetic alterations in various model organisms and G4 motifs have been associated 
with structural genomic variations in human cancers (tarsounas and tijsterMan 2013; Murat 
and BalasuBraManian 2014). The molecular mechanisms responsible for G4-induced genomic 
variations are, however, poorly understood.
In the current model, replication fork stalling at unresolved G4 structures causes DNA 
double strand breaks (DSBs) that can be repaired in an error-pone fashion, possibly leading 
to genomic rearrangements that drive malignant transformation (Koole et al. 2014; Murat 
and BalasuBraManian 2014). In recent years, several alternative repair pathways have 
been identified that can repair DSBs parallel to the two major DSB repair pathways: non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR) (FishMan-loBell et al. 
1992; Ma et al. 2003; chan et al. 2010; deriano and roth 2013; roerinK et al. 2014). While all 
DSB repair pathways have been shown to act in replicating cells, their relative contribution 
to DSB repair depends heavily on sequence context. For instance, NHEJ can seal DSBs 
independent of sequence context (0 nt), while HR requires extensive sequence homology 
from an undamaged template (>100nt) (san FiliPPo et al. 2008; lieBer 2010). The alternative 
DSB repair routes often require base pairing of complementary DNA to align and seal DSB 
ends, yet the extent of this DNA template dependence varies among the different pathways. In 
fact, DSB repair via polymerase Theta mediated end joining (TMEJ) hardly requires homology 
(≤1nt), while other homology driven repair (HDR) routes typically require longer stretches 
of complementary sequences to align and repair the break (>4nt) (FishMan-loBell et al. 
1992; Ma et al. 2003; roerinK et al. 2014). To date, the molecular characteristics and genetic 
requirements of mutagenic HDR are still ill defined and may encompass interconnected 
mechanisms that have previous been designated as alternative end joining (alt-EJ), micro-











































complementary DNA sequences to seal DSBs. Since the exact nature and genetic distinction 
of these individual pathways is still controversial, we here define HDR as a mutagenic DSB 
repair mode that uses >4nt homology. 
We recently identified TMEJ as the major repair route responsible for mutagenic repair of 
replication-associated DSBs in C. elegans and found TMEJ to prevail over NHEJ and HR in 
the repair of G4-induced DSBs (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). The highly conserved 
polymerase theta/POLQ-1 is at the heart of TMEJ and is also required for the frequent 
flank insertions associated with TMEJ, yet why such a polymerase is crucial for replication-
associated DSB repair is still unclear. 
Here we investigate alternative DSB repair mechanisms that may act on G4-induced 
substrates and found that HDR can also result in deletion formation. In fact, we found that 
deletion formation at endogenous G4 sites that are flanked by short stretches of homology can 
occur independent of POLQ-1 activity and can locally dominate over TMEJ when homology 
is readily present at the presumptive DSB ends. All G4 deletions smaller than 600 base pairs 
(bp) found in polq-1-deficient animals used flanking homology, representing an alternative 
repair product to the >10,000 bp deletion products reported in polq-1 mutants at non-repetitive 
loci (Koole et al. 2014). In accordance with previous studies, we found G4 sites not flanked 
by apparent homology to depend entirely on POLQ-1 for deletion formation (<1kb). Deletion 
frequency analysis at endogenous G4 sites revealed that some TMEJ substrates can be 
channeled into HDR, yet the efficiency is limited and correlates with homology abundance. 
All together these data argue that G4-induced DSBs can be repaired by TMEJ and 
HDR, yet given the specific homology requirements for HDR, TMEJ is the major repair route 
genome-wide. Nevertheless, the bypass of POLQ-1 requirement by the presence of flanking 
homology strongly suggests that the major role for POLQ-1 is to create minimal homology 
between both DSB ends, providing a stable double-stranded intermediate to extent 3′ DNA 
ends and seal replication born DSBs. 
Results
Transgenic reporters reveal POLQ-1-independent deletion formation 
The first indication that G4-induced DSBs could be repaired by other means than TMEJ 
came from the analysis of a transgenic reporter assay we had previously employed to identify 
genes required for G4 instability (Figure 1A). We previously screened randomly mutagenized 
animals carrying a multi-copy transgene of pRP1879, a LacZ-based reporter construct that 
reads out mutagenic repair of G4-induced DSBs and found only dog-1-deficient animals to 
express LacZ positive cells (KruisselBrinK et al. 2008). Given the established role of DOG-1 
in suppression of G4 instability at endogenous G4 loci, this screen validated our transgenic 
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Deletions at endogenous G4 sites typically rely on TMEJ and are uni-directional, 50-300bp in 
size, use 0-1bp homology and start directly at the G4 motif (Koole et al. 2014). Consequently, 
G4-induced TMEJ events normally leave the sequence upstream of the G4 motif intact (Figure 
1A, G4 motif in yellow). The pRP1879 transgene, however, expresses LacZ only when both 
stop codons flanking the G4 site are removed, which means that a part of the upstream 
sequence needs to be lost during the repair reaction (Figure 1A, white bars represent stop 
codon). In fact, HDR using the upstream homologous (230bp) LacZ repeat would result in 
exclusion of both stop codons and render the LacZ open reading frame (ORF) functional 
(Figure 1B). Since deletions at G4 sites typically rely on TMEJ, we wondered if these putative 
HDR events would also rely on POLQ-1. Strikingly, ORF correction of pRP1879 still occurred 
with high frequency in polq-1-deficient animals, arguing that G4-induced deletions can occur 
in a TMEJ-independent fashion (Figure 1C). 
To study whether the position and length of flanking homology could influence polq-
1 dependency, we constructed a novel LacZ-based reporter transgene pLM20, in which 
we positioned a shorter (50bp) homologous sequence directly upstream (left) and 24bp 
downstream (right) of the G4 site, allowing both TMEJ and HDR to correct the reporter ORF 
(Figure 1D and 1E, homology depicted in red). Also here pLM20 transgene expression was 
specifically induced upon dog-1 deficiency, suggesting that LacZ expression indeed reflects 
repair of G4-induced DSBs (Figure 1F). To test the relative contribution of TMEJ in pLM20 
expression, we generated dog-1; polq-1 double mutants and found LacZ expression to be 
significantly reduced, but not absent, compared to dog-1 single mutants (Figure 1F). These 
results imply that most pLM20 ORF correction events depend on TMEJ, yet some level of 
TMEJ-independent repair is possible. Based on these observations we hypothesized that 
HDR of G4-induced DSBs is possible and, depending on the degree of flanking homology, 

































































































Figure 1. Transgenic reporters reveal POLQ-1-independent deletion formation of G4 sites
A. Schematic diagram of G4 instability reporter pRP1879 and repair outcome via TMEJ. pRP1879 is 
driven by a hsp-16.41 promoter that allows expression in various somatic tissues. Deletion formation 
by TMEJ is not expected to remove the upstream stop codon (white blocks) and thus will not result 
in a blue cell. B. Schematic diagram of G4 instability reporter pRP1879 and repair outcome via HDR. 
HDR using the upstream repeats corrects the LacZ ORF and will result in a blue cell. C. Histogram 
shows quantification of stochastic pRP1879 ORF correction measured by the percentage of LacZ-positive 
animals of the indicated genotype. Average percentage of LacZ-positive animals of three independent 
experiments is depicted and error bars represent S.E.M. Representative pictures of the stochastic LacZ 
expression patterns are shown on the right. D. Schematic diagram of G4 instability reporter pLM20 
and repair outcome via TMEJ. pLM20 is driven by a myo-2 promoter that allows specific expression in 
pharyngeal muscle cells. Deletion formation by TMEJ is expected to remove the downstream stop codon 
(white blocks) irrespective of the homologous repeats (red) and can result an in-frame LacZ ORF and a 
blue cell. E. Schematic diagram of G4 instability reporter pLM20 and repair outcome via HDR using the 
50bp repeats (red). HDR using the homologous repeats corrects the LacZ ORF and will result in a blue 
cell. F. Histogram shows quantification of stochastic pLM20 ORF correction measured by the percentage 
of LacZ-positive animals of the indicated genotype. Average percentage of LacZ-positive animals of three 
independent experiments is depicted and error bars represent S.E.M. Representative pictures of the 
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Flanking homology at endogenous G4 sites allows POLQ-1-independent deletion 
formation
In order to directly compare TMEJ and HDR events in a single-copy environment, we searched 
the C. elegans genome for endogenous G4 sites that had different degrees of flanking 
homology. We selected four loci that resided on chromosome I, II, III and IV, respectively: 
Qua213, Qua375, Qua915 and Qua1277. While Qua375 has no apparent flanking homology, 
Qua1277, Qua213 and Qua915 have increasing levels of flanking homology, respectively, and 
harbor short genomic repeats that potentially could support HDR (Figure 2A and S1 for entire 
sequence context). Especially Qua915 is located in a highly repetitive genomic context and is 
flanked by many different short repeats and three major repeats of 29bp (Figure 2A). 
To analyze deletion formation at these repetitive loci and study TMEJ dependency, we 
performed nested PCR reactions on genomic DNA lysates of polq-1, dog-1 and dog-1; polq-1 
double mutant animals using primers that flank the G4 motif as well as the surrounding repeat 
sequences (Figure 2B and S1). While polq-1 single mutants did not display G4 instability at 
any of the loci tested, dog-1-deficient animals showed many differently sized deletions at 
all four loci, indicating that also at these loci the DOG-1 helicase is required to prevent the 
induction of G4-induced deletions. To test if these deletions depended on TMEJ, we analyzed 
deletion formation in dog-1; polq-1 double mutants and found that indeed all small deletions 
at Qua375 depended on POLQ-1 (Figure 2B). In contrast, Qua1277, Qua213 and Qua915 
still showed some small deletion in the absence of POLQ-1, indicating that these homology-
rich loci can spawn deletions independent of TMEJ (Figure 2B). Interestingly, the residual 
deletions at Qua1277 or Qua213 were always of identical size, suggestive of a preferred 
repair outcome specific for each locus. Sequence analysis revealed that all TMEJ-independent 
deletion events at Qua1277 or Qua213 used HDR based on the two major repeats flanking 
the G4 sites (Figure 2A). 
HDR footprints imply available 3′ overhangs at G4-induced DSBs
While these observations provided further evidence that TMEJ-independent repair mechanisms 
exist, they also provided clues regarding the molecular nature of the predicted G4-induced 
substrate: a replication-derived DSB (see Figure 3 for the current model). In TMEJ-proficient 
dog-1 animals Qua375 and Qua1277 behaved very similarly: all deletions were uni-directional 
and started directly at the G4 motif (Figure 2C). The typical position of the upstream deletion 
breakpoint implies that the location of the G4 structure dictates the position of the resultant 
DSB end and the strong preservation of the sequences upstream the G4 motif suggests that 
the 3′ end of this DSB is quite stable during the repair process (Figure 2C and 2D). 
Furthermore, the HDR footprints at Qua1277 in dog-1; polq-1 animals imply that the 
upstream repeat was exposed and able to anneal to its homologous counterpart, suggesting 











































2C and 2D). This observation is supported by the data acquired using the pRP1879 transgene. 
Similar to the upstream repeat at Qua1277, the upstream LacZ repeat in pRP1879, positioned 
270bp away from the G4 motif, needs to be available to allow HDR to occur and the LacZ 
reporter gene to be expressed (Figure 1A). Likewise, G4 deletions at Qua915 frequently 
involved annealing of repeats residing 15-80bp upstream of the G4 motif, even in the presence 
of POLQ-1, suggesting that the upstream DSB end may intrinsically have a 3′ overhang that 
could serve as a substrate for both HDR and TMEJ; a feature consistent with a model for 
replication-born DSBs (Figure 2C and 3). 
No evidenced for NHEJ activity at G4-induced DSBs
The idea that G4-derived DSBs inherently may have substantial 3′ overhangs would be in line 
with the reported lack of NHEJ activity on these substrates (youds et al. 2006; Koole et al. 
2014). NHEJ can efficiently repair blunt-ended DSBs but not resected DSBs (lieBer 2010). 
Although both NHEJ and TMEJ should be able to repair DSBs in the absence of homologous 
sequences, TMEJ is the pathway of choice to repair G4-induced DSBs (Koole et al. 2014). 
Recently several well-conserved factors, including FANCD2/fcd-2 and CtIP/com-1, have been 
identified that suppress NHEJ activity at endogenous DSBs by initiating DNA end resection 
(adaMo et al. 2010; leMMens et al. 2013). To test if NHEJ would be able to repair G4-induced 
DSBs in the absence of these NHEJ-suppressors, we constructed dog-1; polq-1; fcd-2 and 
dog-1; polq-1; com-1 triple mutants and analyzed deletion formation at Qua375. Similar to the 
dog-1; polq-1 double mutant controls, none of the triple mutant animals showed homology-
independent deletions, suggesting that also in these genetic backgrounds NHEJ cannot act 
on G4-derived DSBs (Figure S2). In contrast, we observed many deletion products in the 
POLQ-1 proficient dog-1 controls, indicating that TMEJ is the key pathway to repair G4-
induced DSBs in the absence of flanking homology (Figure S2). 
A limited number of TMEJ events can channel into HDR 
To study the effects of TMEJ deficiency and address the relative contribution of TMEJ and HDR 
events, we examined deletion formation at Qua375, Qua213 and Qua915 in >360 dog-1 and 
>360 dog-1;polq-1 animals and determined the deletion frequencies at the different G4 loci 
in the same population (Figure 2E). While in all cases the deletion frequency dropped in dog-
1;polq-1 animals compared to dog-1 single mutants, the extent of polq-1 dependency differed 
substantially between loci. While the deletion frequency at the repetitive locus Qua915 was 
hardly affected by polq-1 loss (85%), the deletion frequency at Qua213 dropped drastically 
in the absence of polq-1 (6%) and deletions were even completely absent at Qua375 (0%), 
suggesting that the extent of flanking homology correlates directly to the potency of deletion 
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Figure 2. Flanking homology at endogenous G4 sites allows POLQ-1-independent deletion 
formation 
A. Schematic diagram of four endogenous G4 loci with different degrees of flanking homology. G4 loci 
are aligned relative to the 5′ position of the G4 motif and the most prominent homologous repeats are 
indicated in red. B. Graphic illustration of G4 deletions profiles at three endogenous G4 loci. For each 
locus six typical G4 deletions in dog-1 and three typical G4 deletions in dog-1; polq-1 animals are depicted. 
Black bars represent homology-independent deletions; red bars represent homology-dependent events. 
C. Representative images of the different PCR-based assays used to identify G4-induced deletions at 
the indicated G4 loci. Per lane genomic DNA of three adult animals was PCR-amplified using primers 
flanking the G4 motif and homologous repeats. Asterisks indicate stochastic deletions, which manifest as 
shorter than wild-type products and ∆ indicates the size-range of the PCR-amplified deletion products. 
D. Models for G4-induced deletions formation via TMEJ (left) and HDR (right). Filled red boxes indicate 
homologous sequences. Grey gradients illustrate the association between deletion size/position and the 
G4-induced ssDNA gap (in case of TMEJ) or the position of the homologous repeats (in case of HDR). E. 
Histogram depicts relative deletion frequencies at the indicated G4 loci as determined by the PCR-based 
assay on 1% single worm lysates of dog-1 (white bars) and dog-1; polq-1 animals (black bars). Depicted 
frequencies are relative to the deletion frequency in dog-1 single mutants to allow comparison of loci 
expressing different stochastic G4 deletion rates (n>360, see methods section for details). F. Histogram 
depicts relative frequencies of deletion footprints with >4bp homology (red) and without homology (grey) 
as identified by the PCR-based assay at the indicated G4 loci (see methods section for details). Repair 
footprints were analyzed from PCR-amplified deletion products obtained from 1% single worm lysates of 











































We next extracted the deletion products at Qua375, Qua213 and Qua915 and determined 
the repair footprints. All residual deletions in polq-1-deficient animals used extensive homology 
(>4bp) and deleted sequences far upstream of the G4 motif, indicative of HDR events (Figure 
2F). Importantly, POLQ-1-proficient dog-1 animals also showed HDR footprints, revealing that 
TMEJ does not completely suppress HDR. When we directly compared the frequencies of 
TMEJ and HDR footprints among dog-1 and dog-1;polq-1 animals, we observed an increase 
in HDR events at the expense of TMEJ products in polq-1 deficient animals, suggesting that 














Figure 3. Model for G4-induced deletion formation 
Model describes the origin of replication-born DSBs from G4-induced ssDNA gaps and subsequent DSB 
repair via HDR and TMEJ. The DNA strand bearing the persistent G4 quadruplex is depicted in red. 
Transparent red boxes indicate homologous sequences. Polymerase Theta/POLQ-1 is depicted in grey. 
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HDR can locally dominate repair of G4-induced DSBs 
The observation that the requirement for POLQ-1 in G4 deletion formation can be bypassed 
by the presence of homologous sequences lead us to question which repair mode was 
initiated first. To investigate how sequence context around G4 motifs controlled the choice 
between HDR and TMEJ, we plotted the distribution of all homology-independent deletions 
at Qua375, Qua213 and Qua915, and sorted the deletions based on their position relative 
to the G4 motif (illustrated by the black bars in Figure 4A). Subsequently all deletions were 
binned in 50bp windows to obtain a 5′ deletion junctions distribution relative to the G4 motif 
(4B). In accordance with previous studies on non-repetitive G4 loci (Koole et al. 2014), we 
found the vast majority of Qua375 and Qua213 deletions to be 50-300bp in size (>85%), with 
most 5′ deletion junctions residing 101-150bp downstream of the G4 motif (~30%) (Figure 
4B, white and grey bars). The G4 deletions at Qua915 were also typically 50-300bp in size 
(>85%), however the distribution of 5′ deletion junctions was significantly different (Figure 
4B, black bars). Strikingly, none of the homology-independent deletions at Qua915 had 5′ 
deletion junctions residing 101-150bp downstream of the G4 motif (0%), clearly contrasting 
the distribution found at other G4 sites (Figure 4B, highlighted in pink). Also no homology-
independent Qua915 deletions were observed 251-300bp downstream of the G4, while these 
were observed at Qua375 and Qua213 (Figure 4B, highlighted in pink). The fact that the major 
homologous repeats flanking Qua915 are located exactly downstream of the regions devoid 
of homology-independent deletions strongly argues for a dominant role of these repeats 
in sequestering TMEJ substrates. These data imply that G4-derived DSBs that contain 
homologous repeats of sufficient size at both break ends are preferably repaired via HDR and 
not TMEJ (Figure 4C, middle panel). Such a dominant effect of homologous sequences also 
explains why HDR events are frequent at Qua915, even in the presence of functional POLQ-1 
(Figure 2F). 
We also noted that the dominant effect of the homologous sequences only suppressed 
the TMEJ events with 5′ deletion junctions upstream (left) of the repeat but not those with 5′ 
junctions directly downstream (right) of the repeat (Figure 4B, highlighted in pink and grey, 
respectively). In fact, the vast majority of the homology-independent deletions at Qua915 had 
5′ deletion junctions residing 151-200bp downstream of the G4 motif (~45%), which is directly 
adjacent to the dominant repeat (Figure 4B, highlighted in grey). This directional effect of the 
homologous sequences is in perfect agreement with our model of G4-derived DSBs (Figure 
3 and 4C). This model predicts that the 5′ deletion junction of a TMEJ event is determined by 
the size of the ssDNA gap caused by the replication-blocking G4 structure: replication of the 
G4-induced ssDNA gap results into a DSB that lacks the DNA sequence covered previously 
by the ssDNA gap (Figure 3 and 4C). Repair of these DSBs by TMEJ results in deletions with 
junctions corresponding directly to the position and size of the initial gap (Figure 2D and 3). 











































the following DSB ends will contain flanking homology and HDR will be the preferred mode 
of repair (Figure 4C, middle panel): resulting in a lack of homology-independent Qua915 
deletions with 5′ junctions upstream (left) of the repeat (Figure 4B, highlighted in pink). 
However, when the ssDNA gaps are larger and cover the homologous repeats, the DSB will 
not contain homologous sequences at both ends and TMEJ will be the preferred mode of 
repair (Figure 4C, right panel): indeed resulting in multiple homology-independent Qua915 
deletions with 5′ junctions downstream (right) of the repeat (Figure 4B, highlighted in grey). 
This model also predicts that repeats that are very close to the G4 site are poor substrates 
for HDR, even if they were larger than the 29bp repeats at Qua915, given that the ssDNA 
gaps often would cover the homologous sequences and the following DSBs would not have 
homologous ends (Figure 4C, right panel). Indeed, the vast majority of pLM20 ORF corrections 
was still polq-1-dependent and did not use the relatively large 50bp repeat positioned just 
24bp downstream of the G4 site (Figure 1F and S3). All together these data support a model 
in which homologous sequences that flank G4 sites can mediate DSB repair but only when 
they are of sufficient size and located such that they are present in the subsequent DSB ends; 
in all other cases POLQ-1 activity is required for deletion formation (Figure 4C). 
Figure 4. HDR can locally dominate repair of G4-induced DSBs 
A. Graphic illustration of G4 deletions profiles at Qua375 and Qua915 in dog-1 deficient animals. Black 
bars represent homology-independent deletions. Genomic regions that display local dominance of 
HDR are highlighted in pink and reside directly left (5′) of the major repeats at Qua915 (red blocks). 
Genomic regions that reside directly right (3′) of the major repeats at Qua915 are highlighted in grey. B. 
Distribution of homology-independent deletions binned in 50bp windows based on the position of their 5′ 
junctions relative to the G4 motif. Genomic regions devoid of homology-independent events at Qua915 
are highlighted in pink and reside directly left (5′) of the major repeats present at this locus. Genomic 
regions that reside directly right (3′) of the major repeats at Qua915 are highlighted in grey. Asterisk 
indicates significant difference between the local deletion frequency at Qua915 and the two other G4 loci 
that lack the downstream repeat (p<0.01 by Fisher’s exact test, two tailed). C. Different models for G4-
induced deletion formation depending on the presence of flanking homology. Left model: scenario at G4 
sites lacking flanking homology, typically resulting in TMEJ products. Middle model: scenario at G4 sites 
with flanking repeats that are still present in the following DSB ends, resulting in HDR dominance. Right 
model: scenario at G4 sites with flanking repeats of which one is lost in the following DSB ends, again 
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Our genetic analysis revealed that homology-independent deletion events at G4 loci require 
TMEJ and that a subset of POLQ-1 substrates can be channeled into HDR provided that 
flanking homology is present. The local dominance of HDR at repetitive loci further illustrates 
the dynamic balance between TMEJ and HDR events and suggests that the presence of 
homologous repeats can direct repair pathway choice. 
Based on these observations we propose a model in which unresolved G4 structures 
result in DSBs that can be repaired either via TMEJ or HDR depending on the sequence 
context (Figure 3 and 4C). The presence of homologous repeats at both DSB ends bypasses 
the need for POLQ-1 to create complementary 3′ DNA ends and allows immediate annealing 
of the DSB ends: paving the way for TMEJ-independent deletion formation. 
When flanking homology is absent at the DSB and the sister-chromatid still harbors a 
persistent G4 structure, the cell relies on TMEJ to adequately repair G4-induced DSBs (Figure 
3). We propose that stalled replication at persistent G4 structures leads to 50-300bp ssDNA 
gaps that in the next S-phase result in replication-born DSBs that are neither compatible for 
NHEJ (potentially due to long 3′ overhangs) nor have a suitable HR template (due to the 
persistent G4 structure) and thus require TMEJ or HDR for repair. 
Replication-born DSBs are likely to be processed by DNA end resection nucleases in an 
attempt to initiate error-free HR repair via the sister-chromatid, given that such nucleases 
are activated during S-phase (Ferretti et al. 2013; truong et al. 2013). Moreover, previous 
studies detected increased RAD-51 foci (a marker for resected DSBs) in genetic backgrounds 
with increased TMEJ products, including animals deficient for the G4-resolving helicase 
DOG-1 (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). These studies also revealed that G4-induced 
DSBs lacking obvious flanking homology are processed extensively in TMEJ-deficient 
animals, ultimately resulting in elevated levels of RAD-51 foci, bi-directional deletions and 
extensive loss of genetic material (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). Repair via TMEJ 
or HDR would prevent continuous DSB processing and putative deleterious signaling events, 
promoting proper animal development at the expense of small deletions. The notion that G4-
induced DSBs can be repaired via TMEJ or HDR, but not NHEJ, implies that these DSBs 
contain substantial 3′ overhangs that allow annealing of homologous sequences but prevent 
binding of Ku (a dimeric protein complex that binds blunt DSB ends and initiates NHEJ). In the 
absence of repair via TMEJ, HDR or HR these 3′ overhangs could be a substrate for DNA end 
resection nucleases, resulting in persistent RAD-51 foci and bi-directional deletions (Koole et 
al. 2014). 
We propose that the key role of polymerase Theta is to create de novo complementary 
sequences at 3′ DNA ends, allowing bridging of DSBs that lack flanking homology: a unique 
ability needed to repair DSBs genome-wide when canonical repair mechanisms such as HR 













































All strains were cultured according to standard C. elegans procedures (Brenner 1974). 
Alleles used in this study include: LGI; dog-1(gk10), dog-1(pk2247), fnci-1(tm3081), LGIII: 
polq-1(tm2026), exo-1(tm1842), com-1(t1626) LGIV: fcd-2(tm1298), mre-11(ok179), LGX; 
pkIs2170 [pRP1879], LG unknown; IfIs55 [pLM20]. 
LacZ-based transgenic reporter assay to visualize G4 deletions 
Transgenic strains were obtained by microinjection of reporter construct pLM20 [myo-
2::C23::stops::NLS::LacZ] and mCherry-based co-expression markers pGH8 pCFJ104 to 
generate IfIs55 (FroKjaer-jensen et al. 2008) or by microparticle bombardment of reporter 
construct pLM20 and unc-119 expression marker to generate pkIs2170. To visualize stochastic 
G4 deletions, >4 clonal lines of dog-1 deficient IfIs55 or pkIs2170 animals were stained for 
LacZ expression per experiment (PothoF et al. 2003). 
PCR-based assays to identify G4 deletions at endogenous loci
Stochastic deletion formation at endogenous G4 DNA loci was assayed using a PCR-based 
approach. Genomic DNA was isolated either from single worms or pools of worms and subjected 
to nested rounds of PCRs with primers that flank the G4 motif and flanking repeats if present 
(see Figure S1 for detailed sequence context). To obtain stochastic deletions frequencies at 
Qua375, Qua213 and Qua915, we analyzed two independent PCR reactions on 1% lysate 
fractions of >190 dog-1 proficient and >330 dog-1 deficient animals. L4 stage animals were 
used (1 worm per 10ul lysis reaction) and ~0.1ul lysate (1%) was transferred into 15ul PCR 
reactions using a 384 pin replicator (Genetix X5050). Subsequently 0.2ul of PCR product 
was used for 15ul nested PCR reactions. PCR reactions were typically run for 35 cycles with 
54°C primer annealing and 72°C extension for 120 seconds. Unique deletion products were 
discriminated based on size by gel-electrophoreses and repair footprints were analyzed by 
Sanger sequencing. Strictly deletions verified by both PCR reactions were analyzed and used 












































































































Figure S1. Sequence context of endogeous G4 sites tested for TMEJ/HDR events
Schematic diagrams and DNA sequence contexts of Qua915, Qua213, Qua1277 and Qua375. G4 motifs 
are highlighted in grey and prominent flanking repeats are highlighted in red. Primer sequences used for 
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dog-1 dog-1 polq-1 dog-1 polq-1 com-1
dog-1 dog-1 polq-1 dog-1 polq-1 fnci-1

















5 gravid adults per wellA. B.
Figure S2. Stochastic G4 deletions at Qua375 depend on TMEJ even in absence of NHEJ 
suppressors 
A. Model for G4-induced deletion formation and hypothetical suppression of NHEJ to act parallel to TMEJ 
B. PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 site Qua375; each well represents an independent 
PCR reaction on 10% lysate of five gravid adults of the indicated genotype; size-range of PCR-amplified 
deletions products is indicated by ∆. Upper panels: genomic lysates were obtained from first-generation 
com-1 homozygous adults containing several embryo’s to minimize the contribution of maternal COM-
1. Middle and lower panels: PCR reactions were run with shorter extension times (1min) to hinder the 
formation of abundant wild-type products and enrich for G4 deletion products. In all cases, PCR conditions 
allowed efficient detection of multiple deletion events in polq-1 proficient controls (left panels). 










* Out of 2000 independent populations of dog-1 decient pLM20 animals, 9 were identied that carried a 
germline LacZ ORF restoration event. Deletion footprint analysis revealed that 7 out of 7 tested populations 
contained non-homologous deletions resulting in an in-frame LacZ product. Although the sample size is small, 
these data suggest that only a minor fraction of repair events use the anking repeat positioned very close to the 
G4 motif. This observation is in line with the substantial reduction in LacZ ORF correction events  in TMEJ defecient 






Figure S3. Frequent non-homologous germline G4 deletions (TMEJ events) at pLM20 reporter 
locus
Upper panels depict the pLM20 reporter construct and the anticipated TMEJ (left) and HDR (right) 
outcomes. Lower panel depicts germline G4 deletions profiles at the pLM20 reporter locus. *Out of 2000 
independent populations of dog-1 deficient pLM20 animals, 9 were identified that carried a germline LacZ 
ORF restoration event. Deletion footprint analysis revealed that 7 out of 7 tested populations contained 
non-homologous deletions resulting in an in-frame LacZ product (black bars). Although the sample size 
is small, these data suggest that only a minor fraction of repair events use the flanking repeat positioned 
very close to the G4 motif. This observation is in line with the substantial reduction in LacZ ORF correction 
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This dissertation discusses several aspects of DNA double strand break (DSB) repair and 
provides mechanistic insights in the occurrence and repair of DSBs during C. elegans 
development. DSB repair is crucial to ensure genome stability in developing animals, as 
unrepaired DSBs can result in extensive loss of genetic material and aneuploidy upon cell 
division. However, DSB repair is not error-free and can cause mutations and chromosome 
aberrations. In fact, mutagenic DSB repair can leave many genetic scars throughout 
development and ultimately promote malignant transformation (aParicio et al. 2014). 
Eukaryotic cells possess many different DSB repair activities, some of which are intrinsically 
mutagenic (see Dutch summary, Figure 2). Cells need to tightly control the different DSB 
repair activities to limit the genetic consequences but also support efficient repair. Although 
the studies presented in this thesis provide further insight in the consequences of DSB repair 
pathway choice during animal development, still many questions remain to be addressed. 
Especially the temporal and spatial regulation of the different DSB repair pathways is poorly 
understood and will require future study. Furthermore, the molecular mechanisms that dictate 
repair template choice remain elusive. A selection of outstanding questions will be discussed 
in more detail below. 
How to employ DSB repair in the right place and at the right time?
The consequences of mutagenic repair are mainly determined by the developmental context. 
For example, mutations in terminally differentiated somatic cells only affect the function of that 
particular cell, whereas mutations in germ stem cells may affect the fitness of the whole brood 
of the animal. It is thought that due to these different levels of evolutionary pressure, tissue-
specific DSB repair modes could arise. In line with those concepts, C. elegans germ stem 
cells typically use error-free homologous recombination (HR) for DSB repair, while somatic 
cells rely on various error-prone DSB repair mechanisms (clejan et al. 2006; Pontier and 
tijsterMan 2009). Interestingly, differential DSB repair activities are even present within the 
different germ line tissues. As described in Chapter 2, we found that certain germ cells depend 
heavily on COM-1 and EXO-1 for DNA end resection of DSBs, a crucial step in regulating 
DSB repair pathway choice. Interestingly, the requirement for these DNA end resection 
nucleases is regulated in a temporal and/or spatial fashion, given that certain germ cells at 
specific developmental stages were proficient in DNA end resection even in the absence of 
COM-1 and EXO-1. These specific germ cells are predicted to use the sister chromatid as a 
template for HR, whereas germ cells that require COM-1 and EXO-1 for DNA end resection 
use the homologous chromosome for repair (hayashi et al. 2007). How early DSB processing 
factors are regulated during gametogenesis and how their activities are linked to chromosome 
organization and repair template availability is unknown to date. Similarly, we found LIN-61 
to be required for HR in mitotic germ cells but not meiotic germ cells, again revealing tissue-











































and how malignant brain tumour domain proteins akin to LIN-61 regulate DSB repair on a 
mechanistic level requires further study. 
  
How to choose between the good, the bad and the ugly?
The notion that DSB repair can have both benign and harmful consequences for animal 
development is well illustrated by the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway. As 
discussed in this thesis, NHEJ is vital to promote genome stability in somatic tissues (Chapter 
4), but can also cause highly toxic repair products in germ cells (Chapter 2). Next to being toxic 
directly, NHEJ is also error-prone and thus creates mutations. A single DSB repair pathway 
can thus be “good”, “bad” and “ugly” in light of genome maintenance. 
The mutagenic attribute or the “ugly side” of DSB repair is adressed in more detail 
in Chapter 5 and 6, where we demonstrate that DSBs induced by unresolved replication 
barriers cause genomic deletions whose nature depends on sequence context and the mode 
of DSB repair. We have recently identified the major DSB repair pathway responsible for 
these deletions and named the pathway Theta-mediated end joining (TMEJ), as it required 
polymerase Theta/POLQ-1 (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). In Chapter 5 we 
investigated the potential endogenous sources underlying TMEJ-mediated mutagenesis and 
found that a single unresolved DNA secondary structure, such as a G4-quadruplex, could 
serve as a continuous source of TMEJ substrates, ultimately leading to multiple deletions 
during C. elegans development. Subsequent in-depth analysis of repair footprints, revealed 
an alternative DSB repair mechanism that can compete with TMEJ for G4-induced deletion 
formation (Chapter 6). In contrast to TMEJ, this alternative homology driven repair (HDR) 
mechanism requires substantial sequence homology at both break ends. Because of these 
specific homology requirements, HDR is only feasible at highly repetitive loci. Nevertheless, 
the notion that TMEJ and HDR share the same substrates suggests an intimate connection 
between TMEJ and homology search mechanisms. Interestingly, genetic backgrounds 
that suffer from increased TMEJ-mediated deletions also show increased levels of HR 
intermediates (detected as RAD-51 foci), substantiating the idea that TMEJ and HR may act 
on similar substrates (Koole et al. 2014; roerinK et al. 2014). How cells decide between error-
free repair via HR (“good”) and mutagenic repair via TMEJ (“bad”) is still an open question. As 
noted in Chapter 2, we identified a genetic factor, COM-1, that dictates the balance between 
HR (“good”) and NHEJ (“bad”) in germ cells. If COM-1 is also needed to prevent TMEJ to act 
on meiotic DSBs remains to be studied, but some level of genome instability remained in com-
1 animals that were deficient for NHEJ, suggesting that alternative end joining pathways may 
act on meiotic DSBs under these conditions (Chapter 2). Future genome-wide sequencing 
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What is the mechanism and biological significance of TMEJ and HDR?
In recent years several alternative DSB repair mechanisms have been described that in 
contrast to NHEJ use complementary DNA sequences to seal DSBs. These alternative DSB 
repair mechanisms have received different names including alternative end joining (alt-EJ), 
micro-homology mediated end joining (MMEJ) or single strand annealing (SSA). To date the 
molecular characteristics and genetic requirements of these pathways are still ill defined and 
may encompass common mechanisms that include single-strand DNA exposure, annealing 
of complementary sequences and removal of non-complementary flaps. Depending on the 
availability, length and position of the complementary sequences, these alternative DSB repair 
mechanisms may require genetic factors that support DNA resection, annealing or nicking, 
respectively. In Chapter 6, we describe two alternative DSB repair mechanisms that are 
distinct from NHEJ and can act on G4-induced DSBs: HDR, which requires >4bp sequence 
homology and TMEJ, which does not require extensive homology but needs polymerase 
Theta/POLQ-1. Further research is needed to elucidate to which extent the earlier described 
alternative DSB repair activities involve TMEJ and/or HDR mechanisms. 
Because genetic studies often use a limited amount of model substrates to measure DSB 
repair outcomes, pathway definitions and extrapolation of genetic requirements to a genome-
wide level has proven to be problematic. To this end, genome-wide sequencing approaches 
will become attractive tools to evaluate the impact of alternative DSB repair pathways on 
genome maintenance and study their role at numerous genomic locations. 
Under which conditions are DSBs repaired via TMEJ? 
In this thesis we focused on TMEJ in the context of G4-induced DSBs, which because of their 
fixed genomic location proved to be a powerful approach to study the genetic consequences of 
low-frequency replication barriers (Chapter 5 and 6). Recently our lab has identified additional 
roles for TMEJ on DSBs derived from other sources, including transposition (unpublished 
data). By comparing the different genetic interactions and repair outcomes of TMEJ events 
triggered by various sources of DSBs, one should be able to identify the genetic features that 
are intrinsic to TMEJ reactions (e.g. frequent flank insertions) and distinguish these features 
from those that are provoked by the substrate (e.g. deletion size). 
How to find new components and potential regulators of TMEJ?
Similar to NHEJ, TMEJ could be harmful, as it is not error-free and in case of multiple DSBs 
could lead to translocations. This latter attribute may also have clinical implications given 
that up-regulation of polymerase Theta is associated with poor prognosis in human cancers 
(higgins et al. 2010). On the other hand, the ability of TMEJ to seal DSBs without the need 
of extensive sequence homology makes it a valuable pathway to repair DSBs genome-wide. 











































provided important clues on the mechanism of TMEJ, complementary approaches such as 
unbiased screens to identify additional genetic factors required for TMEJ could provide vital 
insights into the mechanism and regulation of this pathway. In addition, targeted proteomics 
approaches could reveal new players of TMEJ as well as novel post-translational modifications 
on polymerase Theta itself. 
As described in Chapter 4, we performed unbiased forward genetics screens to identify 
new regulators of NHEJ and found several mRNA binding factors to be required for efficient 
NHEJ in somatic cells. Subsequent transcriptome analysis resulted in the identification of 
specific mRNA splicing defects in several newly identified mutants, revealing a potential novel 
link between mRNA splicing and DSB repair. The identification of canonical NHEJ factors 
(e.g. CKU-70 and CKU-80) and novel factors such as THOC-5 and PNN-1 validated the 
screen and demonstrated the power of such unbiased approaches. Still, one drawback of 
forward genetics screens is the typically need for the obtained alleles to be homozygous 
viable, which hinders the identification of essential genes. We obtained a point mutation in 
thoc-2 that causes a NHEJ defect in C. elegans but did not completely block the essential 
function of THO, given that thoc-2 null mutants are sterile (castellano-Pozo et al. 2012). Thus 
forward genetics screens as performed here can reveal essential genes in DSB repair, but the 
identification of such alleles typically requires substantial screening depth. 
We have established various transgenic reporter systems that can measure TMEJ activity 
at G4 sites, which can be used to screen for new factors required for TMEJ. Given that many 
TMEJ factors may be intrinsically connected to DNA replication and HR (which are both 
essential processes in C. elegans), careful design of future screens is needed to acquire 
many alleles and thus potential hypomorphic mutations. Conversely, identification of viable 
alleles of HR or DNA replication factors could open new research avenues as they provide 
new tools to study these important biological processes in other developmental contexts. 
Concluding remarks 
As discussed in this thesis, the efficacy and choice of DSB repair pathways can have 
tremendous influence on the toxicity and mutagenicity of DSBs. Future research to delineate 
the different DSB repair modes is vital to understand the genetic consequences of DSBs 
for animal development. Ultimately, new insights concerning the endogenous sources and 
consequences of genomic instability in developing tissues could provide important clues on 
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This thesis describes several studies conducted to examine how living organisms preserve 
their genetic material and how different DNA repair pathways influence genome stability. To 
study these questions the nematode C. elegans was used as a model organism, as it allows 
efficient genetic manipulation as well as in-depth genetic analysis of mutagenic processes. 
We exploited these unique attributes to i) convert these animals into in vivo sensors of DNA 
damage ii) identify factors not implicated in genome stability before, iii) unveil mechanisms 
that dictate DNA repair pathway choice, and iv) determine the biological consequences of 
endogenous barriers that impede DNA replication. 
The genetic code of life is stored in DNA molecules that consist of two parallel strands of 
coupled nucleotides that form a DNA double helix. One of the most deleterious forms of DNA 
damage is a DNA double-strand break (DSB) in which both strands of the helix are broken. 
When not repaired adequately DSBs can lead to extensive loss of genetic information and/
or genomic rearrangements, ultimately fueling genome instability, cellular dysfunction and 
malignant transformation. The high mutagenic and cytotoxic potential of DSBs poses a serious 
threat to human health, but also can be exploited to eradicate malignant cells. In fact, rapidly 
dividing cancer cells are often hypersensitive to DSB-inducing agents, including ionizing 
radiation (IR) and radiomimetic drugs. Surprisingly, certain cellular developmental programs 
actually depend on DSB formation, including the generation of gametes. Novel insights on the 
endogenous sources of DSBs as well as the mechanisms that deal with these toxic lesions 
should help us to better understand the complex processes underlying diseases such as 
cancer, as well as providing clues for treatment optimization. Furthermore, fundamental 
research on genome stability helps clarifying the driving forces of species evolution. 
Chapter 1 summarizes the major contributions and recent progress in the C. elegans 
research field aimed to elucidate the complex networks involved in DSB repair. We describe 
the role of different DSB repair routes during nematode development and focus on two major 
DSB repair pathways: Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) and Homologous Recombination 
(HR), the latter being widely studied due to its crucial role during gametogenesis. 
Chapter 2 describes the identification of COM-1 (the ortholog of tumor suppressor CtIP) as 
a key factor dictating DSB repair pathway choice during gametogenesis. Germ cells lacking 
COM-1 suffer from unscheduled NHEJ activities that disturb programmed HR events during 
meiosis, ultimately resulting in chromosomal abnormalities and loss of progeny viability. 
Deleting the toxic NHEJ components in com-1 deficient animals alleviated the meiotic defects 
and restored embryonic survival. Further genetic dissection revealed a redundant role for 













































Chapter 3 involves the characterization of the malignant brain tumour (MBT) domain 
protein LIN-61, which was identified in our lab to maintain genome stability in C. elegans germ 
cells. We combined various DNA repair assays and germline cytology techniques to reveal a 
role for LIN-61 in DSB repair via HR. 
Chapter 4 entails our search for novel regulators of NHEJ, the major DSB repair pathway 
in somatic tissues. By generating a transgenic strain that allowed in vivo detection of NHEJ 
activity and performing unbiased forward genetics screens, a set of mutant animals was 
identified that had altered DSB repair efficacy. Interestingly, several mutants not only displayed 
defects in NHEJ and somatic IR-resistance, but also had common defects in mRNA splicing, 
revealing a new link between mRNA metabolism and NHEJ regulation. 
In chapter 5 we look into endogenous sources of DSBs and found an important role for 
DNA secondary structures in genome instability. Next to the canonical double helix, certain 
DNA sequences can fold into other inter- and intramolecular structures. One well-studied 
DNA secondary structure that is very stable under physiological conditions and is a potent 
replication block in vitro is the G4 quadruplex. Here evidence is presented for a model in 
which a single persistent G4 quadruplex can result in multiple genomic rearrangements 
during animal development, revealing the mutagenic potential of G4 DNA sequences and the 
biological significance of helicases that act on these DNA secondary structures. 
Chapter 6 describes our efforts in resolving the repair mechanisms that act on G4-induced 
DSBs. Previously, our lab identified a novel DSB repair pathway, called polymerase Theta-
Mediated End Joining (TMEJ) that acts on replication-born DSBs. Here we show that DNA 
sequence context can direct repair pathway choice at G4 sites: While G4-induced genomic 
rearrangements at non-repetitive DNA typically requires TMEJ, the presence of short DNA 
repeats flanking the G4 sequence bypasses this requirement and promotes homology-
directed repair mechanisms.
All together these data indicate that animals possess a wide range of repair mechanisms 
to fix deleterious DSBs, which can arise from various sources, including IR, developmentally 
programmed nucleases and stochastic DNA replication impairments. Different repair routes 
can be used depending on cell type, protein expression, DSB nature, sequence context and 
repair substrate availability. Because each DSB repair route has unique consequences on 
repair outcome, the choice of repair can have tremendous influence on the genetic footprint a 
DSB leaves behind. This delicate balance has allowed DSBs to evolve as crucial substrates 
for developmental programs including gametogenesis, but also provides clues on how such 












































Dit proefschrift beschrijft een aantal studies die we hebben uitgevoerd om te onderzoeken 
hoe levende organismen hun genetisch materiaal op orde houden en hoe verschillende 
reparatiemechanismen hun sporen achter laten in het DNA van ontwikkelende dieren. De 
opeenstapeling van fouten in DNA kan leiden tot ernstige ontwikkelingsdefecten en veroudering, 
en ligt ten grondslag aan ziekten zoals kanker. Maar wat is DNA precies en waarom kunnen 
kleine foutjes in DNA zo’n grote gevolgen hebben? Om deze vraag te beantwoorden zal ik 
eerst het moleculairbiologisch kader schetsen waarin deze processen zich afspelen. 
Een kijkje in de cel
Het menselijk lichaam bestaat uit vele miljarden cellen met elk hun taak en specialisatie. 
Fascinerend genoeg komt ieder mens voort uit één enkele cel, die na het samensmelten van 
de zaad- en eicel vele malen moet delen om alle weefsels en organen te kunnen vormen. 
Deze ene cel bevat alle informatie nodig om een compleet organisme te maken en is een mix 
van genetische eigenschappen van zowel vader als moeder. 
Een cel vormt de kleinste bouweenheid van elk organisme, maar is tegelijkertijd ook 
een hele wereld op zich, of beter gezegd een stad (Figure 1). Zoals elke grote stad heeft 
iedere cel ook een stadsmuur (celmembraan), energie centrales (mitochondriën), fabrieken 
(ribosomen), transportbedrijven (golgi-systeem) en een bibliotheek (celkern). De bibliotheek 
is heel belangrijk, want hier is alle informatie opgeslagen die de stad nodig heeft om te kunnen 
functioneren. In deze bibliotheek liggen alle boeken, genaamd chromosomen, waar in staat 
hoe de cel de bouwstoffen en gereedschappen moet maken die nodig zijn om de stad te 
kunnen repareren indien nodig, maar ook hoe een stad/cel zich kan vermenigvuldigen. Elke 
keer dat een cel deelt moet deze hele bibliotheek dus ook netjes worden gekopieerd (DNA 
replicatie), zodat de dochtercellen ook toegang hebben tot alle genetische informatie. 
DNA: het recept voor leven
Deze genetische informatie is opgeslagen in de vorm van DNA: twee complementaire 
kralensnoeren die een wenteltrap/helix vormen (Figuur 1 en 2A). De genetische informatie 
is gecodeerd in de volgorde van de kralen/traptreden, genaamd basen en er zijn vier 
verschillende DNA basen: guanine (G), cytosine (C), adenine (A) en thymine (T). Het feit 
dat G altijd paart met C in de DNA helix, en A altijd met T, zorgt er voor dat de twee strengen 
kunnen dienen als een backup voor elkaar wanneer één streng haar coderende informatie 












































Een stuk coderend DNA noemen we een gen en het hele genenpakket van een organisme 
noemen we het genoom (Figuur 1). Genen coderen vaak voor eiwitten, de bouwstenen en 
werkpaarden voor een cel. De eigenschappen van een cel worden bepaald door welke genen 
worden afgelezen (Figuur 1). Met andere woorden, alle cellen binnen een organisme bevatten 
dezelfde bibliotheek, maar niet alle boeken zijn op dezelfde pagina’s opgeslagen. Een intact 
genoom is van cruciaal belang omdat beschadigde genen foute instructies kunnen geven, 
waardoor de cel kan sterven of juist ongeremd gaat delen. Dat laatste noemen we kanker. 
Gezien de mogelijke desastreuse gevolgen van DNA schade worden de chromosomen 
beschermd van de buitenwereld en blijven deze ‘boeken’ uitsluitend in de celkern. Om de gen-
instructies toch naar de eiwitfabrieken buiten de celkern te brengen wordt de genetisch code 
vertaald naar strengen ‘messenger RNA’ of mRNA (Figuur 1). De stabiliteit, vorm en lokalisatie 
van mRNA biedt de cel nog een extra laag van regulatie op eiwitproductie en daarmee ook op 
allerlei moleculaire processen. 
DNA onderhoud: een millennia oude noodzaak
Een belangrijke set van genen is die van DNA reparatiegenen. De integriteit van ons genoom 
wordt continue bedreigd door agentia die DNA kunnen beschadigen, waaronder zonlicht, 
chemische stoffen uit bijvoorbeeld sigaretten, maar ook diverse bijproducten die intrinsiek 
gekoppeld zijn aan ons cellulair metabolisme. Processen die leiden tot veranderingen in het 
genoom noemen we mutageen. Zonder DNA reparatie-eiwitten accumuleert het genoom 
veel veranderingen (mutaties), waardoor in de loop der tijd cellen kunnen ontstaan die zich 
gaan misdragen. Personen die een mutatie dragen in het BRCA1 gen bijvoorbeeld, hebben 
een defect in het repareren van DNA breuken, en families met zo’n mutatie hebben een 
sterk verhoogde kans op kanker. Omdat defecten in DNA reparatiegenen vaak ten grondslag 
liggen aan verscheidende erfelijke vormen van kanker worden deze genen vaak ook 
tumorsuppressors genoemd. 
Het belang van DNA reparatiegenen wordt nog eens verder benadrukt door het feit dat 
deze genen sterk geconserveerd zijn tijdens evolutie. Met andere woorden, de universele 
en essentiële rol van DNA heeft er toe geleid dat genen betrokken bij het kopiëren en 
repareren van DNA zijn behouden zelfs na miljoenen jaren selectie. Dit betekent ook dat DNA 
reparatiegenen in een fruitvlieg, worm, muis of mens veel met elkaar gemeen hebben en dat 
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Figuur 1: Vergelijking tussen een menselijke cel en een stad
Schematisch weergave van een menselijke cel (links) en een stad (rechts). Menselijke cellen en steden 
hebben vergelijkbare structuren, zoals de celkern (nucleus) en de bibliotheek (library). De integriteit van 
informatiedragers, zoals het DNA in chromosomen (in de cel) of de tekst in boeken (in de stad) zijn van 
cruciaal belang voor het goed functioneren van de cel/stad. Zie Nederlandse samenvatting voor details. 
DNA dubbelstrengs breuken 
Dit proefschrift concerteert zich op het herstellen van zogenaamde DNA dubbelstrengs 
breuken (DSBs), dat wil zeggen, lesies waarbij beide strengen van de DNA helix zijn gebroken 
(Figuur 2B). DSBs zijn erg gevaarlijk omdat ze kunnen leiden tot het verlies van grote stukken 
genetische informatie en/of ongewenste chromosoomfusies, wat uiteindelijk weer kan 
leiden tot genoominstabiliteit, cellulaire dysfunctie en kanker. De mutagene en cytotoxische 











































kunnen gelukkig ook worden benut om kwaadaardige cellen uit te roeien. Sneldelende 
kankercellen zijn namelijk overgevoelig voor DSB-inducerende middelen, zoals ioniserende 
straling en diverse chemotherapeutische geneesmiddelen. Daarnaast zijn bepaalde cellulaire 
ontwikkelingsprogramma’s verrassend genoeg afhankelijk van DSB formatie. Zo ondergaat 
bijvoorbeeld elke geslachtscel tientallen geprogrammeerde DNA breuken tijdens haar 
ontwikkeling. 
Nieuwe inzichten over de endogene bronnen van DSBs en de mechanismen die omgaan 
met deze gevaarlijke lesies kunnen helpen om complexe ziekten zoals kanker beter te 
begrijpen, alsmede aanwijzingen verschaffen die de behandeling van kanker kunnen 
optimaliseren. Bovendien kan fundamenteel onderzoek naar DSB reparatie helpen bij het 
blootleggen van de drijvende krachten achter evolutie en soortvorming. 
Caenorhabditis elegans als diermodel
Om DSB reparatie te bestuderen heb ik gebruik gemaakt van een nematodesoort genaamd 
C. elegans. Dit 1 millimeter lange wormpje dient als een eenvoudig diermodel voor complexe 
organismen zoals de mens en heeft al geleid tot vele belangrijke ontdekkingen waar onder 
meer verschillende Nobelprijzen voor zijn uitgereikt. C. elegans heeft een korte levenscyclus 
(2-3 dagen) en een relatief compact genoom (30 keer kleiner dan de mens). Daarnaast kunnen 
we haar genoom relatief makkelijk aanpassen, waardoor we de worm nieuwe eigenschappen 
kunnen geven (genetische manipulatie). Deze eigenschappen maken diepgaande genetische 
analyse van mutagene processen mogelijk en we hebben deze eigenschappen dan ook benut 
om i) deze dieren te veranderen in levende sensoren van DNA-schade ii) nieuwe factoren 
te vinden betrokken bij genoomstabiliteit, iii) mechanismen te onthullen die DNA-reparatie 
keuze dicteren, en iv) de biologische gevolgen te bepalen van DSBs die voortkomen uit DNA 
replicatie problemen.
DSB reparatieroutes 
Er zijn verschillend reparatiemechanismen geëvolueerd die DSBs kunnen ‘lijmen’ (Figuur 2B). 
Welke DSB reparatieroute gebruikt wordt is onder meer afhankelijk van het celtype (en de 
reparatiefactoren die hierin tot expressie komen), de DNA sequentiecontext van de breuk en 
de aanwezigheid van ‘reparatie-templates.’ 
De voornaamste DSB reparatieroute in menselijke cellen heet non-homologous end 
joining (NHEJ) en kan breuken repareren onafhankelijk van de DNA sequentie context (Figuur 
2B). De eerste stap in NHEJ is het beschermen van de dubbelstrengs breukeinden door 
zogenaamde Ku eiwitten (DSB end protection). Vervolgens rekruteren de Ku eiwitten een 
eiwitcomplex dat de breukeinden bijeenhoud (DSB end bridging). Dit complex bevat ook een 
DNA ligase die de DNA uiteinden daadwerkelijk aaneen lijmt (DNA ligation). NHEJ is een 











































een DNA sequentie controle. Hierdoor kan NHEJ resulteren in kleine deleties of inserties en in 
het geval van meerdere DSBs leiden tot foutieve chromosoomfusies. Om deze redenen wordt 
NHEJ ‘error-prone’ genoemd. 
De overige DSB reparatieroutes beginnen in tegenstelling tot NHEJ met ‘DNA end 
resection’; een DSB verwerkingstap waarbij de dubbelstrengs breukeinden niet worden 
beschermd maar juist worden omgezet in enkelstrengs DNA staarten (Figuur 2B). Deze 
blootgelegde enkelstrengs DNA sequenties kunnen nu gaan paren met ‘homologe’ DNA 
sequenties waardoor de stabiele dubbelstrengs DNA helix wordt hersteld. Als beide 
breukeinden homologe/passende sequenties bevatten kunnen deze ‘repeats’ paren om zo 
de breuk te overbruggen; afhankelijk van de lengte van de homologe sequenties spreekt 
men dan van single strand annealing (SSA) of microhomology mediated end joining (MMEJ) 
(Figuur 2B). SSA en MMEJ zijn per definitie mutageen omdat er van twee repeats één wordt 
gemaakt en er dus altijd genetische informatie verloren gaat. 
Recentelijk heeft onze onderzoeksgroep een alternatieve DSB reparatieroute beschreven 
genaamd polymerase Theta mediated end joining (TMEJ). Deze route is belangrijk bij het 
herstellen van DSBs die ontstaan tijdens het kopiëren van het genoom en kan acteren in 
de afwezigheid van homologe repeats. In het opgestelde model herstelt TMEJ een DSB 
door één DNA base van beide breukeinden te laten paren en deze te laten verlengen door 
polymerase Theta, een eiwit dat DNA basen kan inbouwen (Figuur 2B). Hierdoor ontstaat 
weer een stabiele dubbelstrengs DNA helix en is de breuk overbrugd. Ook hier kunnen enkele 
basenparen verloren raken en soms bouwt polymerase Theta extra DNA basen in, hetgeen 
TMEJ mutageen maakt. 
Er is echter één DSB reparatiemechanisme dat in principe geen mutaties achterlaat: 
homologous recombination (HR). Ook HR begint met ‘DNA end resection’, maar nu worden 
de enkelstrengs DNA staarten geladen met zogenaamde recombinase eiwitten (Figuur 2B). 
Zo’n DNA/recombinase complex kan nu op zoek gaan naar homologe DNA templates die 
niet beschadigd zijn, en vanuit daar de verloren informatie inkopiëren. In delende cellen kan 
bijvoorbeeld het recentelijk gemaakte kopie van het chromosoom (zusterchromatide) dienen 
als ideaal reparatie-template. Tijdens HR wordt zo’n intact homoloog template gebruikt om 
de enkelstrengs DNA eindjes te verlengen, zodat deze lang genoeg zijn om de breuk kunnen 
overbruggen (Figuur 2B). Zodra eventueel overgebleven gaatjes weer zijn gevuld en beide 
strengen zijn dichtgelijmd door DNA ligases is de DNA helix weer volledig hersteld en is er 
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Figuur 2: Verschillende mechanismen om dubbelstrengs DNA breuken te repareren 
A. Schematische weergave van de genetische code zoals opgeslagen in de base-volgorde van de 
DNA helix B. Overzicht van de verschillende DNA dubbelstrengs breuk reparatieroutes en hun voor- en 
nadelen. Bescherming van de breukeinden door Ku eiwitten (DSB end protection) initieert NHEJ, terwijl 
het exposeren van enkelstrengs breukeinden (DSB end resectie) kan resulteren in SSA, MMEJ, TMEJ 
en HR. Deze laatste reparatieroutes maken allen gebruik van DNA basenparing, maar de oorsprong 
en hoeveelheid van de benodigde homologe basen is verschillend. Legenda toont de kern-eiwitfuncties 
nodig voor DNA dubbelstrengs breuk herstel. Zie Nederlandse samenvatting voor details.
De wetenschappelijke bijdrage van dit proefschrift 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de experimenten die zijn uitgevoerd om de gevolgen en 
reparatiemogelijkheden van DSBs verder in kaart te brengen. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht 
van de recente ontwikkelingen in het onderzoeksveld waarbij C. elegans is gebruikt om DSB 
reparatiemechanismen op te helderen. Hieruit blijkt dat veel onderzoek is gedaan naar DSB 
herstel via HR omdat dit de dominante reparatieroute is om de geprogrammeerde DNA 











































In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we een nieuwe rol voor het eiwit COM-1 (de wormenvariant 
van de menselijke tumorsuppressor CtIP) tijdens de productie van geslachtscellen. We 
brengen een essentiële rol voor COM-1 aan het licht die gelegen is in het onderdrukken 
van NHEJ in geslachtcellen; in de afwezigheid van COM-1 worden de geprogrammeerde 
DSBs niet gerepareerd via HR maar gebonden door Ku eiwitten, met vele NHEJ-gemedieerde 
chromosoomfusies tot gevolg. Door Ku te verwijderen in COM-1 deficiënte dieren konden 
we deze chromosomale afwijkingen opheffen en de hoeveelheid levensvatbaar nageslacht 
drastisch verbeteren. Deze observaties geven een nieuwe kijk in de biologische functie van 
de tumorsuppressor CtIP alsmede de mogelijke toxische gevolgen van NHEJ. 
In hoofdstuk 3 en hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven we de identificatie en karakterisatie van nieuwe 
factoren nodig voor efficiënte DSB reparatie. Zo beschrijven we een nieuwe rol voor het eiwit 
LIN-61 in HR en een verrassende rol van mRNA bindende eiwitten in het bevorderen van 
NHEJ in C. elegans. Om deze nieuwe factoren te kunnen vinden hebben we verschillende 
wormen geconstrueerd die groen fluorescerend licht geven wanneer ze een DSB hebben 
hersteld. Deze studies dragen bij aan het in kaart brengen van de cellulaire mechanismen 
die genoomstabiliteit bevorderen en bieden onderzoekers extra gereedschappen om DSB 
reparatie in levende dieren te meten. 
Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 omvatten nieuwe bevindingen omtrent DNA replicatie blokkades en 
hun rol in het genereren van DSBs tijdens de ontwikkeling van dieren. DNA sequenties rijk aan 
de base guanine kunnen naast de DNA helix ook andere vormen aannemen, zogenaamde 
G4-quadruplex structuren. Dit zijn een soort knopen van enkelstrengs DNA waar de DNA 
polymerase die normaal het genoom kopieert op vast loopt. Deze ‘DNA knopen’ moeten 
daarom worden ontwonden door speciale helicase eiwitten zoals DOG-1 (de wormenvariant 
van tumorsuppressor FANCJ). In hoofdstuk 5 dragen we bevindingen aan die argumenteren 
dat in de afwezigheid van DOG-1 deze ‘DNA knopen’ in het genoom van de worm blijven 
zitten en leiden tot meerdere DSBs gedurende de ontwikkeling van het dier. Dit is de eerste 
keer dat het lot van één enkele secondaire DNA structuur is blootgelegd in levende dieren en 
benadrukt het belang van dit soort helicases voor genoomstabiliteit; ook gegeven het feit dat 
het menselijk genoom meer dan honderdduizend G-rijke sequenties bevat die mogelijk G4-
quadruplexes kunnen vormen. In hoofdstuk 6 laten we zien dat deze G4-geïnduceerde DSBs 
veelal gerepareerd worden via TMEJ, maar dat de noodzaak van polymerase Theta wordt 
opgeheven als er flankerende DNA repeats aanwezig zijn. Deze laatste observatie geeft 
inzicht in het mechanisme van de nog redelijk onbekende TMEJ route en doet suggereren dat 
polymerase Theta vooral nodig is om homologe sequenties aan breukeinden te creëren om 












































Dit proefschrift biedt verscheidende nieuwe inzichten in het ontstaan en repareren van DSBs 
en legt de mogelijke gevolgen bloot van mutagene reparatiemechanismen. Zo hebben we 
nieuwe regulators van NHEJ gevonden die belangrijk zijn voor DSB herstel in C. elegans, maar 
we tonen ook aan dat NHEJ erg gevaarlijk kan zijn tijdens de ontwikkeling van geslachtscellen. 
Strakke coördinatie is dus nodig om de verschillende reparatieroutes op elkaar af te stemmen 
zodat DNA breuken efficiënt maar ook accuraat worden hersteld. 
Daarnaast dragen we additioneel bewijs aan dat specifieke DNA sequenties in het genoom 
een bedreiging kunnen vormen voor genoomstabiliteit omdat ze stabiele DNA structuren 
kunnen vormen die het nauwkeurig kopiëren van het genoom verhinderen. Secundaire DNA 
structuren die niet worden ontwonden vormen een aanhoudende bron van DSBs die na 
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